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Human development researchers consider adolescence a rich time for interest 

development and identity exploration.  A relatively new movement in the Free-Choice Learning 

(FCL) arena, the Maker movement, offers learners interest-driven, experiential, often 

collaborative, and process-oriented activities ranging from game design (computer-based and 

otherwise) and robotics, to sewing LEDs into clothing and anything in between.  Maker 

activities can be engaged in at home, in FCL settings, such as museums or libraries, as part of 

the school day or extended school day, or in community settings, however there is concern that 

youth and families living in under-resourced communities may not be aware of the movement 

nor have access to Maker experiences.    

I hypothesized that a new media Maker experience, in which early adolescents in a 

diverse, under-resourced community design their own computer-based games, would provide a 

window in which to observe youths’ STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and 



Mathematics) interest development (STEM topics, activities, and careers), identity exploration, 

and understanding of technology and their relationship to it.  I conducted a mixed-methods 

study with ten early adolescents in an underrepresented community, who participated in an 

intensive, nine-week afterschool game design program.  Hidi & Renninger’s four-phase model 

of interest development, Ito, et.al.’s genres of participation, Holland, et. al.’s figured worlds and 

a place-based lens provided an analytical frame for the Maker experience and methods 

included observations of the activities, interactions, and conversations youth engaged in; 

completion of an interest questionnaire at the beginning and end of the experience.  Research 

methods included observations of the activities, interactions, and conversations the youth 

engaged in; Personal Meaning Mapping; in-depth interviews; and, pronoun usage and artifact 

analyses.   

Findings showed that the new media Maker space afforded diverse and underserved 

youth in the study new ways to identify with technology, explore their interests and re-Make 

their identities with each other, near peer mentors, and adult facilitators.  The authentic nature 

of the experience allowing youth to collaborate, engage in real game design practices, and 

utilize genuine tools, was critical, and the figured world of this new media Make experience 

provided youth opportunities to exercise agency and to position themselves  as active 

producers using technology, rather than passive consumers of technology.  The synergy of the 

Personal, Socio-Cultural and Physical dimensions of the experiences provided a space/place in 

which underserved youth interested in technology could identify more personally with the tools 

and practices of technology, broadening and deepening their interest and transforming their 

relationship to it.  Study findings have implications for researchers studying youth interest 



development, identity exploration and technology use, as well as for practitioners (FCL and K-

12), designing learning experiences for youth.  Critical components that supported youth 

agency, interest development and identity exploration around technology were the intentional 

use of a non-hierarchical facilitation style, authentic tools and practices, collaboration, interest-

driven activity and choice.  
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Introduction 

It’s a fairly typical story- a young boy’s summer vacation is spent going to work with his 

dad in East Los Angeles.  The family does not have a lot of money to pay for camps or other 

summer experiences, and his dad, George, owns his own used auto parts business, so Caine 

goes to work with him every day.  Like most youth spending the summer at a parent’s 

workplace, Caine was often bored and would ask to go to the local penny arcade, his favorite 

pastime.  And like most parents, George got tired of hearing his son claim to be bored and it 

was not reasonable or affordable for him to go to the arcade every day.  Over time, the auto 

parts store had evolved to doing most of its business online, and there were lots of empty 

cardboard boxes lying around.  One day, looking for a way to distract Caine, his dad told him he 

should use the boxes to make his own arcade.  Always interested in how things worked, Caine 

quickly rose to this challenge, eventually creating a whole storefront of homemade games out 

of boxes, packing tape, and markers.  Prizes were his old toys.  He added creative touches such 

as slots where tickets could be fed through by hand, to reward the player’s score, or an “s” 

hook and piece of yarn to create a “claw” game.  He even created a security system using 

calculators to find the square root of large numbers to ensure that the “fun pass” a customer 

had was legitimate.  And thus an amazing Maker experience was created.   
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Caine’s Arcade is a powerful example of creativity and ingenuity in a youth using just 

materials at hand.  Inspired by YouTube videos and a short film, ‘Caine’s Arcade’ made about 

Caine and his arcade, other youth all over the world have posted “reply” videos of their 

cardboard games to show Caine what they have made.  (cainesarcade@youtube.com)  His 

efforts even motivated a group of youth during the summer of 2013 at the Star Summer Camp, 

a Maker camp in Virginia, to create a “Starcade” of their own games out of cardboard and 

inspired the creation of a not-for-profit 501-c3 organization, The Imagination Foundation, by 

the filmmakers after the success of the short film, with a mission of celebrating the natural 

creative talents of children. 

Maker educational experiences offer opportunities for individuals to come together and 

explore their interests in settings that encourage collaboration and the sharing of resources, 

ideas, authentic skills, and tools.  This often takes place in a specially designed space that may 

be permanent, temporary, a pop-up space, or even a movable cart.  The Maker Education 

movement shares many qualities with Free-Choice Learning, the field of science education in 

which I am engaged.  It is interest driven, experiential, often collaborative, and process, not 

product oriented. Maker activities can happen at home, in informal education settings such as 

museums or libraries, as part of the school day or extended school day, or in community 

settings.  Activities range from game design and robotics to sewing LEDs into clothing- and 

anything in between.  Materials can include purchased kits or repurposed objects.  And with the 

abundance of information on the internet, as well as resources already present in every 

mailto:cainesarcade@youtube.com
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community, such as books in the library or a neighbor around the corner, anyone can learn how 

to do most anything; no project is out of the reach of a learner.   

Furthermore, Maker experiences are available to learners, of all ages, no matter what 

kind of school or home education environment in which they find themselves.  However, not all 

learners have access to these types of spaces or activities.  In particular, youth and their 

families that live in under-resourced communities may not even know about the movement or 

not have opportunities to participate. 

 

Statement of the Problem 

Proposition 1)   Early adolescence is a rich time for youth to explore their interests, 

identities, and understanding of topics that are relevant to them. This is 

particularly important for STEM (science, technology, engineering, and 

math) topics.   Interest is critical for persistence with a topic and impacts 

an individual’s identity development and their efforts to understand the 

topic. 

Research has identified adolescence as a critical age group in relationship to STEM 

interest. During the time period between middle childhood and adolescence, there are shifts in 

interest that have consequences for the pursuit of further STEM education and even careers 

(Tai, Liu, Maltese, & Fan,  2006). Interest is an important factor for learning, motivation, and 

attention (Hidi & Renninger, 2006).  One well-documented factor from several major cross-

cultural studies is that interest in STEM peaks around 10 years of age and then sharply declines.  
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This decline is even more dramatic among females (Archer, DeWitt, Osborne, Dillon, Willis, & 

Wong, 2010; Catsambis, 1995; Martin, Kornienko, Schaefer, Hanish, Fabes, & Goble, 2013; 

Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2005; PISA 2007).   The critical triggers of such decline in STEM interest are 

still not well understood.  Furthermore, early adolescence is also considered an important time 

in identity formation, with implications for learner and career identity. (Krapp, 2000; Wyss, 

Heulskamp, & Siebert, 2012)   If an individual’s interest in a topic drops, this could explain a lack 

of identity with it and less pursuit of careers in that field (Tai, Liu, Maltese, & Fan, 2006).   

Scientific and technological frontiers are rapidly expanding in the 21st Century. Current 

environmental, health and energy issues demand public engagement with and learning about 

topics in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM), which may lead to greater 

interest in STEM related careers. Much of our modern economy is based on science and 

technology (Jurecki & Wander, 2012; Wieman, 2007).  Beyond filling future career niches, our 

society needs a population of individuals comfortable with issues around STEM to make well-

considered decisions.   

In terms of careers, a 2012 report from the President’s Council of Advisors on Science 

and Technology (PCAST) states that, if we continue training scientists and engineers at the 

current rate, there will be a deficit of 1,000,000 workers over the next decade (Maltese & Tai, 

2011; Moss-Racusin, Davidio, Brescoll, Graham, & Handelsman, 2012).  As with STEM 

engagement in general, this deficit is even more apparent among all types of minority or 

underserved populations (Falk, 2001; Maltese & Tai, 2011; Moss-Racusin et al. 2012). 
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However, despite numerous initiatives, there remain a variety of indicators suggesting 

that many individuals, particularly those in under-resourced and under-served communities, 

are not engaged with STEM across their life spans, nor do they understand underlying STEM 

concepts and processes (Carnegie Corporation of New York, 2009; National Research Council, 

2006 ).   The drop of STEM interest during early adolescence has effects on STEM identity and 

education and career choice. 

Proposition 2)   Maker experiences, a type of situated, constructionist learning 

experience, provide an excellent window in which to view and 

understand engagement in learning, particularly in STEM, factors 

impacting STEM identity, and youths’ understanding of STEM fields and 

careers. 

 

Previous research shows that children who have an interest in their chosen subject are 

more likely to be motivated learners in STEM; they are also more likely to seek out challenging 

and difficult tasks, use effective learning strategies, make optimal use of feedback, and even 

consider learning to be fun. This is true for all topics individuals feel passionate about (Thomas 

& Seely Brown, 2011).  Furthermore, youth who are able to develop and sustain their interest in 

STEM are more likely to become adults who identify with these topics, pursue these interests 

informally. and at work and make STEM-informed decisions (Barron, 2006; Csikszentmihalyi, 

Rathunde, & Whalen, 1993; Lipstein & Renninger, 2007; Renninger & Hidi, 2002).  At the same 

time, many youth who profess an enjoyment of “doing science”, still do not claim an interest in 
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“being a scientist” as a future career.  In their study with youth in the United Kingdom, Archer 

et al. (2010) found this factor to be affected by identity, specifically in regards to social class, 

gender, and ethnicity, and the roles individuals considered available to them within these social 

contexts.  

Education and museum learning researchers have conducted studies to understand how 

individuals learn in specific settings (Falk, 2001; Falk & Dierking, 2011).  There is an assumption 

that people learn more effectively and put more effort into learning about topics in which they 

are personally interested.  One of the relevant axioms in the field is, if an interest is to develop 

from a situational interest to an individual interest, that interest must be explored and 

developed in multiple settings (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2000; Tracey, 2001).  Although 

this process is not well understood, some researchers have started to articulate ideas of life-

long, life-wide and life-deep learning (Falk & Dierking, 2011; Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011).  

There is also research exploring how a “mismatch between popular representations of science, 

the manner in which it is taught, and the aspirations, ideals, and developing identities of young 

adolescents” is negatively impacting this interest (Archer et al., 2010).  

Maker experiences, as an example of collaborative, interest-driven, hands-on learning, 

offer youth relevant, motivating ways to explore STEM topics.  There is much anecdotal 

evidence to support this (Hatch, 2014; Honey & Kanter, 2013; Martinez & Stagar, 2013; 

Thomas, 2014), but little published research on the topic.  Maker settings, with their 

authenticity of tools and practices are co-created third spaces (Holland et al, 1998) for 
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increasing social capital (Bourdieu, 1977) around STEM, and individuals can experience identity 

in the Making and explore interests. 

 

Interacting proposition 3) If FCL type activities increase engagement and thus learning, can it 

affect interest in this age group, particularly among 

underrepresented groups? Specifically can a well-planned and 

executed Maker experience offer opportunities for youth to 

broaden and deepen interest, explore their identity, and increase 

their understanding and awareness around STEM in general, and 

technology in particular?  

 

As the world becomes more dependent on technology in many professions, individuals 

who have greater experience and comfort with these tools will have advantages.  Some fields, 

like science and engineering, where women and other groups are already underrepresented, 

are embracing the affordances of computer simulations and modeling.  Even communicating 

with others, whether around the corner, or across the globe is often mediated by technology. 

Computer gaming can be an entry point into developing mastery of digital tools and expertise 

with information technology.  There is anecdotal evidence that males who play computer 

games gain skills and expertise through engaging in particular game culture activities for 

customization and modding (modifying) games (Hayes, 2006).  Even just informal experience 

with computers can impact interest and academic success in computer science (Hayes, 2006). 

Finding ways to engage more diverse populations with technology, especially as producers, 
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rather than just consumers of technology could do much to broaden the diversity in these 

fields. 

 There is a growing awareness of a new form of inequality. While Make experiences can 

be available to all learners, not all learners, particularly those in under-resourced communities 

are aware of them or able to leverage the resources they offer.  The problem of physical access 

to technology is becoming less of an issue, with many schools adopting one to one, or a 

laptop/tablet for every student program. However, the ways in which this technology is used 

varies greatly.  In many settings children and youth are mere consumers, accessing freely 

available software or content with the technology, while others are learning to be creators and 

co-producers of content and applications. The new technology gap for youth and families in 

under-resourced communities is around opportunities to build technological literacy and 

computational thinking, by becoming empowered producers (Ito et al, 2013; Kafai, 2013; 

Papert, 1980).  New media Maker experiences, in which youth are encouraged to explore 

authentic new media tools, concepts, and practices in creative, innovative ways, may help 

bridge this gap, leveling the field for all learners.  If relevance and authenticity are offered to 

youth they may embrace these practices and thus new fields of study and leisure. 

 

Purpose of the Study 

This study focuses on a Maker setting, specifically a new media setting in which youth 

learned how to design interactive, on-line computer games, in order for the researcher to gain 

understanding of how such experiences might support or sustain understanding about 
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technology and a youth’s relationship to it as well as their STEM interest and identity 

exploration. The study focuses on interest because previous research shows that children who 

have an interest in STEM are more likely to be motivated learners in STEM; they are more likely 

to seek out challenge and difficulty, use effective learning strategies, and make use of feedback 

(Barron, 2006; Csikszentmihalyi, Rathunde, & Whalen, 1993; Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Lipstein & 

Renninger, 2007; Rathunde, 2001; Renninger & Hidi, 2002).  During the process of developing 

interests, learners increase their knowledge about and value for the activity, which further 

reinforces the interest (Hidi & Renninger, 2006).  

There also is a direct link between interest and identity such that youth with a well-

developed interest in STEM may be more likely to choose to be a STEM professional or STEM-

interested person (Renninger, 2009).  Reinforcing these ideas, the National Research Council 

identified that learners engaged in science in informal environments “Experience excitement, 

interest, and motivation to learn about phenomena in the natural and physical world,” and 

“Think about themselves as science learners and develop an identity as someone who knows 

about, uses, and sometimes contributes to science” as one of its 6 “strands” of science learning 

in a consensus report focused on learning science in informal environments (Bell, Lewenstein, 

Shouse, & Feder, 2009, p.4). The report goes further to state that “youth who are able to 

develop and sustain an interest in STEM are more likely to become STEM- focused adults, either 

working in STEM areas professionally or pursuing STEM interests informally through hobbies 

and work that, hopefully, enable them to make STEM-informed decisions.”  
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It is hoped that this study will provide insights into a number of areas.  Researchers and 

academics are engaged in conversations about what, how, and why Maker experiences seem to 

contribute so strongly to interest development and identity exploration, yet little research 

about the Personal, Socio-Cultural, or Physical context variables that might be influencing these 

factors exist.   

 I would like to add to the fledgling theoretical base that is just in its infancy, to help 

ground research about Make. While Make is a “hot topic” in some education circles, particularly 

in technology education and library/media services, there has been little theoretically-based 

work conducted.  There are a number of popular press books about the Maker movement , for 

example how to set up Maker Spaces- but even for settings that serve youth, the majority of 

these publications are anecdotal in nature, more testimonials for Make, rather than evidenced-

based arguments.  As with other movements in progressive education, Make has the potential 

to offer a great deal to learners, educators and researchers trying to understand innovative 

learning approaches, particularly those that might support youth in understanding technology 

and their relationship to it, that build or sustain STEM interest,  and afford opportunities for 

identity exploration.   I hope to contribute to this evidence building by providing theoretical and 

analytical work that future researchers and practitioners can draw upon as this movement 

continues to be explored.   

Given my focus on STEM interest development, identity exploration, and the use and 

understanding of technology, I have been intentional about the choice of the study population 

for this study.  Research suggests that during the time period between middle childhood and 
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adolescence there are important shifts in interest that have vital consequences for the pursuit 

of further STEM education and even careers (Tai, Liu, Maltese, & Fan, 2006). One well-

documented factor from several major cross-cultural studies is that interest in STEM peaks 

around 10 years of age and then declines sharply (Catsambis, 1995; Martin, et al., 2013; Sjøberg 

& Schreiner, 2005; PISA 2007).  While we know this age period is important, what the critical 

triggers are is not well understood.  Early adolescence is also a critical time in identity formation 

and this is true in terms of identifying oneself as a learner, particularly around science, and for 

youth, specifically how they identify with technology.   

Age was not the only intentional choice made in regards to this study population.   The 

community in which this study is situated includes underrepresented populations and is the 

community in which a major study, SYNERGIES: Understanding Youth Stem Interest and 

Participation Pathways within a Community is being conducted.  I have been a Graduate 

Research Assistant working on this project since its planning phase and so I know a great deal 

about the youth in this community, above and beyond the specifics of this project. One of the 

categories of underrepresentation is gender.  As stated earlier, STEM decline is more apparent 

among females (Archer, DeWitt, Osborne, Dillon, Willis, & Wong, 2010; Catsambis, 1995; 

Martin, Kornienko, Schaefer, Hanish, Fabes, & Goble, 2013; Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2005; PISA 

2007).   Advanced Placement Computer Science testing participation is one marker of which 

youth from different populations are pursuing academic coursework in technology. In 2013, 

4.2% of those taking the tests were African American/Black and 9% were Hispanic/Latino (AP 

Board, 2014).  This community also has great socio-economic diversity as well as a high 
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proportion of English language learners, groups historically underrepresented in STEM fields 

(Archer et al., 2010; Basu & Calabrese Barton, 2007; Bouillion & Gomez, 2001; Fusco, 2001).   

I am also interested in learning as a situated experience, affected by the contexts in which 

the learning takes place.  Individuals are affected by the physical and social “spaces” in which 

they learn, and in turn they affect and transform these spaces.  Falk and Dierking (2002) created 

a framework to consider these contexts, the Contextual Model of Learning (CML) presented in 

Figure 1.   

 

Contextual Model of Learning (CML) from Falk and Dierking (2002) 

Figure1 

 

The analysis of the three interrelated contexts, the Personal, Physical, and Socio-cultural 

context qualities of a new media Maker setting is critical to understanding whether, and if so, 

how such spaces can be used to support the interest and identity work undertaken by youth 

around STEM.  This study specifically explores this work around technology- and offers insights 

to help address the lack of adolescent engagement in conventional STEM learning experiences, 
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particularly among youth from under-resourced communities and underrepresented groups.  

Such findings have the potential to contribute to the lack of diversity among youth choosing to 

study post-secondary STEM, workers in STEM careers and youth and adults engaged in STEM 

leisure pursuits and avocations.  In addition, findings may offer ideas for how to design other 

alternative learning settings.   

 

Theoretical Framework 

Although I utilize the CML as the general frame for my analysis of a new media Maker 

setting, additional theoretical frameworks focus my analysis of each of the three CML contexts, 

offering a multi-dimensional perspective of interest and identity exploration around 

technology.  In the Personal Context I utilize theory on interest, interest development and 

identity: Renninger (2007) and Hidi and Renninger’s (2006) work on interest and interest 

development; Ito, Gutiérrez, Livingstone, Penuel, Rhodes, Salen, Schor, and Watkins (2013) 

examination of youth engagements with new media in terms of emerging practices, what they 

call genres of participation, and Worsley and Blikstein’s (2012, 2013) work to interweave the 

Hidi and Renninger and Ito, et al. frameworks as a way of understanding how Maker type 

experiences influence identity.  I use a place-centered lens (Nicolini, 2012; Lave and Wenger, 

1991; Rogoff, 2003) to analyze the Physical context.  This lens accommodates the idea that 

learning happens somewhere, within and across specific places. These places are composed of 

the physical features of the space/environment, as well as the materials available in the setting 
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and the activities that can happen there.  The use of authentic tools to accomplish a challenge 

or complete a task such as those that experts engage in can be viewed as a form of “intelligent 

human performance in its own right” (Hutchins, 1995).One example, is from Azevedo’s work 

with amateur astronomers (2004) in which he studied how science-related interests are 

pursued across a variety of physical settings, social groups, and hobbyist endeavors. If a person 

chooses to pursue amateur astronomy, there are relevant tools (e.g., telescopes, astronomical 

databases), sites (e.g., hillsides, hobbyist group meetings), and activities (e.g., conducting 

observations, creating computer models) that are all associated this with this hobby.  The use of 

these authentic tools and participation in these practices influence and shape identity and 

interest exploration, as well as, the science learning that happens in these settings.  In the 

Socio-Cultural Context, the notion of figured worlds (Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, and Cain 

(1998), a framework that identifies particular sites in which people ‘‘figure’’ out who they are 

through the activities in which they engage and the people with whom they interact, enables 

me to understand how socio-cultural contexts shape and offer opportunities to try on various 

identities and practices relevant to the setting.  

  

Personal Context 

Interest is a state of engagement with a particular object, event, or topic and a 

predilection to reengage with it (Hidi & Renninger, 2006). Thus, it is a critical component to 

learning.  Interest motivates individuals to engage with particular topics, objects, and activities, 

encourages persistence and attention, and the use of effective, and often multiple, learning 
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strategies.  This persistence and variety can lead to knowledge gains and skill development 

(Alexander, Johnson, & Leibham, 2013; Fisher, Dobbs-Oates, Doctoroff, & Arnold, 2012; Hidi & 

Renninger, 2006; National Research Council, 2009; Renninger, 2007; Renninger & Hidi, 2011; 

Renninger & Su, 2012; Silvia, 2006). Studies of interest suggest that “it impacts attention, goal 

setting, and learning strategies in ways that make it a particularly relevant variable for those 

focused on improving educational practice" (Hidi & Renninger, 2006, p. 121). Interest, once it 

has been triggered in a particular moment or situation, can lead to the development of more 

enduring individual interests (Hidi & Renninger, 2006). Furthermore, interests that have been 

explored in a variety of settings and times can lead to identity exploration/development 

(Alexander, Johnson, & Kelley, 2012; Renninger, 2007) and career pathways (Archer et al., 2012; 

Brickhouse, Lowery, & Schultz, 2000; Hughes, 2001; Packard & Nguyen, 2003; Silvia, 2006; Watt 

& Eccles, 2008). Some scholars have argued that interest development is particularly important 

for science learning and achievement, as it can motivate individuals to focus their attention on 

science topics and activities, identify and seek answers to meaningful science questions, engage 

and persevere in science learning experiences, and develop positive attitudes toward science 

(Renninger, 2007; Renninger & Su, 2012).  

One of these scholars, Renninger argues that identity development is impacted by the 

individual’s experiences and actions.  With Hidi she developed a four-phase model of interest 

development (2006) that posits that interest at first is extrinsically triggered by the situation 

but, if maintained, can develop into individual interest that tends to be more intrinsically 

motivated. . In this model, the four phases are: triggered situational interest, maintained 
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situational interest, individual interest, and well-developed individual interest.  Drawing from 

the field of new media is the work of Ito, et al. (2013) studying the emerging practices of youth 

engaged in new media identified three genres of participation: hanging out, messing around, 

and geeking out.  These genres of participation show how identity is enacted by individuals, 

within particular settings, rather than categories into which individuals “fit”.   Early work by 

Worsley and Blikstein (2012; 2013) into how Maker-type experiences shape identity among 

older adolescents, attempted to interweave the framework of Hidi and Renninger with that of 

Ito et al., by combining both types of situational interest (triggered and maintained) within the 

participation genre of hanging out, that of individual interest with messing around, and well-

developed individual interest with geeking out (2012, 2013).   

Physical Context 

 Researchers in education and museum studies programs have done much work to 

understand how individuals learn in specific settings.  For an interest to develop from a 

situational interest to an individual interest, research has shown that the interest must be 

explored and developed in multiple settings (Alexander, Johnson, & Kelley, 2012; Renninger, 

2007).  This research is based on the assumption that people put more effort into learning 

about things in which they are personally interested. More Free-Choice Learning researchers 

are thinking and talking about the ideas of life-long, life-wide and life-deep learning (Falk & 

Dierking, 2002).  Life-wide learning refers to learning across a variety of social settings and 

activities (Azevedo, 2004). With a place centered lens, the focus is on how individuals weave 
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together the variety of learning situations and activities they engage in to broaden and deepen 

an interest.   

As there is no unified practice theory, this lens is referred to by researchers in social and 

organizational study fields as a “practice turn” (Nicolini, 2012) in which researchers focus on the 

participant’s use of the artifacts that mediate their learning and how this activity leads to a 

desired performance in specific contexts and places.  The notion of using a practice turn is used 

in both theoretical and empirical studies of learning, language, policy making, development, 

and performance (Nicolini, 2012; Lave and Wenger, 1991; Rogoff, 2003). This shift to focusing 

on an analysis of the social practices that individuals engage in, rather than more conventional 

assessments of learning, is found in both high level scientific activities that emerge or develop 

as a result of particular arrangements of resources in specific places like labs or field sites 

(Latour and Woolgar, 1986) as well as in new media studies (Buechley, 2013; Ito et al., 2013). In 

this perspective, individuals and groups engage in learning by accessing the available resources- 

that may include physical artifacts and technological objects, visual representations of data, and 

virtual tools.  Taking a practice turn recognizes the interconnectedness of individuals, their 

actions, discourse, and the world around them. It attempts to analyze experiences beyond the 

often perceived dualisms between actor and system, social and material, theory and action 

(Nicolini, 2012), recognizing that they influence each other.  

This is a perspective that enables a researcher to explore the impact of the authenticity 

of a setting, the tools that are used in that setting and the activities engaged in by the 

participants and to ask questions like: how does authentic practice in STEM generally and 
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technology specifically affect interest development, identity exploration, and understanding of 

a topic among early adolescents who are from groups largely underrepresented in those fields?  

Does the use of “real” tools to do “real” work in a game design program allow youth to develop 

a greater understanding of STEM and STEM careers, particularly technology? 

 

Socio-Cultural Context 

Beyond the personal factors influencing learning, identity and interest exploration are 

the places/spaces in which this work happens. The lens of figured worlds offers a way to 

explore cultural settings in which individuals can “try on” or assume new identities.  A central 

belief of this lens is that people can change as a result of the activities they engage in and the 

others with whom they interact within a figured world (Holland et al., 1998).  Thus figured 

worlds broadly conceived are socially-culturally constructed activities in which people come to 

conceptually (cognitively) and materially/procedurally produce (perform) new self-

understandings (identities). They can “figure” themselves out in new and different ways, co-

create the spaces and “play” with their identities. As they are being impacted by these spaces, 

they are impacting them too, altering the figured worlds they inhabit by their actions and 

beliefs. This perspective enables researchers to look deeply at what happens in spaces, both 

physical and social.  In this exploration, the researcher can better understand the individuals 

within them, how they can change themselves and the worlds they are moving through.   
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In considering efforts to positively impact interests and activities around STEM and 

Making, figured worlds offers a sense that change can happen, for individuals and groups.  It 

also offers insight into what components of a group or setting are salient for the work 

adolescents are engaged in as they try on different roles and explore their relationship with 

STEM, particularly technology. 

Research Questions 

Overall question: Is there evidence that a 9-week Make program for youth in an under-

resourced community provided a place/space in which youth could develop their STEM interest, 

particularly in technology; explore their identity, both personal and that related to STEM 

generally and technology specifically; and their understanding of technology and technology 

careers? 

More specifically, did a 9-week, web-based game design program offer youth opportunities to: 

1)      Develop or further develop/maintain interest in STEM generally, and technology, 

in particular? If so, how and in what ways did participating in the program contribute 

to youths’ interest in STEM generally, and technology, in particular? 

2)      Explore their identities as STEM learners in general, and technology users/game 

designers, in particular?  If so, how and in what ways did participating in this 

program contribute to youths’ identities as STEM learners in general, and technology 

users/game designers, in particular? 
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3)      Build understanding about technology and technology careers?  If so, how and in 

what ways did participating in this program contribute to youths’ understanding and 

awareness of technology and technology careers? 

 

In considering these questions, I focus on whether, and if so, the specific ways that 

youth were able to use a maker/game design space to explore their interests, identity and 

interest development, and relationship to technology.  I analyze the elements and dynamics of 

this space utilizing the Contextual Model of Learning.  Were there particular qualities in the 

contexts of this socio-cultural and physical place that are related to this work and can I identify 

them? Did this setting, situated as much as possible to be like a “real” game design space, 

afford youth opportunities to progress and/or explore their identities through different genres 

of participation?  If so, were they able to leverage the opportunities for agency offered to them, 

to deepen and broaden their participation, interest, and identity with STEM?  

 

Definition of Terms 

Adolescence 

 Adolescence is the period of development between childhood and adulthood (Hopkins, 

2014). It also coincides with puberty. Adolescence has previously been thought to encompasses 

the teen years, 12-18,  the middle school and high school years, grades 6-12, although this has 

been expanded on both ends, as puberty biologically begins earlier and new technology shows 

that there is still much brain development happening through the middle 20’s (Steinberg, 
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2014).  While the beginning of adolescence is more obvious, with the changes of physical and 

sexual maturation, the end transition to the roles of adulthood is less defined (Hopkins, 2014; 

Syed & Seiffge-Krenke, 2013; Steinberg, 2014).  When does adolescence end and adulthood 

begin?  Some are even calling this later phase “emerging adulthood (Syed & Seiffge-Krenke, 

2013) or” adultescents” and adolescence is now thought by researchers to encompass the years 

10-25 (Steinberg, 2014).  In this research, I am focusing on early adolescence, 12-14 years, and 

the middle school grades.  This age has been found by researchers to be particularly important 

for STEM interest and identity development (Archer et al., 2010; Barron, 2006; 

Csikszentmihalyi, Rathunde, & Whalen, 1993; Lipstein & Renninger, 2007; Renninger & Hidi, 

2002).   

 

 Interest 

 As mentioned above, interests are malleable and can progress through different phases, 

the four-phases identified by Renninger & Hidi (2006): triggered situational interest, maintained 

situational interest, individual interest, and well-developed individual interest, is one model 

that explains my experience with interest development in adolescents.  In this schema, an 

individual has an experience that triggers an interest, even just momentarily. This experience 

can be from a book, museum visit, internet search, school lesson, or any variety of ways that 

could offer personal exposure, or it could be triggered by some peer interaction, such as playing 

a new game at a friend’s house.  If this interest is supported, initially from external forces and 
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later from individual pursuits, the interest may develop into a well-developed individual 

interest.   

I find interest to be of import due to its power in shaping future choices.  In their study 

on whether or not youth choose STEM degrees and careers, Maltese & Tai (2011) found 

interest to be a better predictor  of future STEM engagement than factors including number of 

science classes taken or self-reported abilities in these fields.  There are a variety of forces that 

can influence interest development, from societal expectations around gender, age, socio-

economic status and more, that are not related at all to inherent qualities of the topic of 

interest.  This is apparent in gamer culture, often a male-dominated space.  While there are 

many popularly held beliefs that females are less “interested” in many video games due to their 

competitive or violent nature, other researchers are questioning these assumptions.  Taylor 

(2008) found the issues of female participation in many games to be the result of less social 

access to them and Yee (2008) found differences related to the age of players to be much more 

significant than gender.  Even the well-documented STEM interest decline in adolescence has 

been questioned by some researchers looking at alternative education settings.  In their studies 

in Israel, comparing conventional and democratic schools, Vedder-Weiss & Fortus (2011) found 

that youth in the alternative setting did not experience the STEM interest decline of their peers 

in other settings.  It is not that the youth in the democratic schools necessarily increased their 

interest in STEM topics rather, those interests did not show a decline.   
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 As a result of these types of findings, I think it is vitally important to explore interest 

deeply, particularly with adolescents, with the relevance of this developmental phase for STEM 

interest development, and the fluidity of role exploration this age affords. 

 

Identity 

Identity is a fluid construct that develops throughout an individual’s life-span.  From 

Erickson’s writings (1968; 1980), identity is acknowledged to be impacted by the interaction of 

one’s self-image with the images others hold of that individual.  Yet, like with interests, the 

cultural setting can impact one’s self-image.  His focus on the context of identity work fit with 

my focus on the CML.  The possible selves of individuals can be limited by the roles offered to 

members of a culture due to many factors, including age, sex, gender, and social status.  

Despite this, individuals can change and make choices about who they want to be and how they 

want to be.  The interests an individual has and explores can also impact their identity 

(Renninger, 2009), both the self-image and the images held by others as a result of those 

interests.  Family is an important context for identity development (Syed & Seiffge-Krenke, 

2013), as it can be a setting that is supportive while also providing challenge and freedom for 

ego and identity development. 

In addition, individuals enact different identities in different settings, across time and 

space.  In a setting where one feels more confident and competent, an individual may take on 

the role of an active leader, while in another setting they might be quiet and insecure, and be 

perceived quite differently.  Ito’s genres of participation (2013), hanging out, messing around, 
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and geeking out, are one way to categorize the ways individuals enact their identity in 

particular settings.  I focus on this lens, as it is a way to see identity being enacted, rather than 

what is verbally expressed by individual.  With my interest in how youth are able to “try on 

roles” in a setting, the genres of participation were a way to concretize this identity exploration. 

 

Make 

 The Make movement grew out of the Do It Yourself (DIY) lifestyle that has historically 

been part of the hobbyist, crafter, hacker lifestyle, as evidenced by magazines such as ‘Popular 

Mechanics” and “Urban Farmer”.  This community has evolved in some interesting ways.  

Hacker spaces started popping up as computer programmers, often a very isolated occupation 

or hobby, collaboratively rented spaces to gather with their laptops and code together on 

projects based on their personal interests.  O’Reily Media, a company known for publishing 

books for programmers, covering a variety of computer languages and other necessary skills, 

picked up on this phenomenon and capitalized on it.  In 2005 they started a new publication to 

feed this emergent movement, Make.  The magazine was an immediate success and shortly 

thereafter, in 2006, they sponsored the first Maker Faire, a gathering of Makers to show their 

projects to others and generally celebrate this lifestyle.   

 Since these days, the growth of the Maker Movement has been exponential. Now, 

Maker Spaces, community gathering spaces for Makers, can be found in every state, with many 

cities supporting multiple such spaces, as well as in countries around the world.  The annual 

Maker Faire, started in San Mateo, California quickly expanded to three different annual Faires 
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occurring in different parts of the United States, with the one in New York, at the New York Hall 

of Science, considered the World Maker Faire.  Many communities around the world host their 

own Mini-Maker Faires, and the number of these events just keeps growing.  In 2013, there 

were over a hundred Maker Faires/Mini-Maker Faires worldwide, with more than 530,000 

participants, a 335% increase since 2011 (Stager, 2014).  It is no longer a DIY community, but a 

movement to Do It With Others (DIWO) or Do It Together (DIT).  Individuals still have their own, 

personal projects that inspire them, but they often work on them side-by-side with others, 

receiving or offering help in the form of skills, tools, or ideas as needed.   

 

New media 

The media available to youth in a culture provide outlets for creative expression and 

social action (Ito, et al., 2013).  While media, such as television, music, or books, has long been 

a part of popular culture, new media refers to the recent development of interactive, 

networked gaming and social communication sites.  These media necessitate active, social 

engagement, by their nature.  The term “new” is used by researchers to denote more than any 

one specific media platform, to capture what is new at this moment, in a situational, relational, 

universal context (Ito, et al., 2013).  This media is constantly changing, with updates, newer 

versions, and even platforms replacing each other in popularity. For example, in some research 

conducted in the earlier part of this decade Myspace is discussed, a social networking platform 

that has subsequently been largely replaced by Facebook in popularity.   
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New media are associated with youth culture, agency, and voice (Ito et al., 2013).  These 

include social network sites, media fandoms, and networked gaming sites.  While adults 

populate sites like Facebook, Linked In, match.com, Twitter, and blogs, youth are frequenting 

Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat, LiveJournal, Tumblr, and online gaming (personal 

youth interviews).  By and large, these are sites used to create content, often fan culture based 

on elements such as characters from books, movies, or television, and to connect with peers 

socially.  Even sites used by both adults and youth evolve to serve different purposes. As adult 

culture has embraced Facebook as a way to connect with a larger social group, many youth 

have moved their participation to a more private venue, primarily using the chat function 

Facebook provides,  to stay connected with peers as an instant messaging (IM) tool (personal 

youth interviews).   For many youth, it is the opportunities that this media offers for building 

and maintaining social relationships that is most important (boyd, 2010a; 2014) 

Another function of new media is the control youth have over the communication they 

send out, and the public persona they create.  When communicating via texts or IM, the youth 

have time to carefully craft their messages, even tweaking spelling and punctuation to convey 

an image (boyd, 2010a; 2014; Pascoe, 2013).  This also allows youth to manage their 

vulnerability in social interactions, as they have more control over those interactions.  They also 

have more control over how they present themselves to their peers, as they choose what to 

share, how to share it, who to share it with, and have time to consider all of these different 

facets before posting or responding to others (boyd, 2010a; 2014).  Youth are able to create a 
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public image through the photos they post on social media sites (Facebook, Instagram), edited 

videos (YouTube), or the popular culture they want to be associated with as a fan (Tumblr).   

 New media culture has largely been studied from an ethnographic lens.  This allows 

researchers to consider questions within their social and cultural contexts (Ito et al., 2013).  As 

my own approach is situationally based within the contextual model of learning, this field 

reflects my theoretical lens. 

 

Figured Worlds 

 One approach to consider when exploring how youth are socialized into adulthood 

comes from the perspective of sociocultural anthropology, a “neo-Vygotskian developmental 

approach” (Holland et al., 1998).   Believing that individuals develop by using the cultural 

resources that are available to them in their particular situation, Holland et al. (1998) moved 

beyond the more traditional perspectives of culturalist or constructivist views.  Instead, they 

explored a variety of cultural settings - from Alcohol Anonymous meetings to a traditional 

Nepalese village - using a different set of tools to look at and think about how individuals and 

their cultural spaces developed.  These tools include figured worlds, positionality, and 

authoring. 

 Figured worlds, which are cultural settings that are imbued with collective meanings, 

can allow individuals to assume new identities.  In these figured worlds, which are socially 

produced and culturally constructed, certain acts are assigned significance (Holland & Skinner, 

2008) with which they may not be so imbued within the larger culture.  Consideration of 
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positionality brings in the issues of power and privilege.  If individuals develop using the cultural 

resources available to them, it is vital to recognize that different resources are available to 

different people within a culture due to the extant hierarchies and status granted to an 

individual.  All of these experiences and statuses help shape an individual.  The interplay 

between figured worlds and identity are somewhat bi-directional as the inner and social speech 

of individuals – their discourses and practices- can lead to the creation of new figured worlds as 

identities are regularly being renegotiated.    (Lachiotte, 2002) Through play and fantasy, 

individuals can envision other worlds and even create them as they combine the different 

figured worlds inhabited through different identities. (Holland et al. 1998). 

Figured worlds, with the opportunity for adolescents to co-create settings for identity 

exploration as they develop agency and can position themselves differently with the other 

people and tools in their environment was a rich lens to explore my questions.   

 

Limitations and Delimitations 

The design of this study does have a number of limitations.  As the intervention was 

focused on computer game design, stereotypically a predominantly male activity, there were 

some concerns about gender diversity in the pool of participants.  Making itself tends to attract 

more males, with its emphasis on technology and the high tech tools, such as 3D printers or 

laser cutters mentioned above, that are normally associated with the movement. The study had 

a small sample (n=10), from one urban area in the Pacific Northwest and focuses on a small age 
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range (11-14 years).  The participants in this study were self-selected; they chose to participate 

in the Pixel Arts program and to participate in my study of it.  The youth all attended the same 

middle school and were in the same after school program.  I attempted to use snowball 

sampling to broaden the diversity of the group, however, I did not have full control over the 

gender and racial/cultural make-up of the group.  There was also an access issue as the larger 

after school program this was part of was not able to offer transportation home on 

Wednesdays, the day this activity met.  Youth who did not ride the public buses alone, or who 

did not have someone who could pick them up after the program’s dismissal time, were not 

able to participate in this activity.  However, based on the population of the neighborhood from 

which the participants were recruited, racial/cultural diversity, as well as youth from lower 

socio-economic status were present in the sample. 

Furthermore, I am only looking at one of an infinite variety of Maker experiences.  While 

this project reflects many of the core principles of Make, production not consumption of 

technology, creativity, innovation, iteration, interest driven projects, and collaboration, 

computer game design is a particular activity that appeals to youth who might already have 

their own special qualities.  I hope that the methodology of Personal Meaning Mapping, with its 

focus on change at an individual level, compensates for any particular factors that might make 

this group of youth different than their peers.  Furthermore, as the Pixel Arts game design 

program filled quickly and had a waiting list when offered at the school, there is some 

indication that it appeals to a diverse population of youth, at least in this particular setting. 
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From my own experiences and beliefs about education, I also bring my own biases to 

this study.  I chose to enroll in a PhD program focusing on free-choice learning and believe that 

this type of learning is valuable.  My background of twenty years in Montessori settings has also 

influenced my beliefs about the importance of qualities like choice, self-directedness, 

collaborative learning settings, hands-on experiences, and adults acting more as guides than 

founts of knowledge.  For my questions about what qualities of a Maker experience impact its 

effectiveness in STEM interest and identity work, I have the artifacts such as the Personal 

Meaning Maps and the interviews to help me focus on the language used by the youth to 

describe their own experiences, separate from my biases. 

 

Summary 

Although Make may turn out to just be one in a long line of fads in progressive 

education, my focus is on what makes the Maker experience engaging and different.  What 

does it offer learners that might help them develop as life-long, life-wide learners, particularly 

in the areas of STEM, specifically technology and technology careers?  And most importantly- 

does it have an effect on the STEM interest development and identity transformation of youth?  

In answering these questions, I hope to understand why this movement is gaining momentum 

both in and out of schools.   

Furthermore, there are legitimate concerns raised about the Maker movement around 

access.  With such a focus on new technology, many schools with less financial resources can 

see these tools, and thus a Maker experience, as out of the reach of their students.  A perceived 
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lack of space can also be a limitation for some educators who focus more on the “what” of 

Make than the “how”. Also, as Make continues to gain in popularity and entrepreneurs rush to 

capitalize on the interest, there is the risk of turning Make into a series of “kit” based 

experiences that are one-off educational activities, and little deep learning will happen.  These 

kits have the additional consequence of framing the experience as more centered on the 

product than the process.  

However, I think these concerns can be addressed, and the underlying qualities of a 

Maker mindset are available to anyone, in any setting, with any type of materials, even kits.  

Furthermore, my study is being conducted in a geographic area facing many issues similar to 

those of larger urban communities. This area has a high percentage of traditionally 

underrepresented communities, many of whom have low socio-economic status, racial and 

ethnic diversity, as well as families in which English is not the primary language, not the 

stereotypical Maker community.  If Caine can create a whole arcade out of cardboard, box 

cutters, and tape, surely the possibilities for Making are endless!  
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CHAPTER  2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

 This review of literature is intended to give the reader an overview of the literature that 

influenced my research questions, my research design, and my analysis. As I am using the 

Contextual Model of Learning is a frame I am using to organize my questions and their answers, 

this chapter will be organized around the three contexts: personal, socio-cultural, and physical. 

For the personal, this includes work from researchers and thinkers exploring interest 

development and identity work.  There are also sections to elucidate my theoretical lens and 

choice of methodology and analysis, describing contributions made by others to these fields of 

study. 

For the physical context, part of my focus is on the tools (physical and virtual) that are 

offered to youth in this setting.   As research on Make in particular is still a new field, I have 

drawn from relevant areas of existing study that are more established, such as computer 

programming. Also, as Making can encompass a variety of activities from robotics to 3D printing 

to knitting to cardboard arcades, I strove to include research that represented this diversity.  

Hence, I have drawn on research in the fields of coding and programming with youth, Making, 

and new media.  As yet, more work exploring issues of underrepresentation, such as race or 

gender, has happened within the topic of coding and programming, so that work is discussed as 

a subtopic under that section.  
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For the socio-cultural context, I start with an overview of relevant literature about 

adolescents, with a separate section on the noted decline in STEM interest during this phase of 

development.  Adolescence is often a culturally constructed experience that differs across time 

and place, thus I am including that here.  I also discuss writings on figured worlds and creativity 

that have influenced my thinking in these areas of collaborative, co-creation of spaces to do this 

identity work.   

 It is hoped that this literature review will ground the reader in a better understanding 

of the various fields drawn on for this dissertation. 

 

The Personal Context 

 While learning and making meaning happen at the nexus of the three contexts, 

personal, socio-cultural, and physical, it is useful to look at the three contexts separately.  Every 

individual has an array of experiences, of both a formal and informal nature.  These experiences 

are tempered by the unique interests and motivations of the individuals.  While one youth 

might be interested in cooking, another might be drawn to chess, or robotics, or soccer, or any 

from an endless list of topics.  And furthermore, most individuals have multiple interests that 

may be complementary or contradictory.  Therefore, the personal context of learning is 

important to consider. Under this umbrella, I include writings about identity and interest that 

helped shape my research questions and analytical lens.  
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Interest 

         Hidi and Renninger are well respected for their work on interest development.  In their 

2006 paper, they described a four-phase model of interest development for learners.  The first 

phase is triggered situational interest, inspired by some kind of environmental or text feature 

that the learner encounters.  In the second phase, maintained situational interest, the learner 

engages in acts of focusing attention and persisting with an interest over time.  Phase three, 

emerging individual interest, occurs when the learner finds engaging with the interest to be a 

positive experience and seeks it out, generating their own related questions and challenges.  In 

phase four, the learner has a well-developed individual interest and will be resourceful in 

pursuing their interests for long-term endeavors.  By providing environments that support 

learner choice and autonomy as well as active, collaborative learning, it is hoped that educators 

can support interest development.   

         Tracey (2001) attempted to start filling the research gap about interest in children, 

defined here as less than 14 years of age.  Most of the work in the field has been done with 

adults and older adolescents. This author looked at how interests are related to each other, 

what he calls the “structure of interests”, and how these structures change over time with 

maturation.  He refers to six types of interests: realistic, investigative, artistic, social, 

enterprising, and conventional (RIASEC), arranged in a circular structure. This model also 

contains two underlying bipolar dimensions: people/things and ideas/data.  Holland, 1996, 

developed this model as a way to distinguish six different personality types that can influence 

career and academic choices and enjoyment (see Figure 2) 
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Model of Holland Codes, RIASEC 
Figure 2 

 
However, research has not shown this model to fit with children younger than 14.  There is less 

internal consistency found in scales measuring interest with children, accounting for problems 

with the scales and structure. An interesting finding was that underlying bipolar dimensions do 

exist for children, but they are around “typical” male/female activities and in/out-of-school 

activities.  As children mature and begin to think more abstractly and develop competencies, 

they fit the RIASEC model more closely.  

Other researchers have tried to identify meta-clusters of students’ interest in science 

and how those change with age.  Baram-Tsabari & Yarden (2008) looked at a data set of 5,945 

self-generated science related questions submitted by K-12 students to five different websites.  

The most popular topics, ranked in order were: biology (46.3%), chemistry (15.1%), technology 

(11.8%) and physics (10%).  These topics were divided into sub-subjects such as anatomy and 

physiology, the solar system, and mechanics.  Data collected allowed the authors to graph 
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grade levels by gender, such as in the case of biology being an interest that increases among 

females, but drops among males, as age/grade increases. These findings can be used by 

educators to make the science-learning environment more relevant and engaging.  

         Tai et al. (2006) emphasized the importance of student expectations on future STEM 

careers. The authors reported findings from a 12-year longitudinal study on students who were 

in 8th grade in 1988, with a final sample size of 12,144.  The study started with questions about 

the respondents’ future career plans when they become 30 years old and followed them 

through, approximately, age 25. Students, who as 8th graders reported a career expectation in 

the life sciences or physical science/engineering, did have a predictive value for their college 

degrees. A reported interest in the life sciences led to an odds ratio of those individuals being 

1.9 times more likely to earn a degree in that field. Interest in the physical sciences/engineering 

fields had an even higher ratio of 3.4 (Tai ,et al., 2006).  The authors state that life experiences 

before 8th grade can have an impact on future career plans, and that interest and exposure to 

science should be encouraged over emphasis on standardized test preparation with students.  

        Wyss et al. (2012) examined the effectiveness of using videos of scientists with early 

adolescents to increase interest in STEM careers. They based their work on the premise that 

choices made in middle school can affect a student’s interest and ability to pursue a STEM 

career later in life and that videos can be effective in raising interest level of middle school 

students.  For this study, a treatment group was surveyed about their interest in STEM-related 

careers during three different instances: before seeing the videos, after four videos and after 

eight videos.  The results were compared with a control group, the only difference was the use 
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of recorded interviews with career scientists, shown to the treatment group. While there was 

no significant difference among pre-test scores for each group, there were significant 

differences between the mid- and post-test scores, demonstrating the effectiveness of an 

intervention on STEM career interest for this age group.  

Furthermore, Maltese & Tai (2011), inspired by the perceived looming deficit of 

students pursuing STEM degrees and careers, looked at school-based factors influencing 

student choices around these fields.  They found adolescence to be a pivotal point in the 

student trajectories.  Using longitudinal data, the authors were able to consider what they 

called the “STEM pipeline” and ascertain important factors related to STEM interest and 

activity.  Analysis showed significant factors that could be associated with completing a STEM 

degree, such as the number of science classes taken in high school and early student interest 

and self-reported ability in STEM areas.   Interestingly, interest is often a better predictor for 

future engagement with the STEM fields than previous course experience, or grades in these 

courses. 

 

Identity 

There are many ways to approach the study of identity. With my focus on situated 

cognition and socio-culturalism, the work of thinkers in this field is relevant to include.  One of 

the respected pioneers in theories about identity, the American psychologist Erikson, described 

identity as created by an individual weaving together their own self-image with the images 

others hold of them (Erikson, 1968; 1980).  This recognition of the role of others allows 
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researchers to consider the importance of socio-cultural factors in identity development. 

Erikson also found that cultural resources, such as images, ideologies, models available, and 

role expectations, that have a historical basis, impact both the self-image and other’s images 

and often limit the possible selves of individuals (Erikson, 1968).  However, within these 

possible limitations, individuals still have choice, and identity is fluid and constructed over a 

whole life-time (Erikson, 1968; 1980).  Erikson described basic domains of identity: fidelity, 

ideology, and work.   

In his work on identity, Erikson (1968; 1980), saw healthy identity formation as the 

result of progression through a series of developmental stages, each with its own component.  

As young children, individuals are found to be sensitive to incorporating a sense of basic trust 

rather than mistrust.  The next stage involves the development of a sense of autonomy or 

conversely, a sense of shame and doubt.  After this, around the age of 4 or 5, arises the issue of 

initiative versus guilt. By initiative, Erikson meant ambition and independence, which evolve 

from a greater freedom of movement through physical space, a greater mastery of language, 

and the development of imagination.  This is also a time when an individual’s conscience is 

more fully integrated, hence the more negative outcome of this phase, a sense of guilt.  As the 

child grows in intelligence and dexterity, industry versus inferiority is the perceived crisis.  This 

grows from the desire to learn the knowledge and tasks of the culture one is born into, and 

matches Montessori’s observation that the child wants to do “real” work (Montessori, 1989).   

At the onset of adolescence, comes the next stage, with the issue of identity versus identity 

diffusion.  This will be discussed more below.  While these crises happen in a developmental 
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progression, they are all interrelated.  The groundwork for each phase is being laid in the 

preceding stages, and as each stage is successfully integrated, or not, there are implications for 

future crises.   

Influenced by the work of Erikson, Syed has studied identity development among 

adolescents and young adults.  A 2010 paper discussed findings of an investigation of how 

ethnic identity influenced major selection for college students in a 4 year, residential university.  

An important finding from this study is that among individuals for whom  ethnic identity is more 

salient (usually because they are in a minority population), the way a field of study does or does 

not reflect their social identity is a stronger influence than for youth with less awareness of 

their ethnicity in the setting.  This is particularly relevant to choices around studying science 

and engineering, may be perceived as having less connection to minority individuals, and thus 

be less relevant to their identity development (Syed, 2010).  In another study published in 2013, 

Syed and Seiffge-Krenke conducted a longitudinal study investigating how family context 

impacts personality development.  Using a sentence completion test, individuals in this study 

were followed from ages 14-24 to observe changes in ego development during adolescence and 

early adulthood.  In this study, ego development corresponded to how individuals master their 

“selves and social contexts” and was seen as the way they make meaning as they develop their 

personalities and identities (Syed & Seiffge-Krenke, 2013).  Their finding was that a family 

context that offers support while still offering challenge and freedom to develop in individual 

and autonomous ways afford individuals greater levels of “identity exploration and 

commitment”. 
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Vygotsky, a Russian psychologist who also specialized in literature, focused his attention 

on the socio-cultural, historical, and institutional contexts in which individuals engage in 

identity construction (Vygotsky, 1978).   In the 1920’s, Vygotsky worked as a director of a 

department for the education of “physically defective and mentally retarded children” where 

he spent almost a decade conducting research with a group of scientists that still influences 

psychology, linguistics, and education (Luria, 1978).  In their observations, they noted that 

children solved problems using both speech and actions.  Thus, he was interested in the social 

origins of both language and thinking (Cole & Scribner, 1978).  Socio-cultural factors include the 

use of cultural tools, both material artifacts and language or other sign systems (language, 

writing, number systems), available to the individual (Penuel & Wertsch, 1995).    While 

Vygotsky recognized that individuals used cultural tools in unique ways, he was more interested 

in the social origins of these tools and signs and the way they were used to mediate action 

(Penuel & Wertsch, 1995).   The tools available to an individual due to the time and place in 

which they are born, can affect their development.  It is these tools/signs that children initially 

use in more concrete ways before they internalize their learning or memories.   

One of his other important contributions to this work is the zone of proximal 

development.  This describes the gap between the current developmental level of a learner in 

regards to solving a problem, and their potential level, if offered assistance or support from 

peers, mentors, or someone serving an instructional role (Vygotsky, 1978).  As a result of this 

kind of learning, Vygotsky proposed that gains in a child’s development are first observed in a 
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social or inter-psychological level and only then, on an individual or intra-psychological level.  

He also argued for the importance of play in a child’s development and hence, in their learning.   

Renninger, who has been influential in the study of motivation, has also explored how 

interest and identity development interact. Her focus is on an individual’s self-representation in 

regards to a group or a specific topic and how the pursuit of an interest impacts this view  of 

the self (Renninger, 2009).  Like Erikson and Vygotsky, Renninger believes that experiences and 

action impact identity development.  There are also developmental factors to consider. As 

youth move into adolescence, they engage in more social comparisons and value the opinions 

of peers and others to a greater extent than when they were younger. In early adolescence, it is 

more difficult for youth to integrate their own diverse self-representations with the views of 

others that continues through middle adolescence (Harter, 2006). Girls and minority youth can 

have greater contradictory experiences with this as cultural norms often limit their possible 

selves more (Harter, 2006).  Studies about encouraging interest in writing (Lipstein & 

Renninger, 2006), general science (Renninger, 2007), and physics (Haussler & Hoffmann, 2002) 

found that when educators consider both the phase of interest development and identity 

needs, the interest in content can be supported to develop.   

At the Stanford School of Education, there has been exploration of similar experiences 

in the Stanford Learning Fabrication Laboratory.  These types of settings, which are being 

replicated in K-12 schools and in out of school settings, are known as Fab Labs. Fabrication 

laboratories (FabLabs) focus on student-initiated project-based experiences, similar to Making, 

and are based on the constructionist learning model (Papert, 1980; Worsley & Blikstein, 2013).  
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The fabrication can be physical or digital and workshops for educators and conferences for 

researchers have been exploring this model for the last decade.  As interest and engagement in 

a topic have been found to be stronger predictors of long-term engagement with STEM fields 

than more traditional markers of ability like academic achievements (Maltese & Tai, 2011), 

some FabLab researchers have focused on identity as central to unpacking interest and 

engagement (Worsley & Blikstein, 2012).  One marker of identity work and its’ development is 

apparent in pronoun usage. If an individual discusses artifacts they are creating using “it” or 

“they” as opposed to “I”, “we”, or “my”, different levels of personal identification are implied.  

Analyzing word frequencies to code interview data, Worsley and Blikstein identified ways that 

pronoun use could signify connection and achievement, disconnection, or an instructional 

discourse.  It also has implications for whether an identity is part of an individual’s acquired 

culture or a learned behavior (Worsley & Blikstein, 2012).   

Thinkers in the field are also finding ways to combine levels of interest development 

with levels of participation, weaving together the four phases of identity development of Hidi 

and Renninger with Ito et al.’s work on genres of participation.  Situated learning theory 

recognizes the role that engagement in communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) plays in 

learning.  Expanding on this, Ito et al. (2013) focused on the social and active qualities of 

individual engagement with media.  The focus on participation, as opposed to consumption or 

internalization presupposes an active role for the youth.  From their research on youth 

interacting with new media, Ito et al. recognize different genres of participation.  One level of 

analysis looks at whether participation is friendship-driven or interest-driven.  While friendship-
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driven participation may lead to interest-driven participation, a new social group often arises, 

based on the similar interests, rather than proximity or past shared experiences.  Within 

interest-driven participation, there is a trajectory from hanging out to messing around, to 

geeking out, that youth may progress along, as their interest and participation deepens (Ito et 

al., 2013).  The focus is on the different modes of participation, rather than categories of 

individuals, as youth may exhibit different levels of participation in different contexts (Horst, 

Herr-Stephenson, & Robinson, 2013; Ito et al., 2013).   

As identity shifts across time and setting, so does behavior.  At the level of “hanging 

out” the focus is on maintaining social relationships with peers using new media, such as the 

internet and social media sites.  The on-line, networked experiences supplement physical 

interactions, allowing youth to connect across barriers of place and time.  This level of 

participation is largely friendship-driven (Horst et al., 2013).   It has also been described as how 

an individual “learns to be” in a setting, where the work of creating a social identity takes place 

(Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011).   

A more intense level of participation is described as “messing around”.  “Messing 

around” encompasses activities such as using the internet to find more information on topics or 

skills, using trial and error to figure out how things work within a specific medium, and learning 

how to find and use resources available to them in regards to new media interests.  When 

“messing around” youth are engaged in self-directed learning, seeking and practicing skills with 

the new media on their own (Ito et al., 2013).  As the individual moves beyond the more social 

nature of the context, they focus on the content and skills of the setting.  This is the point 
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where knowing and making meet (Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011).  There is a shift from social 

agency work at the “hanging out” genre, to the development of personal agency, as mastery of 

the tools/media is the focus.  

Lastly, there is the genre of “geeking out.”  As implied by the popular cultural 

understanding of a “geek”, individuals demonstrating this level of participation exhibit a greater 

level of intensity around their engagement and commitment to a topic or tool.  This is usually 

accompanied by specialized knowledge and frequent participation (Horst et al., 2013).  At this 

level, there is also typically participation in a community of like-minded, similarly “geeky” 

individuals, and the social relationships have expanded beyond peers one would meet in daily 

settings, to include a more diverse group, as in an on-line environment, location and age are 

less important factors in building social networks (Horst et al., 2013; Ito et al., 2013; Kafai & 

Fields, 2013).  Individuals are able to access and leverage both social and technical resources, 

with skills and connections created while “hanging out” and “messing around” (Thomas & Seely 

Brown, 2011). When “geeking out”, individuals engage in learning that is “intense, autonomous, 

and interest-driven” (Ito et al., 2013; Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011).  

In their work, Worsley and Blikstein combine both levels of situational interest 

(triggered and maintained) to match up with Hanging Out. Individual interest fits with Messing 

Around, as interest strengthens, so does commitment to the activity or project. Lastly, a well-

developed interest is exhibited by the level of Geeking Out, where the individual follows up on 

their interest in a variety of settings, using a variety of resources, social and material to often 

work independently, or with a small group of individuals- either virtually or physically, who 
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share a similar level of interest and expertise (Worsley & Blikstein, 2013).  The challenge for 

FabLabs, and Maker Spaces, is to create entry points and support for individuals at all of these 

different stages and levels of interest and engagement. 

As girls are not the only underrepresented group in STEM, other researchers have 

focused attention on urban minority youth.  Basu and Calabrese-Barton (2007) looked at middle 

school aged youth in an after-school program on invention and exploration.  Of primary 

importance for youth was whether or not they had authentic experiences to develop skills that 

connected them with their vision of their own future, both personal and professional.   Some of 

the youth were able to transform activities, whether expected to or not, around who they 

presently were and who they wanted to be in the future (Basu & Calabrese-Barton, 2007).  In 

short, if the STEM activities were experienced as moving the youth towards their own goals, 

they expressed continuing interest in learning and exploring the world through STEM (Basu & 

Calabrese-Barton, 2007).   A second factor involved the ability of the learning setting to 

support, or not, social relationships and community in ways that matched the values of the 

youth.  Finally, youth expressed greater interest in STEM when the activities supported their 

ability to “do” science in ways that reflected their beliefs about the purposes of science and 

how it connected to their lives.  Activities that reflected a more pragmatic view of science and 

its usefulness was important to the youth (Basu & Calabrese-Barton, 2007).   

One final concern about identity to discuss here is the malleability of identity.  How 

deeply held are our own views of who we are, what we do, and who we do things with? Is it 

possible that a nine week experience can impact this identity work? The research points to the 
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answer, yes, it can.   Even much shorter experiences have been found to affect the identity of 

visitors to museums, zoos, or aquariums (Falk, Heimlich, & Bronnenkant, 2008; Falk, 2009; Paris 

& Mercer, 2002).   

Another interesting study that offers hope for the power of short term interventions is 

from Freedman and Fraser (1966).  They conducted a project where homeowners were 

approached about their willingness to have a billboard erected in their front yard promoting 

safe driving.  The participants were shown a photograph of the sign, intentionally an ugly sign in 

front of a dilapidated house.  Unsurprisingly, only 17% agreed. However, two other versions of 

the experiment were conducted. In one, two weeks prior to the billboard request, the 

homeowners were asked to post a small, post card sized, sign in their car or front window, 

reminding people to drive safely, and almost all said yes, and then, when approached about the 

billboard, 76% accepted. In the third version, homeowners were asked to sign a petition to 

“keep California beautiful”, which almost all agreed to do. When this group was asked about 

placing the billboard about driver safety in their yard, 50% said yes.  Freedman and Fraser 

theorized that once an individual starts to see their-self as civic minded, they will act 

consistently with this behavior in future settings/opportunities to do so.  Even though in the 

third version of the study, the two requests were different: littering and safe driving, both 

called on the individual as someone who cared about their community, so the future behavior 

was affected (Freedman & Fraser, 1966, Heath & Heath, 2010). These are just some examples 

of how short term events can impact identity change in ways that affect future behavior and 

attitude.   
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The Physical Context 

 Within the physical context, a researcher considers the actual place where the learning 

and meaning making happen.  On a very basic level, the orientation of chairs in a room 

influence where we direct our attention.  It also includes the tools, both the physical and virtual 

resources available to learners.  In this section, I include a deeper exploration of Making, what it 

is and where and how it happens.    As my study focuses on a gaming design program, there are 

sections on previous work around technology, both hardware and software.  Specific research 

on youth and coding, including a subsection on gender issues in coding, follow the section on 

Making.  Lastly, the topic of new media, a relevant virtual resource for many youth, rounds out 

this discussion. 

 

 Place-based learning 

 As stated in Falk and Dierking’s book, Lessons Without Limit (2002), “the primary 

teacher in our lives is the world in which we live” (pp. 47-48).  While one aspect of this world is 

the others who inhabit it, the place itself affects what and how learning happens.  At one level, 

learning happens more effectively when the physical environment meets the biological needs 

of the learner such as light level, temperature, and the size of the space.  Humans respond to 

sounds, smells, colors, and other visual cues.  Learners also need to be able to pick through the 

various stimuli of their surroundings to focus on what is relevant.   
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Anecdotal and academic research both demonstrate that language learning happens 

more effectively in an immersion experience.  Young children naturally learn the language/s 

they are exposed to in their everyday life, whether spoken verbally or signed with the hands.  

This is true for other types of learning also.  Learners pick up specialized or technical language 

and skills merely by being around others who use them.  Different fields have different 

terminology, like the term “frogging” for undoing a project that has been crochet or knit, that 

one learns as they immerse themselves in that community.  The tools, materials, and activities 

that are present in a place influence the learning that happens there (NRC, 2009).  

When an individual interacts with an artifact or tool it affects their learning and thinking 

(NRC, 2009).  Montessori classrooms are most associated with the specific manipulative 

materials that were designed to help make abstract ideas more concrete.  A material called the 

“binomial cube” is a 3-dimensional representation of the mathematical equation of (a+b)3, , 

with separate cubes or rectangular prisms to represent each part, a3, 3a2b, 3ab2, and b3.  The 

intention of the binomial cube is to allow the learner to integrate the geometrical pattern of 

this algebraic formula, so that they will see the pattern and know how to cube any binomial 

they encounter (Montessori, 2002).  Children in Montessori are exposed to this material in 

preschool setting, first using almost as a puzzle, to explore the patterns.  In elementary, the 

material is initially used to explore binomials using numerals and later with variables (a, b, or x, 

y etc…) as algebra is learned (Montessori, 2002). This is an example of how activity with a 

material representation can affect learning and thinking. 
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Youth gardening programs have been explored as sites for place-based learning.  In her 

work with urban youth, Rahm has found gardens to be a place where youth can “do science” 

(2002).  In these experiential leaning settings, learning opportunities emerge from the everyday 

activities and observations of the youth and from their interactions with experts.  Rahm 

considers learning as a “form of participation”, where the learning takes place as a result of 

experience and discovery (Dewey, 1938; Vygotsky, 1978, Vygotsky & Luria, 1994).  Here, the 

physical place is more than just a setting for learning, but is a source of learning (Rahm, 2002; 

Vygotsky, 1994).  This allows the learning to be authentic, as it is grounded in real experience.  

The learning is also constructive, as the youth are actively, physically, engaging with the setting, 

and thus their learning.  As they interact with experts in the setting, they learn the language 

and practices of gardening.  Furthermore, it can lead youth to understand that science is 

embedded in the world around them, in places and actions of people like themselves (Rahm, 

2002).   

Gardening with youth as a relevant science activity has also been explored by Fusco 

(2001).  She explored the garden as place where youth could practice a “culture of science 

learning”.  A community garden planned and created by youth in an inner-city setting was a 

setting that allowed the youth to engage in shared reasoning and collaborative activity that was 

situated in real-world contexts (Fusco, 2001).  This also allowed the youth to construct meaning 

(Vygotsky, 1978) as they shared knowledge, discourse, and activities.  Science learning 

happened as the youth used authentic tools and interacted with experts from the community 

who volunteered to help with the project.  One finding of this study was that the youth 
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experienced their science learning as socially oriented, rather than task oriented, although they 

were engaged in a variety of tasks.  It was a context that the youth perceived as “real” and a 

place for learning that supported their development (Fusco, 2001).   

Similar studies are happening in higher education as the importance of relevant, 

authentic science activities becomes more recognized.  Bulte, Westbroek, de Jong, and Pilot 

(2006) explored how to design authentic chemistry activities.  One goal of their efforts was to 

facilitate students ability to connect their learning with their daily life as well as current social 

issues.  Having found that students did not find the concepts as presented in their textbooks to 

be relevant, Bulte et al. designed a unit based on student inquiry around a topic, “water 

quality”.  After the questions were generated, students used the tools and practices of chemists 

to engage in activities to explore those questions.  In short the learners we able to engage in 

authentic practice to answer their queries about a topic.   

As will be discussed in this section, MakerSpaces are also settings that offer authentic 

tools and practices to learners.  In these places, individuals explore topics of personal interest.  

They engage in discourse and activities with their near-peer mentors and experts as they gain 

mastery of skills and terminology with a project and pass this on to others. 
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Making 

The hands are the instruments of man’s intelligence. Maria Montessori 

  

The Maker mindset is what ties together a variety of Maker type experiences. In their 

book, Design, Make, Play , Honey and Kanter (2013) define Make as “to build or adapt objects 

by hand, for the simple personal pleasure of figuring out how things work” (p. 4).  People who 

self-identify as Makers engage in what could be thought of as “experimental play” (Dougherty, 

2013). These are individuals who tend to just try out new tools and ideas and see what they can 

do with them.  One example is a tendency to take things apart to understand them better and 

then put them back together and try to make them do more (or differently) than they were 

originally designed to do.  While 3D printers were initially considered to be a tool for rapid 

prototyping, people are now using them to print edible foods, prosthetic limbs, and even 

replacement organ tissues.  Dweck’s work (2006) differentiates between a fixed or growth 

mindset, and Makers tend to operate with a growth mindset.  There is an acceptance, even 

celebration of risk and not succeeding the first time something is attempted.  Iteration and 

improvement over time are expected.  There is a willingness to reach out for information and 

skills that are needed to complete a task.  And lastly, there is a desire to share ideas and 

creations with others, for feedback, for assistance, and for a sense of accomplishment.  

Despite the relative youth of this movement, with the first MakerFaire held in 2006, 

there has been a concerted effort to find ways to bring these kinds of learning experiences to 

youth since 2012 (Dougherty, 2013).  The Maker Education Initiative, a nonprofit organization 
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was created to mobilize this effort. On-line summer camps have been offered for three 

summers, with 30 days in a row of free, mentor led experiences using everyday objects. Next, a 

Maker Corp of volunteers to provide this type of programming for youth is in its second year.  

These individuals are offered training by the organization and then community groups apply to 

have a Maker Corp Member come to their site and offer activities.  Free resources for setting 

up Maker Spaces in schools, libraries, or community settings are available from the Initiative.     

The Maker movement is an evolution of the progressive education movement.  Since 

Montessori and Dewey began advocating for more authentic, hands-on, experiential education 

for learners of all ages in the early 1900’s (Montessori, 1994; Dewey, 1997; 2011; Froebel, 

1967; Piaget, 1959) others have taken up this cause, and the Maker movement can be viewed 

as a modern version of this trend. As early as the beginning of the 1900’s, Dewey recognized 

that it was no longer sufficient for youth to learn from adults through direct transmission of 

knowledge/information.  Youth need experiences and activity for learning to take place. He 

advocated for incorporating both formal and informal learning experiences, for learners to gain 

intentional and incidental skills and content.  It is through experience that individuals gain 

knowledge/skills and make connections to previous learning.  From the young child, to a 

“scientific man in his laboratory”, Dewey believed that understanding starts with interacting 

with material and ideas (Dewey, 1997; 2011).  Dewey also considered communication, the 

sharing of experiences, to be vital to learning.  The social nature of learning is an inherent part 

of how values, attitudes, and behaviors are passed on in a culture or context (Dewey, 1997; 

2011).  
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Piaget formalized many of these qualities in the learning theory of constructivism, based 

on the idea that individual learners construct their knowledge based on their experiences.  With 

its focus on collaborative, problem based projects that involve using “real” tools and tinkering, 

iterative practices that focus on the process more than the product, it is easy to trace this 

lineage’s influence on Make. Constructivism is one branch of this tree that Make is related to, 

although many in the movement, identify more with the term “constructionism”, from Papert’s 

theories about learning. In this lens, learning is actively constructed specifically through the act 

of making something that can be shared (Martinez & Stagar, 2013). Qualities of a 

constructionist learning experience include: communication, collaboration, creativity, 

immersive learning, open-ended problems, and an emphasis on reflection (Honey & Kanter, 

2013; Kafai & Resnick, 1996; Martinez & Stager, 2013; Schelhowe et al., 2013).  

Currently, more and more people, in both education and the larger population, are 

recognizing that knowledge is the result of experience and that we construct our own 

knowledge (Martinez & Stager, 2013; Papert, 1980; Resnick, 2002; Stager, 2014). Computers 

can be a tool for constructing knowledge, when used for more than word processing or power 

point presentations.  Papert went even further, stating that computers could change our 

relationships with knowledge as this tool would cause us to question our beliefs about who can 

learn what, and at what age this learning can happen (1980).  This technology can lower 

barriers to knowledge and understanding.   Technology can also act as a space for individuals to 

combine ideas (Calabrese Barton, personal notes from NARST Conference, Chicago, IL, April 

2015). 
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Make embraces the idea that education and learning encompass more than just 

information (Papert, 1980; Resnick, 2002).  Computers can also be a tool for individuals to 

express themselves.  With the emphasis on doing, on creating something in the physical or 

virtual world, activity, skills, and experiences are nurtured and valued as vital parts of the 

learning experience. They also provide a sense of agency to users.  When an individual learns to 

program a computer, there is a sense of mastery over a very powerful tool that is ubiquitous in 

our modern lives (Buechley, et al., 2013, Papert, 1980).  Furthermore, programming activities 

are often self-directed and active learning experiences where the knowledge and skills 

practiced have immediate relevance for accomplishing one’s own goals.  As producers, rather 

than consumers of content, youth are “doing” science and math for a personal end.  They are 

gaining agency in their world and positioning themselves as “doers” rather than just consumers. 

Papert was an early advocate for having youth interact with technology in this way, 

encouraging their use in creating content, from movies and music, to art and games. (Papert, 

1980; 1993).  Papert helped create Logo, one of the earliest computer programming languages 

for children. Logo was intentionally created as a learning tool for children and is based on LISP, 

the computer language used for over fifty years of artificial intelligence research (Martinez & 

Stager, 2013). His thinking was a strong influence on the MIT Lifelong Learning Lab.  This group 

has continued to generate a variety of interactive learning technologies from Lego Robotics kits, 

to the Scratch programming language for children, most recently launching Scratch Jr. in 2014 

for 5-7 year olds.  Graduate students from this program have also created recent tools popular 

in the Maker Movement like Makey-Makey that allows users to turn every-day objects, even 
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bananas, into computer keyboards, or the Lilypad Arduino, a platform for creating e-textiles, 

wearable technology.  

Maker experiences also give individuals the opportunity to express themselves using 

technology in ways that also allow the development of their creativity, while they are gaining 

new skills, ideas for future iterations or projects, and in the social communities of peers and 

mentors they develop in their work (Buechley, 2013).  As Papert envisioned in his early work in 

the field, technology can provide “objects to think with” (1980).  Individuals can use tools or 

materials within the context of their culture and previous knowledge in ways that allow them to 

express themselves creatively (Buechley, 2013; Kafai, 1995; Papert, 1980).  Furthermore, new 

technologies can assist individuals in forming new relationships with knowledge- they can 

change the way we think. This will happen in ways we can’t imagine, as even in science fiction 

movies, where there might be computers advanced far beyond what is now available, yet the 

humans in those stories still interact with the computers much as we do today.  It is hard to 

dream of how different knowing and learning might be in the future (Papert, 1980). When one 

considers the importance of  tools for mediating development and learning, as discussed by 

Vygotsky (1978), the potential of these new “objects to think with” becomes a provocative 

consideration.  Berg stated that “new tools of thinking give rise to new mental structures” 

(1970).  How might these new tools change us and what learning will look like? 

Make researchers and thinkers are exploring different models for ways to represent 

what this style of learning looks like. One common model comes from Resnick and his Lifelong 

Kindergarten group at MIT. With Make’s overlap with design thinking, there is a recognition 
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that learning happens in cycles, as learners repeat their process with different iterations.   

There is not an end point; you can reflect, reevaluate, and try something different next time 

(see Figure 3).  This is an important idea in a culture that values process over product.  Even 

when you might think a project is done, there is an emphasis on the reflection stage where 

individuals can examine how they might do things differently next time to make the result more 

aesthetic or more efficient, or any quality that can be improved upon in future versions.   

With a value on iteration, failure is experienced differently- instead of being an 

emotionally loaded judgement, it is a source of information for what to change in the 

subsequent versions.  In programming, the term is debugging, and it is often taken for granted 

that programs will not work the first time.  In architectural design, it is common to build a 

hundred models before a plan becomes a reality.  Reframing the experience in these kinds of 

ways is a powerful way to change the dialogue on what it means to complete a project and to 

be successful.  Figure 3 shows the cyclical nature of this model. 
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Design Cycle Model 
Figure 3 

 

Resnick sees this cycle as the natural way that young children both learn and play (Resnick, 

2007).  

 Other thinkers have different variations of this, while many of the principles are similar. 

Popular Maker education speakers, Martinez and Stager’s version is inspired by the 

mathematician Polya’s approach to teaching problem solving and includes only three stages: 

Think, Make, Improve (TMI) (Martinez & Stager, 2013).  Poyla was an advocate for explicitly 

teaching problem solving methods to learners.  For example, when faced with a problem, the 

student would have a list of questions to run through such as “can this problem be subdivided 

into simpler problems?”; or “can this problem be related to a problem I already know how to 

solve?” (Martinez & Stagar, 2013; Papert, 1980). In Martinez and Stager’s variation, once again 

there is a stage that allows for the practice of iteration and refinement or improvement. As 
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individuals gain greater understanding through experience, they learn more and make their 

projects better.  Buechley’s work with e-textiles also supports this.  In workshops and classes 

with different ages, as the learning becomes more visible (literally, as the participants use 

conductive thread to create circuits) the learning becomes personal and engaging  and learners 

persist to solve programming problems and create artifacts they find aesthetic or interesting 

(Buechley, 2013; Buechley et al. 2013; Eisenberg et al, 2013; Kafai et al, 2013; Peppler & 

Glosson, 2013). 

 Maker experiences, from computer programming, to e-textiles, can help break open the 

“black boxes” of technology that surround us and start to give up back some control of our 

environment. As youth become creators, not just consumers of technology, they gain some of 

this mastery or agency.  In their book, A New Culture of Learning, Thomas and Seely Brown 

suggest three new ways to think about people in regards to learning. Beyond the scientific 

nomenclature of homo sapiens, they add two more, homo faber, and homo ludens (2011).  

Thus, beyond just being people who know, they recognize that we are people who make and 

people who play.  While in the past, knowing things might have been enough, in the modern 

information society/economy, it is becoming more important to know how to both find and 

evaluate information.  The “where” questions regarding information become more important 

than the “what” questions.  In their inclusion of Making, they propose that learning progresses 

beyond transferring information, to become an act of creating content, that is linked to the 

context of the setting, physical and social, in which the Making occurs (Thomas & Seely Brown, 

2011).  While engaging in computer programming, as people teach their computers “how to 
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think”, a level of metacognition is needed as one considers how they think in this process 

(Papert, 1980).  

 In Making, the “how”, the questions concerning information, come to the forefront.  

Drawing on the work of anthropologists, such as Huizinga (1955), Thomas and Seely Brown 

emphasize the role of play in the creation of culture and an inherently human activity.  They 

advocate for thinking of play as an attitude towards learning, valuing experimentation, 

evolving, tinkering, failing, and persisting.  Play also can encompass creativity, lateral thinking, 

and activity that is not goal directed (Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011).  A critical component of 

the setting, for these qualities to develop, is the bounded nature of the environment, coupled 

with limited resources.  The boundaries encourage creative solutions, while not overwhelming 

learners with possibility. Even games have rules and edges, and Maker experiences are often 

limited by the available technology, expertise, and other resources, such as time.  Montessori 

also recognized the importance of freedom within structure for the fullest development of the 

human potential (Lillard, 2005; Montessori, 1989; 1994; 2002). 

In Make, individuals build real things, not just models (Martinez & Stager, 2013).  And 

while doing so, they share their questions, expertise, mistakes, and successes, creating a 

community of like-minded, supportive peers of all ages and backgrounds.  Its current growth 

can also be attributed to the proliferation of new, less expensive technologies that offer more 

individuals access to tools, such as 3D printers or laser cutters that were previously only used by 

experts (Honey & Kanter, 2013).  And these tools are easy enough to use that not much training 

is needed to create high quality, aesthetically pleasing, and complex objects.   
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 The way this movement is actively “lowering the floor” to allow access to tools, 

expertise, skills, and community make it an intriguing setting to observe interest development, 

identity work, and changes in understanding. 

 

Coding/programming 

This was the most wonderful offer in my life, to actually design a game that people 

would use. 

Steve Wozniak, co-founder of Apple Computers 

 

Much of the literature that is relevant to computer game design education includes 

studies conducted on computer science education programs in schools.  However, much of the 

recent work on these topics is fairly critical of these programs as they encouraged youth to be 

consumers rather than producers of content. Many of the only programs explicitly taught in 

schools are for word processing or presentation software.  In “ Computer Programming Goes 

Back to School”, Kafai and Burke (2013) refer to the emphasis on teaching students how to surf 

the internet rather than giving them tools to understand how it works. There also is an 

emphasis on individual achievements over collaborative projects, a pattern that is not reflective 

of most work in careers in this field.   As a culture that values innovation, creativity, and 

entrepreneurship, it seems counter-intuitive to not offer experiences to youth that allow these 

qualities to flourish (Thomas, 2013).   
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It is often stated that to best prepare youth for “jobs of the future”, educators need to 

be doing things differently to encourage creativity, problem solving, and the ability to work with 

others (Dougherty, 2013; Hatch, 2014; Martinez & Stagar, 2013; Wagner, 2012) Furthermore, 

the way computer science is approached in schools contributes to the lack of avenues youth 

see as future opportunities. Fields and King, in their article “So, I think I am a Programmer Now” 

(in press), and Kafai et al.’s “Crafts Oriented Approach to Computing in High School”(2014) give 

concrete examples of programs that broaden participants’ perceptions of what programming is 

and can be. If things don’t shift, while we might no longer have an access gap when it comes to 

technology, there will be an ever widening fluency/literacy gap in its use (Lindberg, Carstensen, 

& Carstensen, 2008, Resnick, 2002, Kafai & Burke, 2013, 2014).  Paolo Freire’s quote, “reading 

the word is reading the world” (Freire, 1994, 2000) is often quoted by researchers in this field 

as an analogy to being able to read code as necessary to understand today’s world (Kafai, 1995; 

Kafai & Burke, 2013, 2014; Kafai & Fields, 2013; Papert, 1980, 1993; Resnick, 2014). And this 

skill is needed not only understand it, but participate in this world fully and transform it. 

Much of the research has focused on gaming in education as educational games. This is 

another way that children and youth interact with the technology as consumers.  Since many 

young people are attracted to gaming, some educators and entrepreneurs have seen this as an 

avenue to create more engaging learning experiences.  Educational video games as learning 

tools have proliferated both in the classroom setting, informal settings, and the home 

(McClarty, Orr, Frey,  Dolan, Vassileva, & McVay,, 2012).  Digital gaming claims to offer a variety 

of benefits to learning: they are built on sound learning principles; provide personalized 
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learning opportunities; are more engaging; promote 21st century skills; offer authentic and 

relevant assessment (McClarty et al, 2012).  Research has looked at all of these claims and 

more.  Overall, the findings tend to be mixed, with some evidence of increased memorization of 

factual knowledge and increased practice of some skills, yet there is little evidence of these 

skills or knowledge being transferred outside of the game settings to the physical world.  For 

example, in their 2013 study, Girard, Ecalle, and Magnan examined 11 different games and 

found only 3 of them to have “positive learning effects”. The strongest evidence of benefits is 

learners feeling more engaged and interested in using these leaning tools (Joyce, Gerhard, & 

Derby, 2009; McClarty et al., 2012, Sitzmann, 2011, Wrzesien & Aleaniz- Raa, 2010).   Yet, a 

2011 study on flow in collaborative, game-based learning found the flow state of engagement 

to have an effect on the game performance, but not the learning outcome of the game 

(Admiraal, Huizenga, Akkerman, & ten Dam., 2011).   

Despite the ambitious claims of digital gaming educational tools, there is little 

compelling evidence that these games are more effective.  Digital games do provide engaging 

experiences that are motivating, collaborative, adaptive, and can generate data for assessment 

at an unprecedented scale.  As with Make, research in this field is relatively recent and few of 

these education games have been compared to other teaching methods.  It is also true that 

conventional assessment models such as standardized tests might not measure the “right” 

things (McClarty et al., 2012), so the data needed to offer compelling evidence might not be 

available yet.  
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It is interesting to note that there was a successful push to teach computer 

programming in the 1980’s when personal, desk top computers were of a size and price that 

first made them reasonable to include in classrooms.  Papert was an early advocate for 

programming in schools and with Solomon, helped develop one of the first computer languages 

for children, Logo, which had a turtle that children would write programs to move about in two 

dimensional space on the screen.  However, Papert’s vision for programming was always 

beyond its applications for computers. He saw it as a way for children to experience and gain 

skills in problem solving and project design (Papert, 1980, 1993, Resnick 2014).  They would use 

computers to compose music, make movies, model mathematical concepts, manipulate 

puppets, and more (Martinez & Stager, 2013). He was not the only one, others who have 

written about the early days of the personal computer movement, such as Markoff noted, 

“Computing went from being dismissed as a tool of bureaucratic control to being embraced as a 

symbol of individual expression and liberation” (2005).   

Yet, even programming, just for computers, dropped off in popularity in the 1990’s with 

the introduction of laptops and CD-ROMs (compact discs read only memory).  Now, 

applications could be downloaded onto computers by novices, and programming became a 

more specialized skill pursued by a small minority, if at all (Kafai & Burke, 2013, 2014).  It is also 

interesting that despite the popularity of computer games as pedagogy, the act of making 

games was rarely embraced as an educational experience. In the earlier technology available, 

there was a valid concern that creating games was a technically challenging activity. As the 

popularity of downloadable applications supplanted programming, there were advances that 
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stymied game design. One of these is the dominance of the Apple computer brand in 

education.  Since the early 1980’s, Apple computers have been designed such that they have 

less hardware features that facilitate programming activities for generating dynamic actions in 

games or manipulating the technology in ways that lead to an understanding of science and 

math concepts (Papert, 1995).  There have historically been fewer ports to attach external hard 

drives or other auxiliary components on Apple products.  They were also designed so that the 

average user could not even open them.  Only Apple repair personnel, with specially designed 

tools, could access the inside of the machines.  While Apple computers have many benefits to 

offer schools, these limitations stalled the development of educational computing, 

programming, and game design (Papert, 1995).   

Despite this, Papert’s ideals continue to influence the field, particularly at MIT. The 

Media Lab at MIT was created in 1985 by Papert along with Wiesner, Negroponte, and Minsky 

as a place where technology, multimedia communication, and design would all be explored in 

an interconnected way.  To date, it is where many of the most influential new tools for Maker 

learning experiences are developed, and they are still being explored as well as pedagogy 

around them. Since 2013, the Media Lab has started offering an annual, free Massive Open On-

line Course (MOOC) called Learning Creative Learning, to help educators in all settings integrate 

these tools and Maker/tinkering thinking into their programs.    

In 2001, a new programming language was developed at the MIT Media Lab to provide 

children a platform for learning programming as well as personal expression and knowledge 

transformation (Resnick, 2007; Resnick, Maloney, Monroy-Hernandez, Rusk, Eastmond, Brennan, 
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Millner, Rosenbaum, Silver, Silverman, & Kafai 2009; Kafai & Burke, 2013).  This is a web-based, 

programming language, Scratch, with an iconic cat figure that is prominent in many of the 

works created by youth users.  This platform is media-rich, including ways to incorporate music, 

animations, a variety of graphics, and gaming techniques, to build on activities that youth are 

already engaging with through technology.  It was introduced into informal settings, the Intel 

Computer Clubhouse Network, already in existence around the world. In these spaces, youth 

had rarely utilized any of the computer software packages on the shelves, but were creating 

content using programs such as Adobe Photoshop and music studio software (Kafai & Burke, 

2013).  Collaborating with these youth, the MIT group, Lifelong Kindergarten Group, spent years 

refining their ideas and the product, and it was released to the public in 2007. One important 

finding, was that youth were very interested in sharing their projects with a broad audience- 

much like the Maker movement- so a forum for doing so is now central on-line component for 

the Scratch community (Kafai & Burke, 2014).  Today, there are millions of users worldwide, 

with tens of millions of projects uploaded to the site (Resnick, 2002, 2014, Kafai & Burke, 2013). 

Another unique, at the time, quality of Scratch, is the focus on remixing, where youth build on 

the projects that others have previously posted. This allows for a beginner to have an easy 

entry point in learning skills necessary to create their own game. Remixing, sometimes referred 

to as bricolage, is also a form of distributed collaboration, as a game can go through many 

versions over time, with the work of a variety of individual users.  Scratch is one of the 

programming languages taught in the Pixel Arts game design workshops, the setting for this 

study.   
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In particular regards to gaming, certain dispositions have been observed to be prevalent 

in gamer culture (Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011). First, there is a desire to be evaluated and 

compared to others, hence the variety of points, rankings, titles, badges, or other external 

markers of progress.  There is an intrinsic motivation to improve in a virtual world that can be 

considered a meritocracy. Those who perform better have more status.  Secondly, many games 

are designed to necessitate teamwork, and a team tends to be more successful if it is composed 

of members with different skills and talents.  This is an environment where diversity is 

rewarded.  Thirdly, gamers create and seek out change. As players progress through a game, 

their characters often evolve, as does the virtual world of the game.  When one level of a game 

is completed or mastered, the next is tackled.  New versions of games are eagerly anticipated. 

Fourth, the games are embedded with obstacles to overcome, offering opportunities to learn 

new tricks and techniques.  Tools and resources are gathered as the game progresses, and 

these are utilized, sometimes in new ways, as ever-changing goals are attempted.  Learning is 

experienced as fun by the players.  Lastly, innovative and often unexpected strategies are 

explored in efforts to complete the tasks, quests, and challenges of the game.  Boundaries tend 

to be pushed to discover new information to better understand and master the game (Thomas 

& Seely Brown, 2011).  

There is also an issue of relevance. As educators strive to make educational experiences 

more relevant to learners, game design has much to offer.  As Papert concisely stated in the 

preface to Kafai’s 1995 book Minds in Play: Computer Game Design as a Context for Children’s 

Learning:  
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… if one does belong to a culture in which video games are important, 

transforming oneself from a consumer to a producer of games may  well be an 

even more powerful way for some children to find importance in what they are 

doing. (p. xi) 

If we can shift the conversation to computational thinking or computational 

participation, and away from computer programming, the relevance of these skills in a wide 

variety of settings is apparent.  In this light, programming is more than just a skill that for a 

minority of youth to receive exposure to, but a life-skill for success as an adult to fully 

participate in the modern world (Kafai & Burke, 2014, Kafai & Burke, 2013).  A definition of 

computational thinking from computer science professor Wing is inclusive of these thoughts, in 

short this includes all aspects of designing systems, solving problems, and understanding 

human behaviors. Others have slightly expanded it to include: solving problems with others, 

designing intuitive systems for and with others, and learning about the cultural and social 

nature of human behavior through concepts, practices, and perspectives of computer science; 

(Wing, 2006, 2008, Kafai & Burke, 2014)  The ability to look at a system, see the elements that 

compose it and their relationships to each other as well as the whole, then create ways to solve 

the problems, is looking at the world through a computational lens. (Kafai & Burke, 2014) 

A last thought here is that teaching computer programming/coding to youth is valuable, 

in and of itself. When an individual learns this skill, they gain mastery over a powerful tool that 

is omnipresent in our society (Martinez & Stager, 2013, Papert, 1980). This can lead to an 

increased sense of agency in our fast paced, often disconnected world where we run the risk of 
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dependence on the technology we interact with daily. Programming with technology is a 

constructive act where individuals are able to express themselves and display knowledge (Kafai, 

1995).  It is also an effective way to explore and build one’s mathematical understanding of 

some of the more abstract concepts in math like number theory or fractals (Honey & Kanter, 

2013; Kafai & Burke, 2014; Martinez & Stager, 2013).  In short, the consideration of how 

computers fit into education can transform to what learners can do with this technology and 

how they can learn with it (Kafai, 1995). 

 

Underrepresented groups and programming 

A number of researchers have explored how new technologies as well as creating new 

approaches to teaching about them can help to broaden the participation of underrepresented 

groups in regards to participation in technology fields.  Some even go so far as to acknowledge 

that it is, “cultural factors, more than a lack of intrinsic aptitude or interest, make computing 

seem inaccessible and unappealing to many people.” (Buechley, Kylie, Eisenberg, & Kafai, 

2013).  There are educators, researchers, and enthusiasts who are working to change this 

culture.  Currently, much of this participation is happening outside of formal education, as 

youth engage in more DIY style activities, creating their own zines (self-published/created 

magazines or journals), fanfic (fan fiction to creatively express their own versions or extensions 

of existing media), as well as programming and designing their own games, all projects that 

appear be of interest to girls and encourage their skills in technology (Kafai & Peppler, 2011).  

The physical setting can also impact gender issues. Studies with university students have found 
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that when interest surveys about computer science are implemented in a space that is set up 

with stereotypical “geek” paraphernalia, such as science fiction fan gear and empty soda cans 

scattered around, females express less interest in the field than when the same survey is 

implemented in a neutral setting (Cheryan, Plaut, Davies, & Steele 2009).   

This is a vital consideration, as in 2013, 4.2% of the students taking the AP Computer 

Science exam were African American/Black, 9% were Hispanic/Latino, and only 19% were 

female (College Board, 2014).  Overall, women compose 56% of those students taking an AP 

test, so this number is significant to consider.  This is where the new digital divide becomes 

more apparent. Researchers have also found that even when technology is present in schools, 

those in lower socio-economic communities are primarily taught how to utilize specific 

programs on a computer (such as word processing), while those in more affluent 

neighborhoods are given the opportunity to use the technology in creative and constructive 

ways (Warschauer & Matuchniak, 2010).  

 At the middle school where this study took place, a school in a lower socio-economic 

region, this is currently the case. In the 2014-2015 school year, the school implemented a 1 to 1 

program, where all students were provided with an iPad tablet, if they did not have one of their 

own. However, in interviews, most students have found that this new technology is not 

changing their school learning experience much. Usually, the tablets are used minimally by the 

teachers, as a way to share documents with the students, or as a reference tool, where 

students are instructed to look up information from certain sites.  It has become a classroom 

management issue, as many students use the tablets to get on-line and play games (personal 
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notes, SYNERGIES Case Study Interview Data, 2014/2015).  Furthermore, the school does have a 

computer lab, which is utilized by classrooms as a teaching environment. However, the focus is 

on the conventional topics of word processing and presentation tools, not for students to learn 

about how computers work, or how to make computers work for them.  There is a new elective 

offered to 6th graders this academic year “Exploring Google Drive”, to teach youth how to 

access tools for classroom assignments, again focused on word programs and presentation 

tools.   

The after school activity studied for this research project was a unique offering in this 

setting by giving youth the skills and tools to creatively express themselves in the act of 

collaboratively making their own computer games, with art and music and design elements, 

along with the computer programming skills needed to complete the project.  

There is also a tendency for girls to be more interested in fields that they identify as 

having social interaction as well as social relevance (Kafai & Burke, 2014).  As Vanessa Hurst, 

founder of Girls Develop It said, “If someone had told me that software is really about 

humanity, that it is really about helping people by using technology, it would have changed my 

outlook much earlier” (Chilcott, 2013).  However, even the open, collaborative, media-rich 

nature of the Scratch on-line community is still only 37% female (Kafai & Burke, 2014).  

Tinkering, as a practice, is described by Turkle as a legitimate, but different approach to science, 

one that leads to a “soft mastery” rather than a more linear, analytical problem solving style 

(Turkle, 1984).  This has some gender implications also, as these “soft mastery” skills are usually 

associated with women (as are the soft/social sciences) and the “hard mastery” skills are 
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associated more often with men (Martinez & Stager, 2013). Studies have also demonstrated 

that girls tend to favor more collaborative practices while boys are more likely to see problems 

as challenges and competitions (Martinez & Stager, 2013). 

Fields’ work in teaching technology courses at Utah State University has demonstrated 

that when more craft oriented projects are included, such as e-textiles, where there is greater 

opportunity for self-expression, relevance, and tangible/physical experiences with technology, a 

wider variety of participants engage in the projects and new identities are fostered (Bardzell, 

2013; Fields & King, in press; Schelhowe, Katterfeldt, Dittert, & Relchel, 2013).  The act of 

making technology more visible, dismantling the “black box” it is usually hidden behind, by 

activities such as hand stitching circuits with conductive thread seems to break barriers (Kafai, 

Fields, and Searle; 2012, Peppler & Glosson, 2013, Stern, 2013).  Furthermore, creating spaces 

and opportunities for projects that use unexpected technologies and apply them in unexpected 

ways can allow users to cross the boundaries that usually define and separate different 

disciplines (Kafai, Fields, & Searle, 2013, Lindsay, 2013, Thomas, 2013). E-textiles can bridge 

gaps between fields such as design, art, craft, computer science, and engineering (Buechley, et 

al., 2013), and even engage the learners more deeply (Kafai, Fields, & Searle, 2013; Peppler & 

Glosson, 2013). The use of this unexpected technology, or the use of technology in 

new/unexpected ways can be a way to engage unexpected participants from a broader section 

of society (Buechley, 2013).  Cultural and gender boundaries can be broken down (Buechley, 

2013; Buechley , et al, 2013; Fields & King, in press).   
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While traditional technology experiences, like robotics, tend to be mostly populated by 

males, these more transparent, craft types of learning activities, attract a more equal gender 

balanced group (Ngai, Chan, & Ng, 2013), or even predominantly female (Buechley, Jacobs, & 

Hill, 2013).  Lastly, these types of experiences with technology can even improve retention in 

the field if offered at the college level. It could stem the high drop-out rate from fields of study 

such as engineering and computer science, if students could experience tangible connections 

between what they are reading about in textbooks and the world around them, or the person 

they want to be (Einsenberg, Einsenberg, & Huang, 2013).  When learning is playful, creative, 

and practical, it is engaging (Einsenberg, et al.; 2013; Kafai, et al.; 2013, Peppler, et al., 2013). In 

Summary, when we use new materials and/or technologies, we have new possibilities in how 

we learn, experience the world, conduct our research, and design pedagogy (Berzowska, 2013).  

As our world becomes more and more digital, we all need to participate in using it, as 

well as creating it, if it is to be representative of all of us. Coding is a new literacy that we 

should all have access to and mastery of to prevent a new digital divide (Kafai & Burke, 2014).  

 

New Media 

 These new technologies also open up the opportunity for youth to create networks that 

are interest driven, rather than geographically based.  New media allows for people who have 

never met, and might never meet, to find each other through on-line communities. Youth can 

also connect more deeply with existing peers, as they extend the time they spend together into 

on-line settings of games or social media sites (boyd, 2013a; 2014; Ito et al, 2008; Kafai & 
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Burke, 2013).  The opportunities available, through tutorials, written posts, or connection to 

mentors, allows anyone with access to the internet to gain information and skills about almost 

any subject imaginable.  Hence, previous barriers to self-directed learning are being lowered.  

One more factor is that the ease to share one’s own ideas and projects with a worldwide 

audience is also erasing previous hierarchies of expertise and status (Ito et al, 2008). Age, 

gender, race, physical ability, geographic location, even education can all become less 

important when one expresses themselves through an on-line identity. In this realm, 

experience and the ability and willingness to communicate one’s knowledge are what matter. 

 This medium offers new ways for youth to interact socially.  For many youth, the social 

affordances of social media are more important than the novelty of the technology (boyd, 

2014). As youth have less public spaces to physically hang out, they are turning to their 

technology to create these experiences of “being” with their peers.  Part of the work of 

adolescence is finding one’s place in society (boyd, 2014; Lillard, 2005; Montessori, 1994).  

While in the past, adolescents had “public” places in which to gather with peers, such as my 

contemporaries would meet at the mall for socializing, rather than shopping, today’s youth also 

need such spaces to participate in their social life.  However, groups of adolescents are often 

currently  considered “undesirable” in many public areas, and as most no longer live in compact 

neighborhoods, this need for a “space” has moved online (boyd, 2013a; 2014).  And, to a 

greater extent than in face to face settings, youth are able to “perform” their identities, as well 

as their relationships (boyd, 2013b) as they mediate their interactions through technology.  The 

physical distance as well as asynchronous communication gives time to carefully construct 
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replies, as well as choose what images to display, choosing what face they will show the world 

(boyd, 2013a; 2014).  

 New media can also change the way we learn.  Thomas and Seely Brown believe that it 

enables an “arc of learning”, wherein, we learn, grow, and explore in every stage of our lives, 

through the activities in our daily lives (2011).  With our modern access to an almost unlimited 

amount of information to learn about anything as well as settings that provide boundaries and 

structures where individuals have the agency to build and experiment, a new culture of learning 

is possible (Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011).   In these learning environments, people are 

encouraged to work with and learn from others, often of various ages and levels of experience, 

view missteps as opportunities to learn, and there is fluidity among the roles of novice and 

expert.  While most educational contexts are based on the idea that teaching is a necessary 

component for learning to take place (Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011), new media and 

MakerSpaces offer examples of how different settings offer opportunities to learn, through 

active experience and collaboration.  This can be referred to as “tacit” learning, as the 

individual learns by doing, watching, and experiencing.  With new media and Making, youth 

often just start doing, and the learning happens in the doing as they practice what they have 

absorbed in observing others or found successful in their tinkering (Buechley et al. 2013; 

Martinez & Stager, 2013; Papert, 1980; Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011). 

 There is also a hope that Maker experiences can increase interest and engagement with 

STEM (Dougherty, 2013; Honey & Kanter, 2013; Kanter, Honey, Diones, & Fernandez., 2013; 

Quinn & Bell, 2013; Washor & Mojkowski, 2013).  These are often projects that can tie together 
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a variety of skills and topic areas, with time and opportunities for design, creative expression, 

and reflection.  The projects are usually relevant to the creators and offer the possibility to 

make something better.  Collaboration and sharing are encouraged in both virtual and physical 

settings.  Making is inherently hands-on.  There are a variety of entry points into STEM available 

(Bennett & Monahan, 2013).  How could these qualities not inspire greater interest in math, 

science, engineering, and technology? 

Another function of new media is the control youth have over the communication they 

send out, and the public persona they create.  When communicating via texts or IM, the youth 

have time to carefully craft their messages, even tweaking spelling and punctuation to convey 

an image (boyd, 2010a; 2014; Pascoe, 2013).  This also allows youth to manage their 

vulnerability in social interactions, as they have more control over those interactions.  They also 

have more control over how they present themselves to their peers, as they choose what to 

share, how to share it, who to share it with, and have time to consider all of these different 

facets before posting or responding to others (boyd, 2010a; 2014).  Youth are able to create a 

public image through the photos they post on social media sites (Facebook, Instagram), edited 

videos (YouTube), or the popular culture they want to be associated with as a fan (Tumblr).   

 New media culture has largely been studied from an ethnographic lens.  This allows 

researchers to consider questions within their social and cultural contexts (Ito et al., 2013).  As 

my own approach is situationally based within the contextual model of learning, this field 

reflects my theoretical lens. 
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The Socio-Cultural Context 

 The socio-cultural context lets the researcher consider how the individual is shaped by 

the time and place, the culture, in which they develop.  The people around us can impact the 

things we think, believe, and the ways we act.  In addition, we usually learn from others, and as 

with experiences, we learn from others in both formal and informal ways.  There are often 

people who serve the role of “teacher” who convey information and skills to others.  Yet, we 

also learn by watching others, consciously and unconsciously picking up cues.  In this section, I 

start with readings about adolescence. While adolescence does have physical markers, the 

experience is shaped by the culture and social setting of youth.  Issues around adolescents and 

STEM decline also have social and cultural causes and effects, so this topic is also included in 

this section.  Next, figured worlds, as a way to consider the situatedness of learning within co-

created spaces is explored.  Lastly, creativity, with an emphasis on distributive creativity, is 

discussed.  The program   I studied has a major emphasis on collaborative, co-creative 

experiences and I drew upon these ideas to more deeply understand the technical and social 

work the youth were engaged in during my study. 

 

Adolescence     

Adolescence is a unique time, although a fairly recent social phenomena (Arnett, 2007; 

Elkind, 1998; Pipher, 1995; Steinberg, 2014).  On one hand, this has been considered a time 

when youth are learning skills and information they will need to be successful members of adult 

society. However, at the same time, it is seen as a time to “have fun” before taking on the full 
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responsibilities of those roles.  Though often portrayed as a time of ‘storm and stress’, youth 

also are considered ‘the next generation’ and our future leaders (Arnett, 2007; Elkind, 1998; 

Montessori, 1994; Pipher, 1995; Saval, 2009; Wray-Lake, Flanagan, & Osgood, 2010; Steinbergy, 

2014).  Different thinkers have described this phase from a variety of perspectives. 

A few qualities of adolescence are important to consider. One is the greater emphasis 

that adolescents place on their peer relationships (Arnett, 2010; Elkind, 1998; Montessori, 

1994; Pipher, 1995; Rathunde & Csikszentmihalyi, 2005).  As emerging adults, adolescents feel 

the influence of family decrease and that of peer groups growing.  New media, having been a 

part of most modern youth’s daily life since they were born, is experienced differently by them, 

than the adults who often have a steeper learning curve, both for skills and cultural norms, as 

they often come to it from an outsider perspective (Ito et al., 2013).  The pervasiveness of this 

media has been a factor since the late 1990’s.  Adults, educators, parents, and policy makers 

often express concern about youth participation in this media, around violent gaming, social 

media, and suspected safety concerns.  However, much of this seems to mirror recurrent inter-

generational conflicts, such as those previously experienced over music movements and 

television (Ito et al., 2013).  At the same time, caution needs to be taken regarding any 

assumptions that all adolescents can be classified as a unified group with similar needs. As with 

any group, there is not one solution that works for all of the individuals encompassed; 

stereotypes don’t serve anyone, the members of a group or those trying to better understand 

and support them (Sadowski, 2012; Steinberg, 2014).   
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Of course, social class plays a role here, where youth in families with more economic 

struggles often have to take on more family or financial responsibilities to assist the family at 

large.  This can be observed when exploring motivations youth express for pursuing higher 

education degrees.  Some youth see it as a goal to a more successful work life, while others, 

from the more affluent classes, often experience it is a time of cultural and intellectual 

exploration.  These discrepancies are also observed in use of new media, as youth from families 

that have more economic and social resources utilize the tools for expression and 

entertainment, while other youth envision it as opening doors to a future with more 

possibilities (Ito et al., 2013). 

Education theorist and scientist, Montessori described adolescence as the period in 

which a child enters the state of adulthood and becomes a member of society (2004).  From her 

observations, Montessori called it the third plane of development and stated that the “work” of 

this time of life was the formation of the adult (Lillard, 2005). The individual is becoming a 

member of the larger society in which they find themselves.  Montessori believed that there 

were “sensitive periods” that are present at each phase of development, such as a sensitivity to 

language in young children. In adolescence, the sensitivity is to develop the “noble 

characteristics that would prepare a man to be social… a sense of justice and a sense of 

personal dignity” (Montessori, 1994, p.63).  Youth are interested in exploring the social and 

economic world and finding their place in it.  There is a need for strong role models and “real” 

work.  They are also increasingly becoming abstract thinkers (personal notes, NAMTA 

Adolescent Orientation, 26 June 2006).    
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In earlier phases the child has identified more with the family, yet the sense of self 

expands outward as the individual matures.  Mirroring the physical transitions and sexual 

maturity the child is going through are the psychological transitions as there is recognition that 

one needs to find his/her place in the larger society. Historically, youth typically had limited 

choices about what their adult life would entail; class and even occupational roles were often 

predetermined by the family. However, this has shifted greatly, and with new technologies, it 

seems that the pace of change is increasing.  Educators acknowledge that we don’t even know 

what the jobs of the future might be (Dougherty, 2013; Hatch, 2014; Martinez & Stager, 2013; 

Wagner, 2012), so adaptability, advocated by Montessori in her writings from the 1940’s, 

seems to be an even more important trait to foster in youth today.  An early advocate of 

constructivist learning, Montessori advocated for hands-on learning with physical artifacts, for 

even the youngest children. For adolescents, she reiterated the need for “real-work”, be it 

running a farm, managing a guest house, running a store, or organizing a tool museum, as a way 

to meet their unique, developmental needs (Montessori, 1994).  She found activity and variety, 

along with work done with their peers and mentors, to be vital to their healthy progression to 

the adults they were becoming.   

Secondly, adolescence is a period when agency, the capacity of an individual to act 

independently and make their own free choices (Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, & Cain,  1998), is 

expressed in more concrete ways than during childhood and thus personal beliefs can be more 

likely to lead to involvement in political action (Arnett, 2010; Atak & Tastan, 2012; Head, 2010).  
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In current western culture, youth have more power and potential for creating change on both 

the local and global scale than ever before (Arnold, Cohen, & Warner, 2009; McLeod, 2000).   

Vygotsky, one of the early proponents of the socio-cultural perspective, also noted a 

developmental transformation in adolescence.  In his studies of learning and memory, he found 

that while in early childhood, thinking has more to do with remembering, in adolescence, 

memory or recall meant thinking.  By this stage, the memory is “logicalized” and the act of 

remembering something is “reduced to establishing and finding logical relations”.  Further, 

“mental structures cease to be organized according to family types and become organized as 

abstract concepts.”, in other words, the growth of abstract thinking occurs in this phase of 

development (Vygotsky, 1978).  It is also vital to remember that questions of identity are 

paramount at this age (Sadowski, 2012). As discussed in the introduction, Erikson found the 

“crisis” of adolescence to be identity versus identity confusion.  This development is influenced 

by both the individual’s core and the culture in which he/she is born (Erikson, 1968).  Each 

youth’s identity is influenced by their daily, lived experience.   

Erikson, the German-American developmental psychologist identified the crisis of this 

age as that of “identity vs. identity confusion” (1968).  Erikson described development as a 

series of stages that each had a “crisis”, or turning point, to be overcome.  During the 

adolescent stage, youth strive to integrate the roles and skills acquired so far, with perceived 

roles of adulthood.  One part of this is identification with occupational roles.  Each stage also 

has a “vital strength” and for adolescence it is “fidelity” (Erikson, 1968).  This fidelity is 
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expressed through the youth’s efforts in finding individuals or groups to “have faith in” or 

“commit” to in their search for their own place in the adult world (Erikson, 1968).  A negative 

expression of this tendency is joining cliques or gangs, while a positive manifestation is 

alignment with an interest driven group of peers and possible mentors.   

 Influential education theorists of the 20th Century support these ideas.  Piaget focused 

on the cognitive tools of this age, as it is the time that individuals achieve “formal operations” 

(1959). This means that one can use abstract thought to solve problems, without concrete 

affirmations that might have been previously necessary.  Hypothetical propositions, possible 

variables, and potential relations can all be considered (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958). Bruner also 

recognized that youth can now begin to consider “systematically the full range of alternative 

possibilities that could exist at any given time” (Bruner, 1960).  As youth develop, they are able 

to think with models that are more symbolic or linguistic (Bruner, 1971).  This is also the time 

when individuals are developing their identities and personalities (Syed, 2010; Steinberg, 2014; 

Syed & Seiffge-Krenke, 2013). 

There is more recent research portraying adolescence is a more positive light than it is 

often portrayed in the media.  In their book You and Your Adolescent: A Parent’s Guide for Ages 

10-20, Steinberg and Levine dispel many stereotypes popularly held in our culture.  A few 

important points are that there is not a greater incidence of psychological problems, family 

conflict, or behavior issues during these years than at other times (Steinberg & Levine, 1990).  

In light of this, many problems that are seen as inevitable can be recognized as preventable and 

treatable.  Also, the greater interest in their peers at this stage does not have to detract from 
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relationships with the family; it can expand an adolescent’s social circle, offering more support, 

not less. It is also important to recognize that as youth progress from their preteen years (10-

13), to the teen years (14-17), and then early adulthood (18-20), they have different needs 

(Steinberg & Levine, 1990; Steinberg, 2014), and should be supported accordingly.   

Furthermore, peer pressure is often unjustly maligned; it can lead to positive behavior just as 

well as negative (Gardner & Steinberg, 2008; Steinberg & Levine, 1990; Steinberg 2014).  A 

more positive view of adolescents can encourage the adults in their lives to better support 

them and meet their developmental needs which could prevent many of the concerns that 

society has come to expect, creating a smoother transition for all involved.  The title of 

Steinberg’s most recent book, Age of Opportunity, conveys this lens (2014).   

Adolescent STEM interest decline 

While there is a well-documented trend of a declining interest in science among 

adolescents (Carnegie Corporation of New York, 2009; National Research Council, 2006 , 

Catsambis, 1995; Martin, et al. 2000; Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2005; PISA 2007) , some researchers 

are questioning whether or not this is truly inevitable (Vedder-Weiss & Fortus, 2011) .  In their 

work in Israel, Vedder-Weiss and Fortus have found that the type of educational experiences a 

youth has can affect motivation to learn science.  Controlling for other variables, they have 

found school culture to be a stronger factor than home influence.  Their first study, published in 

2011 used anonymous questionnaires to compare 5th through 8th grade students in two 

different school settings: traditional and Democratic.  Some defining differences between the 
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two pedagogies are the emphasis on student-directedness, autonomy and mastery (versus 

performance goal) orientations in Democratic schools.   The results of their surveys showed 

that students in Democratic schools had a rise in motivation for science learning in-school and a 

greater engagement in out of school science activities between 5th and 8th grade, the opposite 

of what is found in traditional schools.    

A follow up study, published in 2012, reinforced these findings.  This time, the 

researchers included interviews, as well as the survey, to learn more about student self-

efficacy, student perceptions of teachers’ goals, and student perceptions of peer goal 

orientation (Vedder-Weiss & Fortus, 2012).  Both studies found that motivation for science 

learning was higher for 5th graders in traditional schools, implying that Democratic schools did 

not inherently bias youth towards science learning. Yet, in both studies, this interest dropped 

for students in traditional schools and increased for those in the Democratic schools.  What 

seems to be vital for continuing motivation in the topic is the emphasis on choice and mastery.  

As discussed in other parts of this paper, the Maker experience is one that also offers choice, 

autonomy, and experiences with a mastery orientation, rather than performance goals, process 

rather than product. Therefore, it can be inferred that Make could offer a way to increase 

motivation in science learning among adolescents. 

Both popular and academic literatures raise the concern that not enough students are 

pursuing college degrees and careers in STEM fields.  In a 2012 Gallup Poll, 500,000 students in 

grades five through twelve were surveyed about their engagement in schooling.  Results 
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showed that 80% of elementary students reported they were engaged with school, falling to 

40% for high school students (Bumsteed, 2013).  In 2012, a report from the President’s Council 

of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) predicted a deficit of more than 1 million STEM 

professionals over the next ten years.  Issues affecting the high drop-out rate of students who 

start college as STEM majors (more than 60%) are attributed to three aspects: student 

intellectual engagement and achievement, motivation, and identification with the STEM field.  

The report offered suggestions for addressing these factors, including more active learning 

teaching strategies, as well as diversifying pathways to STEM degrees to incorporate the needs 

of a more diverse student population.   

Krapp (2000) discussed interest development and desirable job attributes in 

adolescence.  One confounding factor for this age was the influence of parents and peers, 

which is greater in this age period than at other points in an individual’s life.  Krapp also 

discusses how interests help youth prepare for and realize decisions about their educational 

and professional careers. In adolescence, individuals are developing their identity and 

establishing realistic self-concepts.  Gender differences in relation to interest patterns for both 

in-school and out-of-school learning activities are explored, particularly the decline in “typically 

male” interests in STEM fields, documented in females during their middle/high school years.  

Over time and with experiences and engagement, initial interests may develop into a long-

lasting interest, being then associated with positive experiential states, a readiness to acquire 

new domain-specific knowledge, and one’s personal values.  
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 The time period of Middle School also has been found to be a time important in the 

differentiation of computer use by gender (Hayes, 2006).  At this age, males tend to own more 

personal media/technology. They also use it in more productive ways, engaging in computing 

and programming with more frequency  Females at this age tend be more motivated by social 

interaction.  While they may use technology for comparable amounts of time as males, they are 

more likely to be using it for communication (Hayes, 2006).  This greater experience in active 

interactions with technology can give males advantages in pursuing studies and later 

professions that involve technology (Hayes, 2006).   

 

Figured worlds 

One approach from situated cognition for exploring how youth develop identities comes 

from the lens of figured worlds, first introduced by Holland, Lachiotte, Skinner and Caine’s, 

(1998) book, Identity and Agency in Cultural Worlds.  Drawing on the work of linguists and 

psychologists such as Bakhtin, Vygotsky, Bourdieu, and G.H. Mead, some researchers are 

exploring ideas of identity and agency within the context of culture.   

 Figured worlds are cultural setting and activities imbued with collective meanings 

(Urrieta, 2007). The Maker movement, specifically Make or Gaming focused courses or clubs, 

can be explored as figured worlds imbued with pro-STEM cultural settings and activities.  

Holland, et al. (1998) moved beyond traditional perspectives of culturalist or constructivist 

views.  They explored “the linked development of people, cultural forms, and social positions in 
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particular historical worlds” (Holland et al., p. 33).  One of the strengths of the figured worlds 

perspectives is that it offers the researcher tools and perspectives to make sense out of a 

situation, to understand the space co-created by the members of a group.  This lens could shed 

light on why some Maker type classes, groups, or curricula are effective at positively impacting 

attitudes and behaviors.   

Figured worlds have been used by researchers to better understand a variety of settings 

(Luttrell & Parker, 2001; Rush & Fecho, 2008; Valle & Weiss, 2010).  Within figured worlds, 

individuals can assume new identities (Luttrell & Parker, 2001; Price, 2012; Raino, 2003; Valle & 

Weiss, 2010).  In these figured worlds, which are socially produced and culturally constructed, 

certain acts or artifacts are assigned significance (Holland & Skinner, 2008; Price, 2012; Raino, 

2003; Rubin, 2006; Urrieta, 2007) with which they may not be so imbued within the larger 

culture.  One example of this is how poker chips are used in AA meetings, the colors of the chips 

used to denote the longevity of sobriety- not as a token for gambling (Holland, et al., 1998).  

What are the acts or artifacts that can affect pro-STEM beliefs and behaviors?  Do group t-

shirts, gamer/hacker nicknames, or slogans impact change?  Are certain skills or tool mastery 

valued over others? What other powerful symbols can be utilized to encourage group 

membership and cohesion? A figured worlds perspective, with its awareness of the power of 

objects to represent abstract ideas for a group in a concrete way, might be able to identify 

more of these acts and artifacts. In many parts of the world, access to certain experiences, such 

as higher schooling, are restricted by gender.  Authorship, influenced by Bakhtin’s concept of 

“self-fashioning” explores how individuals create and recreate their identities within the various 
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figured worlds they inhabit.  The self is fashioned in the relations between the experience of 

self as both subject and object.  (Lachiotte, 2002) In the different setting people inhabit, they 

have roles that are affected by a variety of experiences, such as insider/outsider or 

centrality/fringe membership. 

 Positionality, a consideration in figured worlds, introduces the issues of power and 

privilege.  On a broader level, positionality encompasses the idea of perspective, the place from 

which one sees the world around them (Holland et al., 1998). If individuals develop using 

available cultural resources, it is vital to recognize that individuals have access to different 

resources within a culture due to the extant hierarchies and status granted to each (Price, 2012; 

Rubin, 2007, Urrieta, 2007). Impacted by social, cultural, political, and economic factors, some 

youth are not exposed to STEM issues in positive or constructive ways.  Yet, from the figured 

worlds’ perspective, positionality is considered to be mutable.  Individuals can access other 

cultural resources; they can improvise and refigure their worlds (Holland et al., 1998; Price, 

2012).  How can youth who are raised with the message that STEM interests and careers are 

only available to certain subgroups of people move beyond those beliefs? Figured world 

maintains that individuals can do this work around their identity in spaces they co-create. 

 Agency is another central concept in the work of figured worlds’ researchers.  Agency is 

described as the capacity of individuals to act independently and make their own free choices, 

even within the constraints of culture and context (Holland et al. 1998; Luttrell & Parker, 2001; 

Rubin, 2007; Rush & Fecho, 2008). It is also related to improvisation and innovation (Rush & 
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Fecho, 2008, Urrieta, 2007) as individuals ‘figure’ who they are through their ‘daily practices 

and lived activity’ (Holland & Lave, 2001).  Individuals are viewed as active in constructing their 

own identities, often with creativity, as they push against the culture in which they find 

themselves.   

Adolescence is a time of much exploration around agency.  Youth are moving away from 

their earlier focus on family to that of peers and the world around them.  Offering opportunities 

for regular practices that encourage pro-STEM interests and activities at this age could have 

lasting impact.  On another level, the Maker movement, rooted in the DIY culture, is replete 

with the idea of agency- much of the behavior change sought by these educators is based on 

individual choice and action. A lens that helps understand agency can support STEM educators’ 

effectiveness in this part of their work. 

 Figured worlds offers one view of human nature and, at its core, is the belief that people 

can change. People can move beyond their cultural and individual limitations and “figure” 

themselves in new ways.  The can co-create spaces and “play” with their identities.  As a lens, it 

lets researchers look deeply at what happens in spaces, physical and social, and better 

understand the actors within them, how they can change themselves and the worlds they move 

through.  When considering efforts to positively change interests and activities around STEM 

and Making, figured worlds provides a sense of hope that change can happen, for individuals 

and groups, as well as an understanding of what components of a group are salient for this 

change. 
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The communal nature inherent in these learning spaces is important for the identity 

work that happens. Lave and Wenger’s theories about the importance of communities of 

practice (1991) discuss the ways identity is formed by individuals as they interact in a learning 

community.  Over time, as they have repeated experiences in these settings, youth can author 

and re-author their identities, as discussed in the section on situated cognition and figured 

worlds.  When looking at the activities youth engage in and listening to them discuss their ideas 

and projects, researchers can determine how the youth are embodying or performing their 

identities (VanDjick,  2013).  When looking at science identity development during formal and 

informal science experiences for middle school girls, Tan, Calabrese Barton, Kang, and O'Neill., 

(2013) found social factors to be the most important.  Starting with young women who 

expressed an interest in a future STEM career, over two years, the influence of peers and 

teachers who recognized them as “science thinkers and doers or not”, was vital to their 

continued interest in the field.  Another important finding was that informal STEM experiences 

can have positive effects on STEM identity, even mitigating negative school STEM experiences 

(Tan et al., 2013). 

Social Identity theory also has some insights to offer here.  If people can embody 

different identities, dependent on the different contexts they inhabit- both socially and 

physically, (Tajfel, 1981; Tajfel & Turner, 1986) social groups can be a way to support, or deter 

different identities (Sheldon, Nichols & Kasser, 2011).  Social context strongly influences which 

social identity is enacted by individuals, and those identities influence behavior and attitudes 

(Hogg, 2010; Turner, Oakes, Haslam, & McGarty., 1994).  Although their work focused on 
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environmental attitudes and behaviors, Sheldon, Nichols, and Kasser (2011) found that when 

individuals are primed, when certain qualities or values are subtly brought to the forefront, 

those individuals will express views consistent with the priming. 

 Research in formal educational settings has found similar outcomes. When test takers 

are asked to identify their race or gender at the start of an exam, they tend to perform in 

alignment with the stereotypes of those groups. For example, women will underperform on 

math and science tests when gender is evoked, while Asians perform more strongly when 

race/ethnicity is requested (Rydell , McConnell, & Beilock., 2009; Rydell, Shiffrin, Boucher, Van 

Loo,  Rydell, & Steele., 2010; Steele, 2010; Wheeler & Petty, 2001; Woodstock, Hernandez, 

Estrada, Schultz, & Simpson., 2012)  These kinds of studies have found that when intrinsic 

values or identities are activated, behavior and attitudes are affected (Rydell et al., 2009; 

Rydell, et al., 2010; Sheldon, Nichols, & Kasser, 2011; Steele, 2010; Wheeler & Petty, 2001; 

Woodstock et al., 2012).  

 The implication is that if social groups support identity work around STEM for youth, 

they will live up or down to the expectations of the group. If the group has positive associations 

with technology, the individual participants will feel more positive towards the activities, and 

more comfortable expressing that social identity.  Adult mentors can help support the creation 

of these communities.  The social forces that support or dissuade the enactment of different 

identities can be intentionally fostered or diminished (Compton & Kasser, 2010).  Furthermore, 

research demonstrates that deeper and longer-term behavioral changes are motived by helping 
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individuals connect with their intrinsic values than appealing to self-interest (Vansteenkiste et 

al., 2004). 

 

Distributed creativity 

Creativity is a broad topic that will just be covered briefly here. For the purposes of my 

study, explored from the lens of the Contextual Model of Learning with an emphasis on the 

socio-cultural aspects of the setting, I considered creativity as a collaborative or distributed 

experience.  Keith Sawyer has done much of the writing on this aspect of creativity, exploring it 

in emergent systems (1999), children’s play (2002), improvisational theater (2009), and 

innovation (2009).  He describes emergent systems as complex and dynamic and unpredictable 

from a full description of all of the separate parts, at the same time.  The emergent effect is 

non-additive, and the system cannot be decomposed back into its individual parts (1999).  

When a group is working collaboratively, for example with no director and no script such as 

during a brainstorming exercises, Sawyer would describe the results as improvisational or 

collaborative emergence (1999).  The results are often novel and unpredictable when a social 

group works together in this style of interaction.   He also recognizes the importance of 

constraints, or some kind of pre-existing structures, to support this creativity.  And similar to 

the values of Making, Sawyer claims that beyond novelty, creativity must also be useful, 

appropriate, or valuable in some system (1999).  Others include criteria such as originality, 

relevance, fluency, and flexibility, in defining creative behavior (Kemple, & Nissenberg, 2000).  

Sawyer finds these elements to differentiate the human potential for creativity versus that 
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generated by artificial intelligence, which can only generate novelty.  Regarding play, Sawyer 

sees it as an improvisational act children engage in as imitation of the larger world around 

them, creativity, and practicing the social world they inhabit (2002).  

He argues for other thinkers to consider the perspectives of socio-culturalism, to 

recognize the social and cultural context within with individuals act (1999, 2002).  In this, he 

was influenced by Csikszentmihalyi’s work on the social and cultural dimensions of creativity 

(1988).  Csikszentmihalyi envisioned a system theory for creativity with three components: an 

individual, the field (the social system of a discipline), and the domain (a body of knowledge or 

prior works in the discipline) that all had to be present for creativity to emerge (1988, 1990).  

Sawyer extended these ideas into explorations of improvisational theater.  In these 

experiences, there is not a known outcome, individual actions or words are impacted by the 

prior actions or words of others, the meaning of any action or word can be affected by 

subsequent actions or words of others, and the process is collaborative, with each participant 

contributing to the experience (Sawyer, 2009).  As a result, the creativity or innovation that 

emerges is the outcome of the interactions of the groups rather than any one individual’s inner 

processes (Sawyer, 2009).   

Within the field, there does seem to be a dichotomy around the importance of the 

individual versus the group in creativity.  Other creativity researchers, such as Rathunde and 

Meusburger, argue for the importance of individual.  When engaging in a creative effort there is 

a role for time by one’s self (Meusburger, 2009, Rathunde, 1999; notes from conference talk, 
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NAMTA, Atlanta, GA, February, 2015).  When in groups, there can be social pressure to 

conform, and this can stifle creativity (Meusburger, 2009, Paulus & Yang, 2000).  Meusburger  

and Rathunde advocate for the necessity of being in a stimulating place and group that is 

supportive, but that then the individual needs time alone to deepen their ideas without 

criticism coming too early in the process.  Different stages of the creative process are described, 

although one does not necessarily proceed through them in a linear fashion.  However, like 

Sawyer, most argue that this is a lengthy process that often proceeds in fits and spurts.  

One model has the following stages: preparation where one defines a problem, gathers 

information, and generates initial ideas; incubation where one lets the problem stew for a time, 

not consciously working on it; insight the more traditional flash of inspiration as one 

recombines the ideas they have been working with; evaluation where the usefulness or 

appropriateness of the idea is considered; and then elaboration and verification when the 

feasibility of the solution is determined (Funke, 2009, Meusburger, 2009).  Sometimes a stage 

for communication, sharing the idea with others is included (Cropley, 2006, Meusburger, 2009).   

At a recent conference (NAMTA’s Adolescent Event at the AMI/USA Refresher Course, 

Atlanta, GA, February 2015), Sawyer and Rathunde were given the opportunity to discuss this 

seeming contradiction.  However, each  stated that both the individual and the group had 

important roles to play in creativity.  Sawyer is concerned about the cultural bias towards the 

American myth of the lone genius creating something as a solo act, so chooses to emphasize 

the place that individual actions have in what is usually a longer chain of events and individuals, 

all building up to what is creatively generated by this group.  He even finds what have 

http://www.montessori-namta.org/Events/Atlanta
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sometimes become legends about where something new came from (the game Monopoly, or a 

computer language) and breaks the story down to include the other people and groups who 

were instrumental in the creation (Sawyer, 2009, personal notes from conference talk, NAMTA, 

Atlanta, GA, February, 2015).  Rathunde, on the other hand, wants to ensure that the role of 

the individual is not lost in the story (Rathunde, personal notes from conference talk, NAMTA, 

Atlanta, GA, February,  2015).   

Both, however, would agree that creativity is not a linear experience.  While some 

people think that creativity happens as the direct result of a flash of inspiration, Sawyer (2009) 

and Rathunde see it as a more organic process.  The linear model, as portrayed in an article 

about innovation can be envisioned as (see Figure 4):

 

Inspiration   Selection   Development  

Linear Model of Creativity 
Figure 4 

 

Creative people have 
insights 

Knowlledgable experts 
select the best idea 

Talented (but uncreative) 
peole develop the ideas 
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This is a model that seems intuitive to many- there is a flash of insight, others recognize its’ 

value, and still others bring it to fruition.  It fits with the American mythos of individualism and 

the “lone genius”.   

Instead, Sawyer and Rathunde believe that creativity happens in a way that is much 

more integrated between the three phases of inspiration (I), selection (S), and development (D).   

There is a flow between these three elements that is more cyclical and organic than linear (see 

Figure 5. 

 

Integrated Model of Creativity 
Figure 5 

 
Creating settings that nurture creativity entails establishing a culture of respect for the 

individual, providing opportunities for independence or agency, and offering an enriched 

environment that invites exploration of ideas and materials.  Mentors can facilitate this by 
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modeling flexibility and comfort with multiple iterations before something is “successful”.  The 

earlier discussion about reframing “failure” is relevant here too.  When operating in a culture 

and environment where multiple iterations are expected, it is easier to persevere with a project 

until the results match the initial intention of the individual.  Criticism should be expressed 

more as constructive feedback, and suggestions offered in a “just in time” style of teaching 

where information is shared as it becomes relevant and necessary.  Peer to peer and near peer 

mentors can facilitate this experience as someone who has learned something more recently 

can often be an effective, and less intimidating, person to share that knowledge or skill.  And 

then, the individuals need time to explore and experiment in this space.  (Kemple & Nissenberg, 

2000).  

 

Summary 

In this chapter, I gave an overview of relevant research and thinking about situated 

learning, identity, interest, and creativity to justify my own theoretical lens.  Work from 

researchers who developed frameworks to consider these topics, such as Ito et al.’s genres of 

participation, Worsley and Blikstein’s analysis of pronoun use, and Hidi and Renninger’s phases 

of identity development were described as they influenced my methodology and analysis.  

There is an emphasis on this thinking related to adolescents, as that is the population for this 

study. Figured worlds, a lens of situated learning was discussed, as I frame the experience in my 

study as a figured world, co-created by the participants to be a space to exercise agency and 

position themselves in new ways with technology.   To explore the collaborative nature of the 
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setting, an overview of creativity as a collective experience was also offered. Since Make 

experiences can happen in a variety of ways, the literature to explore this topic is also varied.  

Previous work on computer programming, e-textile design, new media, and on-line gaming 

were explored to help ground my study in the broader field. 

While this section was divided into the three contexts of the Contextual Model of 

Learning, I recognize that some of these lines are arbitrary.  As learning and meaning making 

happen where the contexts overlap, the lines between these three can often blur.  While 

adolescence is a culturally influenced developmental phase, each individual experiences it 

uniquely.  While Making is an activity that leads to physical or virtual creations, it is also 

inherently tied to the community in which it happens.  And while an individual might have a 

passionate interest in a topic or activity, that might be tempered by what is socially 

“acceptable” based on one’s age, gender, ethnic heritage, the social capital of one’s family, and 

other factors.  Therefore, these divisions are provided as a way to organize my questions and 

findings, not as a definitive boundary.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

Research Design 

This mixed methods study, leveraged different types of quantitative and qualitative data 

to offer a rich view of a Maker experience, in this case  a specific 9-week new media Game 

Design program for early adolescents. The use of a variety of methods design allowed me to 

explore the Personal, Physical and Socio-Cultural contexts of the youth participating in a Maker 

setting.   

 The overall research question explored was: Is there evidence that a 9-week Make 

program for youth in an under-resourced community contributed to their STEM interest 

development, STEM identity exploration, and understanding of technology and technology 

careers,?   Using the idea of phases of interest development from Hidi and Renninger (2006) 

combined with Ito et al.’s genres of participation (2013) as a way to see identity work being 

enacted, I strove to understand how identity transformation can happen in these settings.  

More specifically: Did it help them to develop or further develop/maintain an interest in STEM, 

particularly technology?  How were they able to explore their identities as STEM learners, 

particularly technology users/game designers? Did participation in the Pixel Arts program offer 

youth an opportunity to build their understanding about technology and technology careers? 
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Research Context 

The SYNERGIES research project, within which my study is situated, focuses on a 

moderate sized, ethnically and socio-economically diverse urban community in the Pacific 

Northwest. The community comprises a single public school district, with four elementary 

schools, one middle school and one high school. In addition to schools, the city in which this 

community lies also has the usual types of informal education 

settings/institutions/organizations found in urban areas in the United States (e.g., science 

center, zoo, children’s museum, city parks, etc.). There are also the typical after-school 

community-based organizations providing opportunities for youth (e.g., Boys and Girls Clubs 

and Scouts).   

The community has a disproportionate percentage of recent immigrants and under-

represented minorities.  According to recent public school statistics: (1) 75% of the 3,500 

students in the district receive free or discounted meals; (2) over 1/3 of students are non-native 

English speakers, with 45 different languages spoken in the community;(3) 60% of public school 

students are youth of color; and, (4) of the 40% who are white, the majority are recent 

immigrants from Russia, Ukraine and other parts of Eastern Europe. Thus, as a research setting, 

the community is large enough to mirror many of the complexities of major urban areas, yet 

small enough to be manageable, in both scope and scale.   

Designed from the start as both a basic research and design research project, the goal of 

the SYNERGIES project has been to utilize the data collected about youth interest and 

participation in STEM to develop possible interventions to determine whether  they might 
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foster and/or sustain youths’ interest in particular STEM topics or lines of practice, thus trying 

to affect the inevitable decline that has been consistently observed among youth, ages 10-14, 

internationally. One strategy has been to help broker relationships between local education 

partners, particularly those offering after school, weekend, or summer programming, and the 

middle school, in order to develop STEM experiences for youth in the study.  Participation in 

these interventions can then be analyzed to determine whether they have an impact on youth 

STEM interest and participation. 

SYNERGIES staff also participated in the development of a grant application to the local 

Children’s Levy for this middle school to become a SUN (Schools Uniting Neighborhoods) 

Community School.  SUN community schools are full-service neighborhood hubs where school 

and partners from across the community come together to ensure that children and families 

have what they need to be successful - in school and in life.  The full range of services aligned 

and accessible through SUN includes: (1) Academic support & skill development for youth; (2) 

Early childhood programs; (3) Parent-Family involvement and education; and (4) Anti-Poverty, 

health and mental health & addiction programs, as well as service access and information & 

referral. The proposal was submitted in early March 2014 and the application was successful.  

Since summer time, SYNERGIES staff have worked closely with the new school based SUN 

Coordinator to insure on-going collaboration and coordination, with the focus being on helping 

to broker after school, weekend and summer STEM experiences for youth at the school.  One of 

these offerings is the Pixel Arts Game Education program. 
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The New Media Maker Experience: Pixel Arts Game Education 

Pixel Arts Game Education is a program founded in 2013 in Portland by two game 

enthusiasts who wanted to find ways to introduce more youth to game design experiences. 

Their motto “play>make>design” and mission is to help bridge the digital divide and reduce 

barriers of access to technology education by providing tools, resources and mentoring support 

for game creation focusing their attention on youth, particularly underserved youth in and 

around the region, working primarily with libraries and schools to create game design 

opportunities of varying lengths and intensities. However, these” camps” as they are called,  are 

all focused on building skills, both on the computer, as well as social skills, that will enable  

youth to create games with others. According to game designers working with Pixel Arts, the 

majority of computer games are created by teams of people who work collaboratively so 

engaging in these cooperative experiences is critical (personal notes Pixel Arts volunteer 

training, January 2015).  

To accomplish these goals, Pixel Arts emphasizes team building experiences, 

demonstrating through concrete examples that more creative solutions are developed by 

groups than an individual working alone (Sawyer, 1999; Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009). 

Collaborative creative experiences, such as group drawings or group authored short stories are 

used to quickly demonstrate the divergent thinking of such group efforts.   

The Pixel Arts team also wants youth to develop a growth mindset, based on Dweck’s 

work on fixed versus growth mindsets (Dweck, 2012).  Therefore, there are explicit, and 

repeated, messages about how skills such as art are developed over time, and that everyone 
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improves with practice.  They clearly address student insecurities about their artistic, 

programming, or other abilities, and give examples from their own lives about how they 

improved certain skills with attention and practice. There is recognition of the difference 

between self-esteem and self-efficacy, and mentors are encouraged to use language that 

supports the development of the latter (personal notes, Pixel Arts volunteer training, January 

2015).  This also supports a growth mindset orientation for individuals in the group.   

Based on motivational studies by Baumeister and others (2005), the premise of Pixel 

Arts is that experiences that build self-efficacy will naturally lead to self-esteem, and the 

language used with youth can encourage this process.  Feedback is specific, “I like how you 

figured out how to get that character to jump that direction”, rather than, “That is awesome!” 

They also emphasize the social development of participating youth and one way in 

which they do that is through the co-creation of “rules” for behavior with participants. At the 

first session of each of the Pixel Arts camps, youth are asked to generate examples of how to 

“be safe”, “respectful”, “responsible”, and to “do your best together,” and then the group 

discusses these ideas and agrees to act in those ways. In short, Pixel Arts wants youth to 

experience a collaborative setting that respects collective memory, relationship building, 

cooperative activity, and the belief that all individuals have something to contribute.  

 In a desire to build a stronger and sustained gaming community in the larger 

community, Pixel Arts approached the local high school (which happens to be across the street 

from the middle school), the school into which students at the middle school will feed, to 

ascertain if there was a group of youth who would be interested in volunteering as mentors for 
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the program. A high school club, officially named “Game Club” (although they refer to 

themselves as “Smash Club”), comprised of students sharing an interest in interactive video 

gaming stepped forward and  attended a mentor training offered by Pixel Arts to become more 

familiar with the program and the pedagogy of the group.  These youth then volunteered each 

week, as near-peer mentors who shared a similar passion with the participants, and were part 

of the immediate community.   

The Pixel Arts game education camp offered to the youth in this study was a nine week, 

hour and a half, after-school program, offered as part of the SUN School programming at the 

middle school.   The following topics were explored: character creation, story design, art, music, 

and coding.  Mentors gave information in short presentations, usually five to ten minutes in 

length.  The skills were broken into small, manageable amounts of information and then the 

youth were given prompts or challenges (rather than assignments) to start working with the 

ideas. For example in Week 3, the participating youth were introduced to the computer 

programming website, Scratch.  The facilitator showed how to create a new scene, and move a 

character, called a Sprite, in four directions. Then, youth were encouraged to choose a Sprite 

from the Scratch library, move it, and add sound.  After twenty minutes of exploration, the 

facilitator called the group back together to introduce how making  a “loop” in which the 

character repeats the movement, as a shortcut, rather than repeating the same commands in 

the programming screen.  The complexity of the experience comes through the activity of the 

youth.  Typically these prompts or challenges were offered in ways that provide the learners 

with an element of choice, so they can explore the skills in ways that draw on their individual 
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interests. These qualities increase the relevance of the experience and the autonomy of the 

participants.  They are given choice and time to practice.  The interests of the group as a whole 

can also be taken into consideration.  The order of the skills presented in Pixel Arts programs 

varies, whenever possible, depending on what the group is most inspired to learn about. During 

the initial planning, the last few sessions are also left un-designed, to let the group have some 

agency over what their final projects will entail.   

Youth are also offered a lot of freedom about what kinds of games they can create. 

There is no judgment expressed by the adults and mentors for any ideas, and this modeling 

helps create a supportive, inclusive environment, where the youth respect each other’s 

interests and goals as well. The limitations to game choices were only physical limitations such 

as time and technology. One example is 3D modeling, which was beyond the scope of the time 

frame of this camp. 

 

The Pixel Arts game design curriculum 

Week 1: During this session, facilitators focused on introductions, an overview of the 

program, and the creation of ground rules.  A collaborative art experience, exquisite corpse, 

and a collaborative writing activity were introduced and engaged in by the youth.  There was 

also an activity to create group ground rules co-created by the youth. 

Week 2:  Game design was the topic of this day.  Different elements necessary to create 

a game (characters, setting, etc…) were listed in a brainstorming session.  From this list, a 

“screen shot” of what a game might look like was created on the white board. Youth then 
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formed their own groups to start a game design, making their own screen shots using paper 

and pencil, as well as cards for different game elements.  The group check-in process was 

modeled by the facilitators and then practiced by the youth. 

Week 3:  This week started with a discussion of how to determine the scope of a game 

and then the first programming lesson was offered.  A group brainstorming activity to design a 

game was conducted to model choosing which ideas fit together and which could be crossed 

off. The analogy of telescopes and microscopes as different ways to consider scope was used as 

a prompt for how to think about refinement and levels of detail.  Next, the facilitators elicited 

suggestions from the group about what specific tasks would need to happen to develop each 

part of a game, such as an individual character or setting.  The website, Scratch, was introduced 

as a tool for programming a game. Animating characters and the “looping” function were 

demonstrated. 

Week 4:  The importance of goal setting to accomplish game creation was introduced 

today, and each youth was to create a goal for the day. The focus of this session was on art and 

sound.   New programs introduced were Pixlr for drawing and BeepBox for creating music. 

Week 5:  This week a new program Bfxr.net was introduced as a source of sound effects.  

The difference between taking others’ ideas as a form of plagiarism and using them for 

inspiration was discussed. The concept of copyrighted material was included as a point of 

information and how to import game elements into Scratch from different websites was 

demonstrated in a way that modeled brainstorming to “fix” problems or mistakes.  
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Programming concepts related to prior knowledge, if/then statements, x/y axis, and variables 

were explained. 

Week 6:  Scope and goal setting were revisited, as the program was over half way 

through.  Using Google effectively to gather information was modeled.  Group and individual 

goals were created and group check-ins, as a process to improve collaborative, team work 

experiences was modeled again for the whole group and then practiced by small groups. 

Week 7:  The overall focus for the day was on how to ask for help.  Youth were also 

encouraged to actively seek out opportunities for sharing expertise or a skill they had mastered.  

The first activity for the day was for all of the participants to access a game created by one of 

the facilitators that had been uploaded onto the Scratch site.  The participants were to open up 

the code used to create the game and “mod” it somehow.  Then they would use these skills in 

working on their own games for the rest of the session. 

Week 8:  How to work with other teams effectively was this week’s focus.  Asking for 

help, from a variety of resources- peers, mentors, and the internet was emphasized.  Giving 

specific feedback was also modeled. 

Week 9: Since this was the last time this group would meet, there were different 

summative assessments administered in addition to the usual work of the youth.  The main 

focus was on completing the games or game elements and sharing this work with the larger 

group in addition to sharing their work. 
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Pixel Arts conducted three summative evaluation type activities. They had youth 

complete a three-page “student questionnaire” to collect data about the participants’ 

confidence, motivation, and beliefs about learning. A paper and pencil portfolio that youth 

were asked to complete weekly also collected more feedback.  Some of the questions focused 

on particular knowledge gains: “Circle words on this list that you could define with confidence, 

if asked”.  Other questions solicited input about the experience: “What did you most hope to 

learn while participating in Game Camp? Did you?”, “At the start of class, what (if any) aspect of 

the class made you nervous? How do you feel about this now?”. While others were focused on 

learning styles: “When I am working on projects, I find that I am more comfortable going to [a 

peer, near peer, or adult facilitator] for help if needed.”  Lastly, as there will be another series 

of Pixel Arts offered during the next trimester, youth were asked to fill out a short paper listing 

their name, whether or not they would like to enroll for the next session, and if so, what their 

specific goals would be. As there are limited spaces available in the program, this will be used as 

a show of interest and effort when deciding how many spaces to keep open for returning 

participants. Half of the participants turned in these cards, including three from my study. 

 

IRB Approval and Recruitment of Research Participants 

Once the relationship between Pixel Arts and SUN Schools was firm and dates were 

established for the after school activity, the researcher submitted the appropriate paperwork to 

the IRB office at the university as an addendum to the SYNERGIES project.  The study was 

approved early in the Winter term. 
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To recruit participants, the research study was briefly described to all of the youth 

present at the initial session of the Pixel Arts camp, and all youth were invited to participate in 

the study.  Any new youth who joined during the second week of the camp were also invited to 

join the study, after the researcher explained the process to them.  Fourteen of the youth took 

consent and assent forms home and ten of these returned the forms within a week.  Youth who 

joined after the second week were not invited to participate, as it would mean even less time 

between the pre- and post- data collection points.   

 

Data collection 

Data collection included the following components: background interviews with youth 

conducted early in the program to build rapport; pre- and post-experience Personal Meaning 

Mapping (PMM) activity and in-depth interviews; pre-and post-experience STEM interest and 

participation questionnaires; and observations of the program in action.  These tools provided 

data for my four research foci as follows in Table1.  
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Research Question Data Collection Tools 

How and in what ways did participating in the 
program contribute to youths’ development 
or maintenance of their interest in STEM 
generally, and technology, in particular? 
 

- initial, get-to-know-you-interviews 
- interest questionnaire  
- PMMs and accompanying in-depth 

interviews 
- weekly observations of the Pixel Arts 

program 
 

How and in what ways did participating in 
this program contribute to youths’ 
exploration of their identities as STEM 
learners in general, and technology 
users/game designers, in particular? 
 

- initial, get-to-know-you-interviews 
- PMMs and accompanying in-depth 

interviews 
- weekly observations of the Pixel Arts 

program 
 

How and in what ways did participating in 
this program contribute to youths’ building 
their understanding about technology and 
technology careers? 
 

- initial, get-to-know-you-interviews 
- PMMs and accompanying in-depth 

interviews 
- weekly observations of the Pixel Arts 

program 

Research Question Data Collection Tools 
Table 1 

 

All interviews were audio recorded, not for transcription purposes, but to use as a tool 

for clarification of interviewer notes.  However, specific quotes from facilitators and youth 

captured in field notes are included to provide examples of topics discussed.   

   

Personal Context 

 As Falk and Dierking discuss, one way that learning happens is from “the inside out” 

(2002).  Therefore, starting with the personal context is a good place to begin.  The personal 

context is where the researcher considers what the individual learner brings to their learning 
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experience.  This includes factors such as interests, motivations, learning styles, previous 

experiences, and understanding of particular topics.  In this study, Personal Context was 

considered through the questions about changes in understanding about technology and 

technology careers and one’s relationship to it as well as any interest development and identity 

work youth might have engaged in during the Pixel Arts experience.  The main sources of data 

for this context were the background interviews, the PMM tools, and the interest surveys. 

Background interviews 

 The first data collected with participating youth was a semi-structured background 

interview. These were used as a ‘get-to-know-you’ conversation. The conversations were 

informal and meant to acquaint myself with each youth participant as well as allow the youth 

participant to ask any question regarding the study and data collection methods.  A few 

questions were asked of youth regarding previous experience with computer games and any 

previous programming experience, to try to ascertain a baseline for each individual regarding 

prior participation in this medium.  Access to technology outside of school was another topic 

discussed.  Youth were also asked what motivated them to choose to sign up for this after 

school program in particular, as there were other options available during this particular time 

slot.  Other options were Open Gym, and Girls Inc. (a national organization offering girls and 

young women mentoring, tools, and support to pursue their goals, particularly around non-

traditional fields).  I also was interested in what other out of school activities they participated 

in, as part of SUN School, or outside of the school setting. 
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Personal Meaning Mapping 

Personal Meaning Mapping (PMM) arose from a desire to measure learning as a 

relativist-constructivist experience.  If each individual comes to a setting with their own unique 

mix of experience, knowledge, and expectations, the learning that happens in that setting will 

also be unique (Falk, Moussouri, & Coulson, 1998). Furthermore, if, as situated learning theory 

posits, learning is contextualized within the settings/spaces in which it occurs, what is learned is 

individualized.  What becomes more important to measure then is “how much” and “in what 

ways” each individual learns, or their personal degree of change, rather than an objective scale 

that assumes a specific starting and ending point for all learners.  Furthermore, PMM can be 

used to assess changes in conceptual, attitudinal, and emotional understanding, not just factual 

knowledge.  This change in understanding can also be used with abstract ideas (Falk, 2003).  

PMM is also a tool that can be used to measure change in a quantifiable way, along different 

parameters, typically: extent, breadth, depth, and emotional intensity (Adelman, Falk, & James, 

2000). An additional, holistic category of “mastery” is included by Falk (2003), to consider 

progression along a spectrum of novice to expert.  The emphasis with PMM is on the degree of 

change for each participant as well as the nature of change an individual experiences (Falk, 

2003).   

To gather data using PMM, a researcher has four distinct interactions with a research 

participant.  First, an individual is given a blank sheet of paper and asked to think about a 

concept, (in the case of this study, “technology”) and then write down as many words, ideas, 
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images, phrases or thoughts that come to mind, particularly how technology is related to them.  

After the PMM is completed, there is an interview session about the “map” artifact.  Using the 

language the participant has included on their PMM, the interviewer asks questions for 

clarification and expansion of ideas.  Framing questions with the participant’s own words lets 

the PMMs represent the cognitive reality of the participant, not the researcher (Falk, 2003).  

Questions are phrased as “I see you wrote ‘x’ here, can you tell me more about that?” or “What 

were you thinking about when you wrote ‘y’?” or “Can you tell me what this (‘z’) means to 

you?”  Questions are used to clarify and expand the participants thinking.  This additional 

information is recorded on the original PMM using a different color ink than the participant 

used to create the artifact. 

 After participating in the learning experience, the research participant is given the 

opportunity to add, delete, modify, or change anything they would like on the original PMM, 

using a third color of ink.  In this study, youth participated in a 9 week after school game design 

program and it was after this experience that they were given the chance to modify their 

Personal Meaning Map.  In the last step is the interviewer asks open-ended questions, again 

using the language recorded by the participant in their PMM, to further elucidate any 

additional ideas or modifications on the PMM, and this new information is recorded in a fourth 

color of ink to distinguish it (Falk, 2003). 

These interviews allowed me to solicit input from the youth about the qualities of the 

Maker experience that were influential in their experience.  What did they like about it? Why? 

What would they change? What skills and understandings have they gained? These kinds of 
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questions, included in the post-experience PMM interview, gave open-ended opportunities for 

youth to talk about their own experiences, as well as the role of the group and the qualities of 

the setting that influenced them.  

All of these conversations were audio taped to capture any comments I might have 

missed while taking notes. 

Interest questionnaire 

The interest survey I used is a quantitative questionnaire developed by the SYNERGIES 

team to measure interest development among early adolescents I as part of the longitudinal 

study being conducted in the community within which these youth live.  This questionnaire has 

been administered to a cohort of youth for three consecutive years, starting in the 2011/2012 

academic year, when the cohort members were in 5th grade (age 10/11).  After analyzing the 

data from the first year, the questionnaire was revised to improve its validity and reliability  and 

this new version has been administered to the cohort in the subsequent years. I administered a 

shortened version of the most recent version. 

In developing the questionnaire the research team drew from existing research 

literature relating to interest development, as well as existing instruments, such as the ASPIRE 

questionnaire (DeWitt et al., 2011), to ensure a strong empirical and theoretical base.  Since 

interest is influenced by personal and environmental factors, the questionnaire includes items 

to measure: youth’s perceived STEM knowledge, science self-efficacy, perceptions of the value 
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and relevance of science, and perceived support for STEM learning from peers, parents, and/or 

teachers. 

In terms of this study, the questionnaire was administered at two different points in 

time, during their first PMM interview and the post-survey at the second PMM interview. 

The Physical and Socio-cultural Contexts 

 The other way that learning happens, as Falk and Dierking discuss, is “from the outside 

in”; learning takes place somewhere and happens with others (2002).  My research regarding 

the contextual factors of the Pixel Arts experience also focuses on these two areas.  I wanted to 

better understand what is happening in this space, thus I observed and analyzed the physical 

place in which this Maker experience happened, as well as the tools and resources youth were 

given access to.  Were the physical elements of the experience with a focus on authentic tools 

and practices vital to youths’ exploration of technology and technology careers and did they 

encourage youth to position themselves in a new way vis-à-vis technology?  Finally, in trying to 

understand the figured world of this experience I wanted to understand interactions between 

and among  youth, as well as with high-school-aged and adult mentors.  What about this social 

milieu might encourage identity and interest development around STEM?  How did the youth 

co-create a place to do this “work” around interest and identity exploration?  

I am combining these two contexts here, as the main source of data for each of them 

was the weekly observations of the group.  These observations were supplemented by data 

from the youths’ PMMs and interviews.   
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Observations/field notes 

 While my observations provided data for all three contexts, they were particularly 

relevant for the physical and socio-cultural  contexts.  An observation schedule was developed 

with the project staff of this game design project (see Table 2).  I observed eight of the nine 

sessions of this Make/Game Design program, held once a week during the winter trimester, . 

The Pixel Arts Game Design program was held in the media center at a middle school as part of 

an after school program, on Wednesdays from 1:10 – 2:40.   

Week Date Notes 

Week 1 21 January 2015  

Week 2 28 January 2015  

Week 3 4 February 2015  

Week 4 11 February 2015  

Week 5 18 February 2015  

Week 6 25 February 2015  

Week 7 4 March 2015  

Week 8 11 March 2015 I was unable to attend this session, however staff shared 
the agenda for the day as well as the attendance sheet 

Week 9 18 March 2015  

Observation Schedule 
Table 2 

 

Observations focused on specific activity in the projects, youth behavior, regular youth 

interactions (with peers, mentors, and facilitators) and youth discussion. In general, specific talk 
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and language used in the program was not captured; rather observations were used to assess 

youth’s behavior and attitude regarding visible Make/Game Design experiences and to provide 

examples of the personal, socio-cultural, and physical contexts of the experience. Field notes 

were gathered during observations.  Occasionally, a comment or short conversation by an 

adult, youth mentor or participant was recorded by the researcher to illustrate a concept 

relevant to this study.  Some sessions, with much discussion, were audio taped, to capture any 

comments missed by the researcher while taking notes. 

Observations of behavior in the setting also can provide insights into progression along 

Hidi and Renninger’s four-phase model of interest development (2006) and Ito et al.’s 

framework for genres of participation (2013).   

Data Analysis 

 Background interviews and PMM interviews were audio recorded but not transcribed 

verbatim. The audio recording of interviews allowed for specific answers to be referenced 

during analysis.  Questions from the PMM interviews are formed from participant’s own word 

choice and necessitate an extremely flexible approach to their implementation. It is important 

to note again that question wording was based on vocabulary the participant had chosen to use 

on their individual PMM. This results in fewer preconceptions of responses for the interviewer, 

and a greater ability to keep questions value free, ideally leading to less interviewer bias 

influencing the study results.  
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Personal Meaning Map analysis 

Traditionally, a PMM is analyzed along four dimensions, extent, breadth, depth, and 

mastery, with emotional intensity included in some studies. The first dimension is extent.  Like 

the other dimensions, this analysis considers the change in knowledge about and attitudes 

towards a topic.  Vocabulary used by research participants can be examined quantitatively as 

an indicator of change for this dimension. 

The second dimension is breadth, the range of conceptual understanding.  As with 

vocabulary, a quantitative analysis of the number of conceptual categories used in describing 

technology, or STEM can be indicative of change.  For example, if a youth were to discuss topics 

that fell into different categories such as audio programs, visual designs, or career 

opportunities, those would reflect a certain amount of breadth of understanding of the topic.  

All of the responses were coded and categorized how many categories each individual youth 

generated was documented, along with their comments which are used to gauge their 

understanding and ability to articulate the breadth of their understanding (Adelman et al., 

2000, Falk, 2003).  Inter-rater reliability for this coding also is conducted. 

Dimension three is depth, how detailed and complex the participant’s descriptions are 

of the concepts mapped.  Depth is scored as: minimal; more expanded with general/limited 

knowledge; expanded yet more specific; or highly detailed (Adelman et al., 2000, Falk, 2003).  

Each participant is given an average score for depth and this is compared between the pre- and 

post- interactions.  There can also be a change observed in the evolution from general 
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vocabulary to more specific terminology (such as specific programming languages), 

demonstrating an increase in depth about the topic (Adelman et al., 2000).  Inter-rater 

reliability for this coding also is conducted. 

Some researchers include a dimension called, emotional intensity, which I felt important 

to the questions in this study, particularly those about interest and identity.  Emotional 

intensity considers the magnitude of the emotions expressed by the individuals about the 

prompt, in this case, technology, and how they relate to it.  Here again, a four point scale is 

used: no/little emotion/ objective statement; expected/predictable/”normal” level of emotion; 

strong attitudes; and deep personal attitudes (Adelman et al., 2000).  As with breadth, an 

average score for each participant can be assigned and this is compared across the experience.  

Inter-rater reliability for this coding also is conducted. 

Lastly, a holistic category of mastery is considered (Falk, 2003).  This dimension 

considers how an individual moved from a novice to a more expert level of understanding.  The 

case of this study this could be apparent in descriptions of the personal Maker experience and 

the act of Making.  With experience and time, it is hoped that some youth will progress along 

this continuum (Falk, et al., 1998).   

Once change has been analyzed along these dimensions, it is possible to compare across 

all of the participants (Falk, 2003).  This enabled me to start to understand how the Maker 

experience influenced the learners, as individuals and as a group.  An advantage PMM offers for 

exploring whether or not there is a change in interest development and identity work resulting 
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from a Maker experience is that it allows research participants to demonstrate their own, 

unique degree of change. Since hands-on learning experiences and Maker type skills in 

particular, are not very common, the PMM does not privilege youth who come to the Maker 

setting with more of the specific experiences or skills.  While many of the youth had played 

video games before, creating games was a new experience. Also, since game design has a 

variety of dimensions, from visual design work to audio work to programming, youth can 

demonstrate mastery in different topics within the overall project experience.  This allows the 

unique pathway of each youth to be tracked in a way that recognizes his/her individual 

experience.   

If the degree of change is what is measured from each participant, rather than whether 

or not each individual reaches an arbitrary end point, the experience of each individual is 

honored in this process.  In a movement that values process over product, this is another 

example of how this tool is an appropriate fit for this study.   

At the same time, the whole group comparisons can elucidate if there are factors that 

encourage more change than others.  Specific characteristics of the youth and of the experience 

can be considered as influential and measured to determine the extent of their importance.  

This allowed me to consider the personal, physical, and socio-cultural dimensions of the 

experience as I look for which factors might be more conducive to positive identity change for 

youth.   
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STEM interest survey analysis 

The interest surveys were analyzed using SPSS 17.0 software.  While the portion of the 

survey measuring STEM interest contains 21 items, these have been identified to fit into four 

factors using principal components analysis (PCA), from its previous use in the SYNERGIES 

study.  These factors are Earth/space science, human biology, technology/engineering, and 

mathematics.  With my data, I used PCA to determine if the results from the 10 youth in my 

study could be grouped similarly.  This was followed by using Cronbach’s alpha to measure the 

internal consistency of the items.  The results matched the four factors previously identified 

with this instrument.  The survey has 21 additional items related to measuring constructs 

concerning enjoyment of science, self-efficacy regarding science, perceived support for science 

interest (from peers, parents, and teachers), and perceived relevance of science.  These factors 

were also analyzed with PCA and Cronbach’s alpha to determine their validity with my 

population.  As with the science interest factors, these factors matched the results of the 

SYNERGIES findings.   

Once the psychometric validity of was confirmed for my study participants, I used 

comparison of standardized means (e.g. paired t-tests) to compare the youth interests in the 

four domains (Earth/space science, human biology, technology/engineering, and mathematics) 

using the two administrations of the survey, the pre-and post-surveys. 
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Pronoun usage analysis 

Inspired by the work of Stanford University’s FabLab ( Worsley and Blikstein, 2012, 

2013) identifying change in an individual’s identity during constructionist learning experiences, I 

chose to incorporate their ideas into this study by analyzing dialogue of the participants, from 

interviews and observed conversations during the activities.  They posit that the use of personal 

pronouns can be measured as an indication of identity work arising from the Maker experience 

(Worsley & Blikstein, 2012, 2013).  Therefore, I did a separate quantitative analysis of personal 

pronoun use. According to this work, differences in the frequencies of pronoun usage from 

2nd/3rd person to 1st person can be considered an indication of an individual expressing a 

greater identity with the Maker experience, their creations, and his/her self as a Maker.   
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CHAPTER 4 

Results 

Introduction 

 This chapter presents the results of this study.  Data sources include an initial interview 

with each youth who participated in the study, observations and conversation analysis of eight 

of the nine-week sessions, analysis of each youth’s pre-and post-interest questionnaire, 

quantitative and qualitative analysis of pre- and post- Personal Meaning Maps along the four 

dimensions and a pronoun usage analysis.  In total these data sources provide an in-depth view 

of each of the targeted youth participants and the experience and activities in which they 

engaged over the nine weeks.  These data also provide evidence for how this program 

supported youths’ interest and identity exploration, as well as contributed to their 

understanding of technology, their relationship to it, and awareness of technology careers. 

 

Analyzing the Pixel Arts Education Program utilizing the Contextual Model of Learning  

I utilize the Contextual Model of Learning as the general frame to systematically 

describe the new media Maker setting I studied.  To frame the Personal Context I provide an 

overview of the sample of youth who participated in the Pixel Arts program, focusing on how 

they are representative of the school population, as well as provide a brief introduction to each 

of the ten youth who participated in the study. Next, I describe the Physical Context of the 
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space to ground the observations from each week.  This context considers the space in which 

the activity was conducted each week (the physical space where the program was held, the 

tools youth used, and the authentic practices of game design in which they were engaged).  

Since so much of the data gleaned from the observations is at the nexus of the Physical and 

Socio-Cultural contexts, the rest of this section gives a rich description of the Socio-Cultural 

Context of the program through a weekly overview of the activity in which youth were 

immersed, including the effort by Pixel Arts to recreate the social milieu of a real game design 

workplace, how youth, adult mentors and high school mentors interacted with one another, 

and a description of the experience as a situated, figured world.  

Personal Context 

Study participants overall 

 The format of Pixel Arts Game Education programs allow youth to drop in on a weekly 

basis, although consistent attendance is encouraged.  Over the 9 weeks of the program 

between 11 and 21 youth attended each week.  The study population for this dissertation is 

comprised of 10 of these youth.  The demographic make-up of these 10 youth in this study is 

reflective of student population in the middle school in which the study was conducted.  Forty 

percent of the youth (n=4) were 6th graders, 30% (n= 3) were 7th graders, and 30% (n-3) were in 

the 8th grade (30% are 6th graders, 35% are in 7th and 35% in 8th grade in the total school 

population).  Forty percent (n=4) of the youth in this study identified their race/ethnicity as 

White, 20% as Asian (n=2), 20% (n=2) as more than one race/ethnicity (including Native 
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American), 10% (n=1) as African American or Black, and 10% (n=1) as Hispanic or Latino/Latina, 

representative of the school population as a whole with the exception of Latino/Latina youth.  

In the Pixel Arts program, 20% (n=4) of the youth who regularly attended were Latino/Latina 

but only one returned the consent form to participate in the study.  Due to the high percentage 

of English language learners in this school’s population, language could have been a barrier, as 

the forms were only made available in English.  The race/ethnicity make-up of the school is 43% 

White, 23% Hispanic or Latino/Latina, 20% Asian, 12% African American or Black, and  1% other 

(these statistics are from the district website and are rounded to whole numbers, so only add 

up to 98%).  Forty percent (n=4) of the youth in this study indicated they had learned English as 

a second language, with one of the White students sharing that she spoke Russian at home.  

The percentage of youth speaking English as a second language is higher than that of the whole 

school where English language learners represent 22% of the student population. 

  While I did not seek specific information about the socio-economic status of the youth 

participating in this new media program, 90% of the participants stayed after the program for 

the free meal offered by the SUN community school program each week. Overall, the school 

identifies 69% of its students as eligible for free or reduced meals.  While the gender diversity 

of my sample was less than that of the overall school population, with only 30% female, 

compared to 48% percent of the school population, it closely matched the participation of 

females in the Pixel Arts program on a weekly basis (the percentage of females varied some as 

it fluctuated from a low of 11% to a high of 38%, during most weeks between it was between 

30% and 35%).   
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 All ten youth participated in all phases of data collection, although they did not 

necessarily attend all 9 sessions of the Pixel Arts experience due to illnesses or other conflicts.  

An initial interview, pre- and post-Personal Meaning Maps with an in-depth interview for each 

and pre-and post-interest questionnaires were completed by all ten youth. In addition focused 

observations and conversation analysis were conducted as youth worked throughout the nine 

weeks. It is important to note in terms of the Personal Context, that all of the youth in this 

study chose to participate in the game design program; in fact they  had to turn in paperwork to 

sign up for the opportunity.  There were a limited number of spots for this activity, and the 

paperwork had to be turned in on time to be considered.  Therefore, these youth started the 

program with some level of interest in technology and enough desire to further develop this 

interest to complete paperwork, remember to bring signed forms back to school, and meet 

deadlines.   

Given the major role high school mentors played in this program it is also important to 

describe their backgrounds.   All were male, and avid gamers, however, it was a 

racially/ethnically diverse group.   These high school mentors had all previously attended the 

middle school in which the Pixel Arts program was offered and were representative of the 

school population.  Three to six high school mentors were present each week, and they arrived 

shortly after the sessions started, since their school had a later release time.  The adult 

facilitators would spend a few minutes updating them on the agenda for the day, and then they 

would start circulating through the group, checking in with the youth and offering assistance 

and support as needed.   
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 Individual study participants 

 At the start of the study, each youth participated in an initial interview in order for the 

researcher to gather background information and begin to develop rapport with the youth.  

Additional demographic information was collected from the interest questionnaires.   

To conform to OSU’s IRB and protect the confidentiality of research participants in the 

study, each youth was invited to choose his/her own pseudonym, and all elected to do so. .  A 

few of the youth immediately gave me a pseudonym for the study, while others seemed to 

display some anxiety about choosing the “right” one, expressing discomfort through grimaces 

or exhalations. I told them to take the time they needed to decide, and within an hour, all had 

given me a pseudonym and none asked to change it afterwards. While the names some chose 

may seem unusual, they are quite typical for the gamer culture in which many of these youth 

are immersed. These “names” seemed to represent something about themselves and how they 

wanted to be known in this setting.   Almost all of the names were related to some form of pop 

culture that was important to the individual youth who chose it.  A brief description of each 

study participant follows. 

(1) Child_of_Man is a 12 year old young man in 7th grade who has lived in this 

community attended schools in the district his entire life.   He is the oldest of 4 

children in his family, with one sister and two brothers, all of whom live with their 

mother, in a single parent household.  He identifies as Hispanic or Latino and English 
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was not his first language.  Child_of_Man has a variety of gaming consoles at home 

and a laptop, but the family does not have the financial resources to pay for anti-

virus software so the laptop is not used.  He does have the iPad provided by the 

school and is an active gamer, often playing on-line games that are interactive with 

his friends from school.  He had no previous game design experience, beyond what 

he had taught himself from playing games, and stated a possible interest in 

becoming a game designer as a reason for choosing to sign up for Pixel Arts.  

Child_of_Man participates in other after school programs offered through the SUN 

program at this middle school,  including the 4H Science Club, Chess, Homework 

Club, Open Gym, Basketball, and Recycled Art, staying at the school all four 

afternoons that programming is offered and participating in the meal program 

offered. 

(2) Bunny is an 11 year old 6th grader who has also lived in this area her entire life.  She 

is the younger of two girls in the family, and lives with both parents.  She identifies 

as White and English is her first language.   There is a TV as well as a computer 

provided by her mother’s employer for her to work from home in the home.  Both 

parents both have smart phones and Bunny has the iPad provided by the school.  

Bunny enjoys gaming and while she has no previous experience with gaming or 

computer classes, thought it would be “cool” to make her own game.  She only stays 

after for one other SUN program, the 4H Science Club, but also participates in Girl 
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Scouts with peers from the school.  She does eat the meal provided by SUN on the 

days she stays.   

(3) Dark_wolf is a 14 year old 8th grade male who has grown up in this community.  He 

lives with his father and one younger sister.  His mother and step-father live in 

another state and he visits them during the summer.  He also has a step-brother 

with whom he has no contact.  Dark_wolf identifies as White and English is his first 

language.  Dark_wolf has the iPad provided by the school and in his words has been 

“playing games most of [his] life”.  He also “draws a lot” so signed up for this 

program to learn how to design a game.  He participates in many other SUN school 

programs, the 4H Science Club, Recycled Art, Basketball, and Open Gym, partaking 

of the dinner provided by the program and staying after school every day until the 

last session ends.   

(4) Mr_Pickles is a 7th grader who is 12 years old.  He has lived in this community and 

attended schools in the district since kindergarten.  Mr_Pickles is the middle child of 

three biological brothers adopted by two White women.  He identifies as African-

American and English is his first language.  The technology in his home includes a TV 

and the iPad provided by the school.  Mr_Pickles is an avid gamer, playing on-line 

games with peers from school, including Child_of_Man.  He has no previous 

experience with computer or game design classes and signed up because he thought 

it would be “cool and fun”.  Mr_Pickles stays after-school all four days a week for the 
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SUN School programs, attending Chess Club two days a week and Homework Club, 

as well as partaking in the SUN dinner.   

(5) Silver is a 12 year old 6th grader who moved to this area the summer before middle 

school from another state.  She lives with her mother and a younger brother and 

sister.  She also has an older brother who she does not see.   Silver identifies as 

White and English is her first language.   Technology in her home includes game 

consoles as well as a touch screen laptop, iPhone and the school provided iPad.  

While Silver has never taken a class focused on computers or game design, she has 

played a game, Roblox, that includes designing games for others to play.  She enjoys 

playing video games and has wanted to make one, but “didn’t know how to make it 

come to life.”  The only extracurricular activity Silver participates in at the school is 

the Pixel Arts program however she plays soccer in the community.  Silver leaves 

right after Pixel Arts ends each week and does not join the group in eating the meal 

provided.   

(6) Harry_potter is an 8th grade male who is 13 years old.  He moved to this area with 

his father and older brother the summer before 7th grade.  Harry_potter identifies as 

White and English is his first language.  He named a variety of game consoles he has 

at home, as well as a computer, a laptop, a cell phone and the school iPad.  

Harry_potter has no previous experience with game design or computer classes, but 

spends a lot of time playing computer games, from 1-8 hours a day.  He was 

interested in the “concept of being able to create a game you can actually play”.  
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Harry_potter participates in two other SUN School programs, the 4H Science Club 

and Chess Club and stays for the meal after the programs end.   

(7) Lupin is an 11 year old 6th grade male, who has lived in this community and attended 

schools in the district since Kindergarten (with the same close group of friends in 

elementary school and middle school, three of whom were in the program, but not 

in this study). He lives here with both parents and an older sister.  Lupin identifies as 

White and American Indian and English is his first language.  He named a variety of 

types of technology in his home, including game consoles, as well as his own laptop, 

Kindle, and phone. There are also TV’s in “most” rooms, but he chooses not to have 

one in his bedroom because it is “too much”.  His mother signed him up for an 

online class about modding (modifying) Minecraft as a holiday present this past 

Christmas, where he learned some skills in programming and computer art.  Lupin 

also participates in the 4H Science Club with the same group of friends with whom 

he attended this program. He stays for the dinner each week. 

(8) Horse_girl is a 6th grader who is 11.  She moved here this past summer from another 

state with her mother, two younger brothers and one younger sister. Horse_girl 

identifies as White and “Other”, which she stated as Russian.  English is not her first 

language, as the family speaks Russian at home “and in the car”.    With the 

exception of the school provided iPad, Horse_girl has no access to technology at 

home.  Her mother does have a laptop, but uses it for her own work and schooling.  

At school, Horse_girl took an elective in the fall on using Google Aps, where she also 
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learned some ways to manipulate pictures using computer programs.  The other 

SUN School program Horse_girl participates in is the 4H Science Club.  On the days 

she stays after school, she stays through the meal provided by the program.  She 

also attends “Russian School” one afternoon a week, outside of school.   

(9) Makayla is a 13 year old 8th grade female who has grown up in this community.  She 

lives at home with both of her parents and a younger brother and sister.  Makayla 

identifies as Asian or Asian American and English was her second language.  Makayla 

has her own phone and the school-provided iPad.  At home, there is a shared 

desktop computer and “a lot of game consoles, but we never use them.”  She has 

not taken any other classes related to computers or game design but enjoys playing 

computer games and drawing.  Makayla stays after school one other day a week to 

participate in the 4H Science Club and often goes on the Science Club field trips.  She 

eats the SUN meal provided on the days she stays for programs. 

(10) Luke is also a 13 year old 8th grader.  He lives with his father and an older brother 

and older sister, while his mother and four other younger siblings live in California.  

Luke identifies as Asian or Asian American and English was not his first language.  

There is a computer the family shares at home and he has the school-provided iPad.  

He also has game consoles, all of which are broken.  Luke used to have a hand-held 

game console that he gave to his younger brother in California.  Luke participates in 

Chess for Success two days a week and recently started track at the school.  He eats 

the meal provided at the school on the days he is engaged in programming. 
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As commented upon earlier, this is a group of youth who came to the program already 

interested in technology, with some actively engaged in gaming already.  They closely mirror 

the larger community in which they live, comprised of a variety of underrepresented 

demographic groups.   

The Place – The Physical Context 

 As one of the three strands of the Contextual Model of Learning is the physical context, 

the setting of the experience needs to be considered and analyzed.  The middle school where 

the Pixel Arts program was conducted is a “new” school, built on the grounds of the original 

middle school, and opened in the autumn of 2014.  The school was built to incorporate 

technology use by the students and staff. As mentioned earlier, the school is a one-to-one 

campus, with all students receiving their own iPads for school and personal use. Classrooms are 

designed for easy, wireless projection from teachers’ computer screens or document cameras 

(a device to project a sheet of paper or other physical artifact from a desk top on to the 

projection screen for easier viewing by students) and they are set up for teachers to use 

wireless microphones when addressing the class.   

There are also specific media spaces set up on the campus. There is a computer lab, 

used by students in computer classes, as well as a media center behind the library. The media 

center is a separate space that can be accessed through the library or through a separate door. 

At this point, the media center is only used by the school for the standardized state and 

national on-line assessments they must administer.   
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The room is set up with long tables with computer stations along them so students can 

work side by side and face each other across the tables (and the technology).  Each table has 

seven monitors, keyboards, and hard drives along each side, for a total of 42 computers in the 

room (see Figure 6).  The chairs are all on wheels and swivel, allowing for them to be easily 

moved and arranged for group work.  

  

 

 

Figure 6 

 

There is a whiteboard area along the length of the room, which the facilitators used to 

document group brainstorms as they happened, display group and individual creations, or 

project from their own laptops, when demonstrating new computer programs.   The physical 

layout of the room supports the emphasis on youth working side by side. It is also not set up to 

accommodate a “lecture” style of teaching, as the youth are facing each other, not the front of 

the room (see Figure 6).  This could be a challenge when adults wanted the attention of the 
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youth, as it required the youth to reorient themselves to intentionally face the “front” and 

listen and/or watch the tutorials or demonstrations as well as participate in group brainstorms.  

However, the long rows, with space between them, easily enabled frequent interactions as the 

adult facilitators and high school mentors moved through the space to check in with different 

groups during the sessions.  The youth could also easily move through the space to see what 

others had done and while asking for or offering assistance.   

The room had large windows for plenty of natural light and one short wall had a bank of 

cupboards with a long counter space for the storage and display of necessary materials.  

Materials could be set out for youth to access them as needed, providing an experience of 

agency and ownership of the space and the experience.    

One initial limitation of the space was a lack of knowledge of how to fully utilize the 

tools. None of the adults offering this program were part of the school staff, so did not have 

access to the main computer or overhead projection unit for display purposes and used a cart 

to mount a projector when needed, which caused a traffic flow obstruction through the center 

of one of the aisles, until the fifth week. They were also not able to dim the lights- they were 

either at full illumination or off, which made visibility an issue when showing the computer 

programs and game examples from the projector.  

Also, as Pixel Arts was a new offering, through a larger program still establishing itself at 

the school, SUN, on a day there had not previously been any programming, there was some 

pressure on the youth to not inconvenience the school staff who normally used this time period 
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as a student-free planning block.  Youth were required to use the second, back door to the 

room, and not go through the library, and maintain high behavior standards when moving 

through the hallways of the school to access the bathrooms or water fountain.  This second 

door was usually locked, so often the group had to wait for a staff person to provide access to 

the space for the first few weeks of the program.   

Despite this, school staff interactions were overall positive. When a youth, 

Child_of_Man, could not remember his password the first time the youth started to use the 

computers in the media room in Week 3, he became distressed, tearing up and seeming 

frustrated. When one of the adults walked with him to the school’s office, the secretary used a 

soothing voice and helped determine what the issue was, used her access to student records to 

find his password, and wrote it down for him on a sticky note to bring back to the media center, 

to prevent the possibility of him forgetting it on the way back. Also, the youth were rarely quiet 

as they left the room at the end of this session, talking animatedly and excitedly about their 

work that day, there were no complaints made by school staff to the program staff about 

behavior or noise level. 

The natural light and comfortable chairs helped the room to be a welcoming place.  It 

was also a novelty for youth to use this space, as the Pixel Arts program started before the 

annual testing period, and the youth were excited to explore a new resource in the school.  

There were also no other distractions in the room.  This was a space designed for youth to work 

on computers, and that is what they did.   
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Socio-Cultural Context 

The Figured World of Pixel Arts 

Observational data and dialogue from the sessions are offered to explore the socio-

cultural context of the Pixel Arts game design program, as it was co-created and enacted on a 

weekly basis with the youth.  These weekly observations also provide insight into the 

interrelationship of the three contexts where learning takes place, the personal, socio-cultural, 

and physical.    

In this section, I will discuss the social milieu, where the three contexts of the personal, 

socio-cultural and physical contexts mix.  I will describe the flow of youth and groups over the 9 

weeks of the program.  Furthermore, I will describe the interactions between the youth and the 

physical tools and resources provided by Pixel Arts for the youth to explore their interest in 

game design in an authentic way. 

One more factor that is woven in every week is the presence of the high school, near 

peer mentors. When the youth would talk about games they liked or were using as inspiration 

for their projects, these high school near peers were familiar with them and could connect with 

the younger students around a common interest.  When they youth were highly engaged in 

their activities, these mentors would also sit and spend time using the same tools that the 

youth were learning.  In this way they modeled their own willingness to learn new things and 

that the tools were an authentic of game culture. 
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Week 1:  

Seventeen youth attended the first session, 11 boys and 6 girls.  Support for the day was 

provided by four adult facilitators and six high school youth mentors.  All participants, youth, 

adults, and high school mentors introduced themselves and named a favorite game, computer-

based or otherwise, they currently played, as well as what they were most interested in 

learning about regarding computer gaming. This allowed youth to find common ground with 

each other and the mentors, as there were numerous nods of agreement or exclamations of 

“oh yeah” as different games were named during the introductions.  It also provided facilitators 

an informal poll to determine the overall interests of the group.  In describing the course for the 

next eight weeks, the collaborative nature of gaming was emphasized, and the adults listed 

many games the youth were familiar with and that they were created by groups, often large 

groups. 

 An activity followed, “exquisite corpse” a group drawing activity, to start the youth 

working together, right from the beginning. The activity was modeled on the white board at the 

front of the room, with suggestions for what to draw solicited from the group, and as many 

ideas incorporated as was reasonable. Discussion was focused on how the end result was more 

creative than if just one person had made the drawing.  To complete this activity, a paper is 

folded into thirds, with one person drawing a head of some kind, with a neck that slightly 

extends to beyond the second fold, do the next participant knows where to orient the torso, 

without seeing the head. The paper is passed on a third time for someone to add legs/feet, with 
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the paper folded such that the person drawing cannot see the other contributions. The 

facilitators and mentors gathered the papers after each section was complete and anyone who 

was available would add the next body part, so the groups completing the pictures were 

distributed throughout the room. The process was run through a number of times until there 

was a collection of more than 30 posted on the front board (see Figure 7).    

 

Exquisite Corpse- Distributed Creativity Activity 
Figure 7 

 
To follow this up, a writing activity based on a similar premise was conducted, wherein 

each person could write one to five words of a story, and then it would be passed on to the 

next participant. Again, this was first modeled for the group on the board, and the individual 
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writings were passed throughout the whole group, to diversify the groupings as much as 

possible.   

To end the day, there was a collaborative “ground rules” discussion. The facilitators 

started with a quadrant delineating: “Be safe”, “Be responsible”, “Be respectful”, and “Do your 

best”. Youth were encouraged to add examples to the quadrants using sticky notes that fit or 

didn’t fit within a circle drawn around the quadrants.   Then the examples were discussed by 

the group as to why they were, or were not, appropriate behaviors for this setting.  The 

geometric design of the rules is for the participants to give subtle reminders to each other, 

adults and mentors as well as peer to peer interactions, saying “is that in or out of the circle”, 

as a way to reign in any misbehavior.   

Week 2: 

Twenty-one youth attended Week 2, 13 boys and 8 girls.  There were also four adult 

facilitators and 5 high school youth mentors. Again, youth spent the entire session working in 

the physical, rather than the technological space.  During the first session, the facilitators had 

stated that game design was more than working on the computer, and spending two of nine 

sessions without the computers even being turned on, reinforced this message.  

 The discussion for the day centered on the different elements to include in game 

design: characters, location, events, action, and mood.  The youth contributed these ideas to a 

collective list generated on the board and one of the facilitators modeled drawing a screen shot 

incorporating a variety of ideas for each of the elements suggested by the participants, as a 
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group brainstorming exercise. Following this, the point was made that not all ideas would 

necessarily fit in one screen shot, but could be distributed to different levels that game would 

eventually have, so that all ideas could be honored.  

 The youth then divided themselves into small groups.   

-Six of the youth chose to work independently, 1 female (Sherry) and 5 males (Luke, 

Drew, Mark, Jack, Jake).   

-Eight youth elected to work in pairs, 2 groups of two females (Horse_girl and Liberty, 

Bunny and Silver), 1 group of two males (Riley and Harry_potter), and 1 group of 

one male and one female (Dark_wolf and Makayla).   

-Three males chose to work in a triad (Mr_Pickles, Child_of_Man, and Todd). 

- There was one mixed group of four who chose to work as a quartet (Mally, Kira, David, 

and Lupin).  

 Small cards, reminiscent of trading cards that are part of gaming culture, had been 

prepared, with labels for the different elements and a blank square for the youth to draw out 

their ideas.  Larger blank sheets of paper were also available for any individual or group to start 

a screen shot drawing that would include the elements from the cards.  Groups approached the 

task in a variety of ways.  Some started with the screen shot, some started with the individual 

cards, and some started with more of a brainstorming session, listing out ideas they wanted to 

develop for their game.  As the school is a one to one school, all students having iPads, they 
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were allowed to access their personal devices to do research on particular games or characters 

they were familiar with, for ideas or inspirations.  As Figure 8 shows, one group (Bunny and 

Silver) chose to use an iPad to start drawing out some of their ideas as a sort of map for the 

setting they were imagining.   

 

Brainstorming on the iPad 
Figure 8 

 

During this time, the youth mentors interacted with the groups offering support and feedback 

for both the activity and the process of working as a group.  They also used leading questions, 

getting groups to talk about their ideas, if the group seemed to be off-task, such as using their 

iPads for more than just research, to redirect them back to the activity.  
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After forty-five minutes of the activity, one of the facilitators called the groups attention 

together to do a “group check-in”, which he encouraged them to subsequently use as part of 

their own process.  Questions asked included: if you are working in a group “are you 

writing/drawing your ideas out?” ; “are you sharing ideas?”; “who is being heard?”; “do you 

want more people on your team/help with different roles?”; for those not in a group, the 

question was “do you want to be part of a group?”.  The first question was a reminder to keep a 

record of ideas.  The next set of questions was a guide for positive collaboration.  Lastly, the 

opportunity was made to shift groups around, or join one, by focusing on what roles needed to 

be filled, rather than personal dynamics.  Two youth who had been working alone stated a 

desire to work with others and met with the facilitators to determine how they could combine 

their ideas to form a group, but this did not happen.  All other groups expressed contentment 

with their current arrangements, including the six who continued to work alone.  A final 

question/suggestion for the whole group was for groups/individuals who were willing to share 

what they had done so far to raise their hands and then people were encouraged to walk 

around the room and see what others/other groups were doing and thinking.  This created yet 

another context for sharing ideas, asking advice, and celebrating the work of peers.   Most 

youth took advantage of this, moving through the space and engaging in conversation with 

others.  

 Photographs were taken of the cards and paper and “screen shots” created, as well as 

documentation of the written records of brainstorming sessions that were available, for the 

start of digital portfolios (see Figure 9).  
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Paper Screen Shots and Game Element Cards 

Figure 9 
 

 Youth were also given a paper version of a portfolio, created by Pixel Arts in partnership with a 

researcher at Portland State University, to document specific aspects of their ideas and work so 

far.  The worksheet format of this portfolio was to provide a model of the types of details it is 

important to keep track of for a long-term project, as well as encouraging the practice of such 

documentation.  The Pixel Arts team collected these portfolios for safe-keeping, and youth 

were given the option of leaving their written work with their portfolios, or taking them home 

to continue working on them.  If youth chose the latter option, they were reminded of the 

importance of bringing the materials back to subsequent sessions, so they could build on the 

work they had already completed.   

Week 3: 

Seventeen youth were present, 6 of them female. They were led by four adults and 

three of the high school mentors.   
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Groups remained similar to last week:  

- working independently: Sherry, Luke, Jack, Jake,  

- in pairs: Horse_girl and Liberty (absent), Bunny (absent) and Silver, Riley and 

Harry_potter, Dark_wolf and Makayla,  

- in  a triad: Mr_Pickles, Child_of_Man, and Todd,   

- quartet: Mally, Kira, David, and Lupin.  

There was a brief, yet explicit reminder that creative brainstorming is how the teams, as 

well as individuals, would be successful.  Scope was described as the way to create a game that 

can be finished in the time available for a project.  The facilitators acknowledged that using all 

your ideas can be fun, but that it is also fun to be able to finish your game so you can play it and 

share it with others 

The whole group practiced brainstorming a game and then winnowing the list down to 

create a “doable” project.  Then the students were encouraged to work in their teams and start 

generating their own task lists for completing their games.  The mentors worked throughout 

the room, checking in with groups to offer assistance and redirection where necessary.  After 

twenty minutes, one of the facilitators again modeled the check-in process.  This time the 

questions were “do you feel like you have a solid list of what you need to get done?”; “do you 

feel like you have the scope of your project manageable?”; “do you feel like you know what role 

you want to take on to finish your to-do list?”  The groups were polled on these questions and 

the answers were framed as “where we have a lot of certainty” or “where we are still not sure 
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and need to check back in again”.  Being “not sure” was acknowledged as part of the process, 

and the suggestion was made that after they knew more about the tools they would be using, 

they might have more insight into how much time tasks would take and what different 

individuals would particularly enjoy doing. 

The next activity was an introduction to the first game making tool that would be 

presented, Scratch.  As an introduction, a brief discussion of how computers are “stupid” was 

held, to reinforce the idea that they can only do what we tell them to do.  One of the facilitators 

took on the role of a “stupid computer” and the youth had to direct him to complete a simple 

task: take a pen from someone else, take it across the room to a specific location, and put it 

down.   The limitations were that the “computer” only knew how to walk, what a pen was, and 

what its’ hand was.  Unsurprisingly, there was a lot of shouting out of contradictory directions, 

and many that were not specific enough, or ones that assumed the “computer” had more 

knowledge than the specified limitations.  When this happened, the “computer” would freeze, 

saying “error”, or “too many inputs”.  This allowed the facilitators to reinforce the importance 

of giving clear, specific inputs in creating programs.   

Next, a facilitator gave a brief introduction to Scratch, showing a few actions that could 

be taken with the Sprites (characters available in the program).  The idea of variables was 

introduced by a facilitator, asking the youth if they were familiar with them from math. When 

asked where else they knew them from, many students called out “science”, and one, David, 

even stated that they used independent and dependent variables in science class. The youth 
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were then invited to turn on the computers, go to the Scratch program, and complete actions 

from a list of challenges listed on the board.  As this was the first time the youth logged on to 

the computers in this space, some struggled with this and was an opportunity for peer to peer 

support, as those who figured it out more quickly advised others.  One student, Child_of_Man 

could not get his login information to work, and another Mr_Pickles, noticing Child_of_Man’s 

distress, came to his workspace to talk him through the login process.  Most youth spent the 

time individually exploring the program, manipulating the sprites and completing the 

challenges, such as “draw a box” or “change your Sprite’s costume”.  Figure 10 shows an 

example of a Sprite and the code block used by the youth.  As they would notice what their 

neighbors were doing, there was sharing of techniques the different youth had figured out.  

Some students, Child_of_Man and David walked around; looking at the Sprites created by their 

peers and the actions those Sprites were carrying out.   
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Scratch Character Programming 
Figure 10 

 

After a period of exploration, the facilitator who gave the initial introduction to Scratch 

gathered the group’s attention again to show some shortcuts available in the program.  One 

shortcut was a “repeat” function. As with the discussion of variables, prior knowledge of how to 

notate “repeat” in math was accessed and ideas like multiplication, exponents, and 

parentheses were offered.  The shortcut function in Scratch mirrors parentheses.  This practice 
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of giving some information, time for practice, and then more information was repeated 

throughout the program, letting the youth build knowledge from first-hand experiences. 

Week 4:  

 Nineteen youth attended Week 4, 6 females.  There were the usual four adult 

facilitators and four mentors.   

Groups remained similar to last week:  

- working independently: Luke, Mark, Jack, and Drew.  

- in pairs: Horse_girl and Liberty , Bunny and Silver, Riley and Harry_potter, 

Dark_wolf and Makayla (absent),  

- in  a triad: Mr_Pickles, Child_of_Man, and Todd,   

- quartet: Mally, Kira, David, and Lupin.  

- One of the youth, Kieran, was new to the program and he joined the triplet 

work group of Mr_Pickles, Child_of_Man, and Todd, making a second quartet 

work group.   

To start the session off, groups were asked to have each individual member set a goal 

for the day that was specific and would fit with the scope of the time available.  Adult 

facilitators and youth mentors walked around and checked with each group to check in and if 

necessary, help individuals choose an obtainable goal. They did this by questioning and 
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redirecting as needed to help the participants hone in on a piece of the group’s project that was 

based on their interests and available resources of time and skill.   

 One of the facilitators showed parts from a game that had been created at a recent 

“game jam”, an event where game designers come together for 48 straight hours to create a 

game together.  He then introduced a drawing program, Pixlr, giving a tutorial on how to draw, 

edit, and add color to a creation.  The group expressed enthusiasm for this demonstration, 

breaking into spontaneous applause (first time that had happened in the program), with 

exclamations of “that’s awesome!”  The group was then encouraged to dive in and start 

exploring the drawing program.   

This session in particular, had examples of peers helping peers when a level of any 

expertise was reached by a particular participant.  Youth demonstrated different levels of 

comfort, some immediately starting to draw objects and characters, while others asked their 

peers or mentors for support. In one exchange, Lupin asked Mark, a student sitting back to back 

with him “Mark, how do you do it?” (to start using the program) and Mark replied “You have to 

type it in.” After a few moments, Mark checked in, without prompting, and followed up with 

the question, “Did you do it?”  Later in the session, Mark asked Lupin, “How did you do that?”, 

demonstrating a free flow of assistance, as youth figured out different things about Pixlr.  

Another student, to Mark’ left, Kira, later asked a general question out loud, “How do you erase 

one thing?” Mark offered the advice “You go to the eraser.”, and then walked over to show her 

where to find that icon.  
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Adults modeled specific feedback, complimenting a creation with comments like, “That 

is a perfect image to animate, it is distinct.”  Images created in this program were able to be 

exported into the Scratch program previously introduced, so they could be animated and 

formatted for future inclusion in the games being designed by the groups. 

There were also concrete examples of youth taking pride in their efforts.  Throughout 

this time, youth expressed excitement about their work with calls to group members, 

“Mr_Pickles, look what I did!”, or just general excitement as Horse_girl audibly named her 

character “Flappy bird!”, while giggling and bobbing her head back and forth animatedly.   

An adult stated a reminder that was made to the whole group, when some participants 

were observed searching the internet for characters to import, “copying other people’s work is 

not what we are doing, but we can use it for ideas and inspiration.”  In this way, youth were 

allowed to continue looking at what others had done, while being encouraged to create 

something of their own.  Some of the youth have expressed anxiety about their ability to draw 

with the programs, saying things like “that doesn’t look right”, and the idea that people get 

better at things with practice, was restated.  Scratch itself, is a program where many projects 

are created by “remixing” previously existing games, so incorporating elements from games the 

youth already play and enjoy is welcomed, however, they must draw the characters and other 

things on their own, using the software they are learning.   

 BeepBox, a tool for creating songs as soundtracks for the games was introduced.  Again, 

a tutorial was given, starting with the song from the game created at the game jam that had 
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been demonstrated earlier.  Then, participants were shown how to lay drum tracks, bass, and 

melody to build a song (see Figure 11).   

 

BeepBox Screenshot 
Figure 11 

 

Again, a few tips on how to “loop” the music, to make it repeat indefinitely, and export it for 

the purpose of saving it, were provided, and then headphones were passed out to any of the 

youth who did not have their own with them.  At this point, they were let loose to explore this 

program in a way that would not disturb others.  Youth regularly passed their headphones to 

other youth or mentors and facilitators, to “show” what they had done so far, and the room 

was unusually quiet as all composed on their computers.  At the end of the session, youth were 

given a reminder on how to export the files they had created that day, and mentors and 
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facilitators moved through the group, making sure all were able to save the files in a way that 

worked for them to work on it again in the future.   

 The session ended with a brief check in to see if individuals had managed to accomplish 

the goals set for themselves at the beginning of the time period.  There seemed to be general 

agreement, as all youth felt they had made progress in creating characters and objects for the 

games, as well as a start on a soundtrack.  The participants left the room, expressing 

excitement, with most talking about what they had worked on during the session with their 

peers. 

Week 5:  

 Week five had twenty youth present, five of them female.  There were only three of the 

usual adults present, all male, and four of the high school mentors.   

Three of the youth participants were attending for the first time.  All three of the new 

participants joined up with existing groups. One of the new males, David, joined the current 

quartet of boys, making it a quintet.  However, later in the session, the group broke into a duo 

and trio, as they decided they wanted to make different games.  The new participant who was 

female, Katie, joined what had been a pair of girls. Later that session, another participant who 

had been working by herself also joined this group, creating another quartet, this one all 

females.  The other new male, Doug, started out working by himself, but was not making any 

progress with the activity from the first week, of drawing out elements on the small cards. With 

some encouragement from an adult, he joined up with another male, Jake, who had been 
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working by himself.  When approached to determine if he would be interested in a partner, 

Jake immediately replied with an affirmative, “yes, I need some help!”.  

Groups shifted to:  

- working independently: Luke, Mark, Jack, 

-  in pairs: Horse_girl and Liberty (absent) , Jake and Doug, Dark_wolf and 

Makayla (absent), Mr_Pickles and Child_of_Man, 

-  in  a triad: Kieran, Todd, David, and   

- quartet: Mally, Kira, David, and Lupin, and Katie, Bunny, Silver, Sherry.   

With this configuration, the groups stabilized, except for absences, but there was no 

movement between groups or any additions.  Liberty and Makayla never returned to the 

program, so Horse_girl and Dark_wolf continued to work alone, but when asked, still 

considered their game a group game and were hopeful that their partners would return. 

 As the new participants joined up with pre-existing groups, the other members started 

showing them how to use the tools they had learned about the previous two weeks, and all 

were able to contribute to the larger projects.  When asking about the game his group was 

designing, David stated, “We need walking legs”.  Expressing confidence in the program and the 

facilitators, Kieran, another member of the group, quickly assured him, “They’ll show us how to 

do it, the professionals.” 
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 Before starting with the activities for the day, one of the adults took a few minutes to 

remind the youth about listening respectfully during the tutorials, and a new practice of turning 

off monitors when their attention was requested “up front” was instituted, to limit distractions.  

Turning off the monitors had the advantage that no work was lost, it was just “hidden” from 

view for the duration.  None of the youth in the group voiced any complaints with this and all 

complied throughout the session, although the mentors and youth did walk around and offer 

“help” if anyone needed assistance in turning off their monitors whenever the request was 

made.  The youth were also told that before going on YouTube, they should ask an adult, and 

justify what purpose they had for visiting the site.  The work groups were then encouraged to 

have their own check-ins about where they were in the process and what each member was 

going to focus on for the day. 

 During this time, a few youth asked about going to other sites, and most could easily 

identify what kind of inspiration or idea they were looking for, such as Luke asking to do an 

image search for a castle to use as a model for one he wanted to draw and include in his game.  

However, one youth, Kieran, asked about copying an image from Google. The adult he asked 

used this as an opportunity to address the whole group with the prompt, “I just got a really 

good question”.  Then he led a short group discussion about artistic integrity, giving credit, and 

the difference between using images for entertainment only versus to make a profit.  A few of 

the youth, Todd, Dark_wolf, Riley, simultaneously contributed the word “copyright” to the 

conversation.    
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 The youth then had a work time to continue their exploration of the tools they were 

learning to work on elements for their games. Some youth expressed excitement about the 

tools and the freedom to make their own games. David asked, “You can honestly make 

whatever you want to?”  A neighboring youth, Kieran, replied, “As long as it’s good for the 

game.”  Later, David was overheard exclaiming, “Stop hitting me, you’re ruining my art.”, when 

another youth bumped his arm accidently.  There were many comments from youth 

appreciating their own work, or that of others. Mally told a work partner, “that looks so good!”, 

and Kieran called an adult over, saying “Look what I made- the coolest thing ever!” 

 A short tutorial was then given on how to transfer elements created in the other 

programs, Pixlr drawing program and BeepBox, into the Scratch platform. One new program, 

Bfxr.net was demonstrated, as a source for importing sound effects.  The difference between 

uploading and downloading was delineated.  In the tutorials today, the adult often did it in such 

a way that it didn’t work correctly the first time and had the larger group brainstorm with him 

about how to “fix” it.  Youth offered suggestions based on their understanding of the tools.  

After successfully uploading a new character and modeling how to animate it in Scratch, the 

youth broke into spontaneous applause again, as in Week 4. 

 The youth then had another work period to incorporate the new tips that had been 

demonstrated. Figure 12 shows a screenshot of a background created in Pixlr that has been 

transported into Scratch where the youth are incorporating characters into the scene. 
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Pixlr Drawing Program Screenshot 
Figure 12 

 

There were examples of self-correction and peer support during this time. Mark was creating a 

series of the same character in different positions to be able to animate it.  While saving it to 

prepare to upload it from Pixlr, after hitting “save” he exclaimed, “Oh, I saved it as a jpeg, I 

can’t do that.”, and he immediately saved it again in a format that would enable the upload to 

Scratch.  Later, when showing his progress to another participant sitting near him, “Look, I 

made him jump” and demonstrating how his animation was progressing, the other youth, Jack, 

after observing that Mark would hit the arrow key for each step, asked, “Can you just hold the 

key down?”  Mark tried this and discovered that his character would continue to move more 

smoothly and used this technique in the future.  Jack was also observed showing excitement 
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about his work, telling Mark, “Listen to this” and putting his headphones on Mark’ head before 

even getting an affirmative response, to play his song for someone. Mark replied with an 

affirmative, “Cool”.  

 Another full group tutorial was offered near the end of the session.  This time, the idea 

of if/then statements and how they are similar to cause and effect were discussed, drawing on 

prior knowledge of the youth.  Character movement on the horizontal plane was related to the 

idea of the x-axis, relating it to graphing in math. Variables were brought up again, as in Week 

3.  This time youth offered definitions of the word. Lupin said, “something that is part of 

something else”, Dark_wolf suggested that “it replaces something”, and Drew. added “it 

represents a number”.  The adult described how they are used in games to track different 

elements. He said that while it is of some debate in the larger gaming community, he considers 

it important to track variables such as points, energy, lives, etc… in games to make them more 

fun.  He showed the group how to track variables in Scratch.   

 After a few more minutes of work, the youth were asked to fill out their portfolio for the 

week.  For the question, “who did I work with”, they were asked to also note any adults or 

mentors that worked with them that day too, not just group members.  As usual, when 

finished, the group exhibited excitement about their work for the day, talking eagerly with each 

other about what they had accomplished that day and were hoping to work on next, and it took 

the adults a few minutes to corral their energy and escort them out of the room. 
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Week 6: 

 In week six, there were twenty youth present, 7 of them female. There were four adults 

and four high school mentors.   

Today’s session started with a reminder that after this session, the group would only be 

meeting 3 more times.  This led to a follow up discussion about scope and a reiteration of the 

goals. Two goals were listed: we can play your game or we can see where you want to go.  The 

groups were asked to check in with each other about how far they were in their game creation.  

Next, they were encouraged to list three things that they had done so far, in previous sessions, 

and to determine what the next most important task would be.  Each team member was to 

write in their portfolio, two specific goals for the day, using the format “I want to do ________ 

by today.”  The small groups then had time for a group check-in and mentors walked around to 

ask each group to state their specific goals for the day.   This was used by the facilitators to 

focus the groups on achievable goals and give themselves and the mentors specific ways to 

redirect individual youths or groups that were off-task during the afternoon.  

 Participants used the tools previously shared to draw characters, backgrounds, create 

music or sound effects, and imported them into the Scratch program to be animated and 

combined.  Figure 13 is a screenshot of a scene with a background, characters, and dialogue all 

included, as well as the coding for the scene. 
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Scratch Page Screenshot 
Figure 13 

 

Later in the day, a tip for using Google to find out how to do any actions they did not yet know 

was offered. By googling a question, most skills could be explained, without using the “guess 

and check” method to figure out things on their own. Examples such as “How do I jump in 

Scratch?” or “How do I animate a character in Pixlr?” were offered and the facilitator explained 

that many programmers freely share their findings on the internet. Some even go to the extent 

of taking screen shots of the exact programming language they used for actions within Scratch.  

He told the group, “A lot of people who code share their code. That is what Scratch is all 

about.” (observations, 25 February). 
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 There was more evidence of teams taking on different tasks today. The quartet of Lupin, 

David, Kira, and Mally had two members working on backgrounds, one on characters, and one 

on music for the game.   

 David: Lupin, now that you have a character, want to put him in one of our 

backgrounds? 

 Lupin: Yeah 

 David: I will email it to you. 

 Lupin: Make your colors match hers’ (Mally’s). 

This collection of youth is socially interactive, talking and laughing together a lot and the four 

hang out as a group in other settings such as the 4H Science Club that meets on Tuesdays or 

during the meal offered when after school activities end (observations).  They have been 

friends since elementary school (interview, 11 February).  

 David: Lupin, put him in Scratch, put a gun in, and make a bullet go 

 Lupin: Oh yeah, I need to make a gun too 

 David: You know what else you have to do, make him flash 

 Lupin: Why do I have to make him flash? 

 David: Well, blood spurting out 
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 Lupin: Why does it have to be so gross? Can’t he just lose like half a heart? 

 David: Maybe spaghetti legs 

 Lupin: Is that what dead people have? Spaghetti legs? 

 David: (laughing) Yes 

 Lupin: Why do you say such random things? You are the most random person I know. 

 David: I am not sure if that is a compliment. 

 Lupin: It is a complisult. 

 Both: (laughing) 

 In other sessions, the four have sat in a row, all next to each other, often moving their chairs 

closer together when not using separate computers. Today, there were technical problems with 

some of the computers, and their arrangement had to change. Two youth sat side by side, with 

another member of the group at a computer at the table oriented back to back with them, and 

the fourth member, Mally, separated even further, on the other side of the table and down a 

few spaces.  Despite having a specific task, working on the music for the game, Mally seemed 

less focused than the others, often asking them what she should be working on, and eventually 

shutting down her computer and moving to sit with the others.   

Two of the groups of males, a duo and trio, also had more division of labor today.  In the 

trio (Kieran, David, and Todd), here was one working on music, two on settings, while in the 
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duo (Child_of_Man and Mr_Pickles)  one worked on drawing the characters, and the other on 

animating other elements (helicopter and car) for the game.  While working on their parts, they 

would show them to each other:  

Kieran: I made a background.  

David: Send it to me.  

Kieran: How? 

David: Copy the file and email it to me. 

They would give suggestions for how to do next steps: 

 Todd: You have to make it so it turns 

 Kieran: This is hard. 

 (facilitator comes over to problem solve) 

 Todd: Remember, they can’t connect, you need something to control. 

 David: This is an event, does it need that for everything? 

 Todd: Yes, go to “looks” 

 David: Looks? 

 Todd: Yes, switch costumes, I guess. 
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 David: Yeah, yeah, we need to do that. 

 Kieran: Don’t forget, we need to make an image where he dies. 

 David: Oh yeah, we do.    

There was also some evidence of more defined leadership in this session, as the others 

in his group asked Lupin what they should do next, asking him to type things in for them, and 

asking his opinion of work they had done. 

Kira: What do you want me to work on Lupin? 

Mally: Lupin, can you type it in for me? 

David: Just type it in for me Lupin. 

 At previous sessions, some youth continue to work on their computers until the last 

moment of the period and don’t leave time to fill out their paper portfolios for the week.  The 

youth need to leave the room at a specific time to receive a free meal in the cafeteria before 

they leave, and this is a time sensitive concern.  Today, with ten minutes to go, they were asked 

to turn off their screens and fill out the portfolios and turn them in to a mentor. When that was 

completed, they could turn the screens back on and work on their game elements up until the 

end.  All complied with this request. 
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Week 7: 

 During this week, there were 21 participants present, 7 of them female. Only two of the 

usual adults were in attendance and two of the high school mentors.  A short discussion about 

an important skill as a member of a team is admitting your challenges and asking for help.  The 

youth were given four challenges for the day: ask a friend or peer how they did something you 

don’t know; show a friend or peer something new; share a problem with your team and 

brainstorm how to solve the problem; and google a question to solve a problem. The facilitator 

talked about how googling a question that is too broad can give too many results that will make 

it hard for you to get the information you actually need to solve your problem.   

 Goals were written up as “see inside a game” by Pixel Arts; modify a game; Google a 

question; and notice what changed- “did it work the way you want?” As discussed previously, 

modding is an activity engaged in by gamers to modify an existing game in some way.  This 

activity was orchestrated for youth to gain more practice and experience with the computer 

programming aspects of the curriculum.  A tip for this was to use the google challenge for the 

day typing the prompt “How do I _______ in Scratch?” This example included the term 

“Scratch” as an example of how to make a question specific enough to obtain useful 

information.  Doing the google search using “images” as the preferred result was offered as a 

way to see photos of code that others had created and shared.   

 Lastly, youth were reminded that after this week, there were only two sessions left.  The 

goal for the groups or individuals creating games was stated as having it to a stage that “we can 
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see where you are going with your game”.  Websites that the participants wound be accessing 

during the day were written out on the whiteboard, so the youth would have the information 

they needed easily available to them without asking.   

 After some time spent modding the games on Scratch, the youth were encouraged to 

start on their own games for the day.  About thirty minutes into this work session, the youth 

were asked to shut off their monitors to get directions for the day’s team check-in.  With the 

focus on asking for help, today’s check-in was “Are there any big problems? Can anyone near 

you help?” and then youth were asked to give examples of challenges and how they were 

solved.  Examples offered by the youth were around asking for or offering help on saving game 

elements, which continues to be a struggle for some participants, with work from previous 

weeks being occasionally lost.   

 The quartet seemed to struggle with focusing on their project today.  While Lupin 

worked on his characters, David hung around watching him work and chatting with him.  Both 

girls continued to work on modding the Pixel Arts games well into the group work time.  When 

a facilitator checked in with them to redirect their activities the three not working on the game 

seemed resigned to letting Lupin do the work. David said “Lupin is the best at this anyway”, and 

Mally said that “Lupin already found a song for us to use.”  The facilitator encouraged them to 

have their team meeting earlier than the time posted on the board to see how they could move 

forward.  All members were asked what they could work on for the game and specific elements 

were mentioned.  The facilitator asked about the gun that had been discussed last week, and 
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David stated, “Lupin already made it.”  When pressed about what else still needed to be 

created, Lupin mentioned that they would still need a turret, and David jumped up from his 

chair and said he would go start on that.  The conversation continued and it came out that 

there was a need for a plane to be designed as well as enemies.  Kira said she would start on 

the plane, and using a drawing created by the group the first week when the storyboards were 

generated, started drawing the element using the Pixlr program.  Mally expressed an interest in 

creating characters for the enemies but Lupin stated concern that “you don’t know the size to 

make them.” Despite encouragement from the facilitator to work this out, she sighed and said, 

“ok, I will work on the music some more.” She then pulled up the file that Lupin had found for 

the group and started recreating it in the BeepBox program.  All four then worked on their 

game for the rest of the session. 

 One challenge the group faced today was that they were not sitting together.  This was 

also an issue last week, when Mally was separated from the group because her “regular” 

computer did not work and she seemed to struggle with staying engaged in the group’s project. 

Today, the problem was exacerbated as Lupin was at the computer he normally sat at and all 

four were dispersed throughout an area that was close enough to talk loudly to each other, but 

not see their work without physically moving to another space. Next to him was an unusable 

computer and then the next spot was filled by Mally. Kira was to Lupin’s back, a place she has 

often sat with David, but today, David was at a computer across and down from Lupin and 

Mally.  None of the four were sitting together.  However, after their group meeting they all 

persevered with their specific tasks and seemed more focused on the group game.   
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 The trio of Todd, Kieran, and David also demonstrated working out their division of 

labor today.  While David worked on integrating all of the elements they had created for their 

game so far, Kieran finished up their music and got help from peers on saving the file and then 

emailing the link to David. Todd reminded David to “Use the .rpg (file) so it can move.”  The 

conversation continued: 

 David: It is an .rpg 

 Todd: Do you want me to work on the magic strawberries? 

 David: fine 

 Todd: I am even going to call it that (labels the file). I will make the move attacks and 

you import them into the game. 

 David: I’ll do that next time. 

Todd proceeded to draw out the “rain of strawberries” for the game and David opened the 

email with the link from Kieran to incorporate his work into the game. 

 There were a variety of examples of peer to peer assistance this week.  Mark was 

observed helping people around him. When he overheard Mr_Pickles mention that he could 

not get a file to open, he asked “what does he need help with?” and got up to go offer help 

without being asked.  Later, another participant, David, was talking about a challenge, “I don’t 

know how to make it ‘game over’ when the life count gets to zero”.  Mark was sitting across 

from him,, heard the question and offered some advice.  Then, once again, he got up and 
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walked around the table to show David what to do.  Later, Mark asked a general question of the 

people around him, “How do I save an image that isn’t transparent?” A student sitting two 

seats over, Child_of_Man, mumbled out an indistinct string of commands or steps to follow and 

then came over to show Mark how to do it.   

 The duo of Child_of_Man and Mr_Pickles have been friends since they met in 

elementary school. They started out in the group that briefly grew to be a quintet of boys, but 

then broke into two groups to work on separate games.  Child_of_Man and Mr_Pickles are 

another group of friends that are seen choosing to sit together in other settings such as the 4H 

Science Club, or after the daily activities when all students gather in the cafeteria.  Today, 

Mr_Pickles drew a new element for their game, as his work from last week had not been 

retrievable.  When Child_of_Man looked over he asked: 

 Child_of_Man: What is that? 

 Mr_Pickles: It’s… 

 Child_of_Man reaches for Mr_Pickles’s mouse, causing the image to erase 

 Mr_Pickles retakes control of the mouse and clicks “undo” and the image reappears 

 Child_of_Man: What is it? (reaches for the mouse again) 

 Mr_Pickles: No, I don’t trust you (moving the mouse further away from Child_of_Man) 

 Both: laughing  
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Week 8: 

This week, there were 17 youth present, 6 female. Three of the adult facilitators were 

present and three high school mentors.  Today’s new focus was on how to work with other 

teams.  There were challenges written on the board, similar to those of other sessions. These 

included: ask a friend how they did something that you don’t know how to do; Google and 

answer to your question, or use the Pixel Arts Scratch account to find an example of how 

something works; talk to a mentor or peer you have not spoken with today and ask them to 

play your game; ask a classmate if you can play their game and tell them one thing you like 

about it. Reminders were given about the importance of asking specific questions in Google, as 

well as giving specific feedback to others.  Instead of saying “I like it” or “that is cool”, youth 

were asked to pinpoint an element of the game they liked and talk about that. 

Groups/individuals were given time to work on their own projects for forty minutes, 

with the reminder to try some of the daily challenges and engage with other teams today.  

After this work time, youth were asked to turn their monitors off for a whole group check-in 

process.  Teams were asked if they were having any problems with what they were currently 

working on today. If so, the whole group was asked if anyone else have a suggestion they could 

briefly offer and then provide assistance after the check-in. This was another opportunity for 

peer-to-peer learning and support.  Then the group was asked for volunteers to share any 

challenges they had faced and to describe how they had solved them.  This activity continued 

the modeling that success usually does not come the first time something is attempted and that 
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struggle is part of the process.  By having people share how they had overcome challenges, 

persistence and active problem solving were emphasized.  Lastly, there was a question about 

playing someone else’s game, a reminder to interact with others today.  Then the work period 

continued. 

  There was a specific reminder to note who “you worked with today” on the portfolios 

and participants were encouraged to ask the mentors or facilitators their names to note that 

assistance also.  As in other weeks, no youth included names of the high school mentors or 

adults facilitators on this form. 

I was not able to attend this session, due to travel, so have no observations to include 

from this week. 

Week 9: 

 This week was the last for the experience.   Due to a high number of absences, this week 

had the lowest attendance of any session, with only 12 youth present. It also had the least 

percentage of females, with only two in attendance.  All four of the regular adults were present 

and 3 of the high school mentors.   

 As part of the last week, a few summative instruments were implemented, including the 

PMM and surveys.  Besides the different assessments, youth were tasked with polishing or 

finishing as much as they could of their games, art, or music.  The room was quieter than usual 
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this week, as most youth were very focused.  Time was left at the end for anyone who desired 

to share what they had created.   

 As in other weeks, Lupin and David provided examples of playful collaboration. Their 

group has been interactive and supportive, while still teasing each other and laughing together.  

Even when sharing information, from body language and tone of voice, there does not seem to 

be condescension.   

 David: It looks like a mutant pea with a pod that attacks people 

 Lupin: It is not a pea (laughing) but that is what I started to type when you said that 

 Both: laughing 

 Lupin: Why would it be a pea? 

 David: That is what it looks like. 

 Lupin: Why would it attack someone? 

 David: Because it is a mutant, look at it 

 Lupin: You are so morbid (laughing) 

 Both: Laughing 

 Lupin: Do you know what that means? Morbid? 

 David: No 
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 Lupin: It means violent, like deadly. 

 David: Laughing 

Despite creating a game with soldiers and guns, Lupin seems less interested in portraying 

violence in the action of the game than David. In week 6, there was a similar interchange when 

David wanted the death scene to be more graphic and Lupin asked, “Why does it have to be so 

gross?” Even though there was a difference of opinion, each time the conversation was full of 

laughter.  This time it continued: 

 Lupin: It does this (shows animation of soldier falling) 

 David: And that is “game over”? 

 Lupin: Yeah. Oh, that is what else we need, a scene with “game over”. 

 David: Ok- do you want me to make it? 

 Lupin: Yes, in big red letters, but no blood dripping, like in Goosebumps (a series of 

youth fiction) 

 David: Ok (returns to own computer) 

After returning to his computer, David worked for a few minutes and then interacted with 

another team member. 

 Mally: Do you like this? 
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 David: We need a “game over”, do you want to do it? 

 Mally: Sure, I’ll do it. Here, switch with me. 

 Both: switch seats 

 David: (commenting on the scene Mally had been working on) Mally, you are the cloud 

lady! This is good! 

Later there was a shorter exchange between the boys also illustrating their playfulness.   

 Lupin: (shows David the gun he drew for the scene) 

 David: It looks like a big flashlight. 

 Lupin: You’re a big flashlight. 

 David: That’s because I am so bright. Oh, I made it into a compliment- did you see that? I 

am so bright! 

There were other examples of asking for and offering help. Child_of_Man, whose partner was 

not present today, spent some time watching Todd and David, an established group who were 

finishing up their game today.  David was struggling with the next step for his music: 

 Todd: Well, it still sounds good. 

 Child_of_Man: I know what to do. Click it and put “repeat” (indicates steps on the 

screen) 
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 David: Yeah, I’ll put it to 9,000. 

In another exchange, Todd and David are supportive of each other. There is also evidence of 

Todd identifying more personally with the project: 

 Todd: (putting earbud in David’s ear) Is it good? 

 David: Yeah 

 Todd: It is for the game, I mean our game. 

 David: (bouncing up in down in apparent excitement) 

 Todd: (looking at David’s screen) “The cake”, that’s hilarious! 

Later, as Todd was finishing up a last image: 

 Todd: I finished the “fist of rainbow”, are you happy now? 

 David:  (claps hands) 

 Todd: Ok, so I’ll email it to you now. I have to save it first. Oh, I forgot to title it, 

“rainbow fist”. How do you spell rainbow again? 

 David: (spells r-a-i-n-b-o-w) 

 Todd: David, I emailed it. 

 David: Good, download that music you found and email it to me too. 
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Expressions of pride in work were also observed: 

 Jaden: Lupin! Come here and play my game! 

And another: 

 Lupin: David! I did it! I am so good! 

 

Overall question: Is there evidence that a 9-week Make program for youth in an under-

resourced community provided a place/space in which youth could develop their STEM interest, 

particularly in technology; explore their identity, both personal and that related to STEM 

generally and technology specifically; and their understanding of technology and technology 

careers? 

More specifically, did a 9-week, web-based game design program offer youth opportunities to: 

1)      Develop or further develop/maintain interest in STEM generally, and technology, 

in particular how and in what ways did participating in the program contribute to 

youths’ interest in STEM generally, and technology, in particular? 

2)       Explore their identities as STEM learners in general, and technology users/game 

designers, in particular? If so, how and in what ways did participating in this program 

contribute to youths’ identities as STEM learners in general, and technology 

users/game designers, in particular? 
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3)      Build understanding about technology and technology careers? If so, how and in 

what ways did participating in this program contribute to youths’ understanding and 

awareness of technology and technology careers? 

 

Findings Related to Interest Development 

 Interest survey data 

 There was no statistical significance for changes in interest from the analysis of the 

interest surveys using a comparison of standardized means, a paired t-test, There was a very 

small gain in the Earth/space science, technology/engineering, and mathematics domains and 

there was a small decrease in the human biology domain.  However, none of these differences 

were statistically significant, as all p-values were greater than 0.05 (see Table 3).   
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Table 3.  Comparison of STEM interests of youth (n=10), pre- and post-survey 

 Pre-test Post-test    

Interest Variable1

  
Mean SE Mean SE t-value p-value Effect size r 

Earth/space science 3.63 0.23 3.7 0.2 0.54 0.60 0.16 

Human biology 3.57 0.37 3.53 0.43 0.22 0.83 0.05 

Tech/engineering 3.9 0.26 3.94 0.23 0.27 0.79 0.08 

Mathematics 3.63 0.38 3.7 0.26 0.40 0.7 0.11 

1Items coded on a five-point scale from 1=’dislike a lot’ to 5=’like a lot.’ 

 

 There was also no strong evidence for change in any of the non-cognitive interest items 

that have emerged from the SYNERGIES study’s analysis of the survey over three years.  That 

analysis has identified questions that measured some of the personal and social factors 

affecting STEM interest development.  For three of the factors: science enjoyment, science 

support, and science relevance, there was a small increase from the paired t-test analysis. As a 

reminder, science support includes perception of support from peers, parents and teachers.  

Regarding science efficacy, there was a small decrease.  Again, none of these changes were 

statistically significant as no p-values were less than 0.05 (see Table 4). 
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Table 4.  Comparison of STEM interest factors of youth (n=10), pre- and post-survey 

 Pre-test Post-test    

Dependent variables1

  

Mean SE Mean SE t-value p-value Effect size r 

Science enjoyment 3.75 0.33 3.92 0.28 0.52 0.61 0.27 

Science efficacy 3.00 0.35 2.63 0.39 2.01 0.08 0.45 

Science support 3.40 0.28 3.47 0.11 0.29 0.78 0.16 

Science relevance 3.45 0.27 3.7 0.28 1.15 0.28 0.41 
1Items coded on a five-point scale from 1=’disagree a lot’ to 5=’agree a lot.’ 

 

 While there is not strong evidence of an increase in STEM interest, utilizing the interest 

questionnaire, further, evidence for youth interest development can be found in the interviews 

and PMMs the youth created. 

Interview and Personal Meaning Mapping data 

The statistical findings for all dimensions of the PMM are included in Table 5 and this 

table will be included in the discussion of each dimension for reference.  The quotes that are 

included that have a “(2)” after the interviewee’s name is to denote when that quote is from 

the second interview with a youth.   
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Table 5.  Personal Meaning Map Dimensions 

 1st Interview 2nd Interview    

Dimensions  Mean SE Mean SE t-value p-value Effect 
size r 

Extent 7.8 1.35 10.0 1.87 8.57 0.014 0.56 

Breadth 2.4 0.27 3.8 0.36 8.57 <0.001 0.57 

Depth  2.4 0.16 3.0 0.15 3.67 0.005 0.52 

Emotional Intensity  2.3 0.21 3.0 0.21 3.28 0.01 0.46 

Note: The dimensions of  extent and breadth are  numerical counts while depth and emotional intensity are measured 
on a four point scale, with 1 lower in that dimension and 4 higher.  

 

 Emotional intensity 

 This dimension is where the researcher considers the magnitude of emotions expressed 

by the individuals about technology and how they relate to it.  As interest can be described as a 

heightened emotional state of engagement (Hidi & Renninger, 2006) , findings in this dimension 

are relevant to interest development.  This dimension also has a four point scale: no/little 

emotion/objective statement; expected/predictable/”normal” level of emotion; strong 

attitudes; and deep personal attitudes (Adelman, et al., 2000).  Each participant’s pre- and post- 

interviews were scored along this range.   A fellow researcher, familiar with the project, 

provided inter-rater reliability by examining the PMMs and the audio files for emotional 

intensity and the reliability score was 95%.  
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  Emotional Intensity   

Pseudonym Pre-PMM score Post-PMM score 

Child_of_Man 2 3 

Bunny 3 4 

Dark_wolf 2 4 

Mr_Pickles 1 2 

Silver 3 3 

Harry_potter 2 2 

Lupin 3 3 

Horse_girl 3 3 

Makayla 2 3 

Luke 2 3 

Note: This dimension is measured on a four point scale where 1= no/little emotion and 4= deep personal attitudes 

Personal Meaning Map Dimension: Emotional Intensity 
Table 6 

 

The majority of the youth (60%) did display an increase in emotional intensity between 

the two interviews, as shown in Table 6.   The p-value for change in this dimension was 

significant at 0.01 (see Table 5).  Only one youth demonstrated “no/little/objective” level of 

emotional intensity at the first interview. While this was a youth whom I often observed 

interacting with technology outside of the Pixel Arts sessions, playing an interactive game on his 

iPad (Terreria) with a group of friends, he was not very expressive on his PMM or the interview. 
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However, he did seem to be shy, at least with a new adult, and was not very expressive in his 

interview in general.  During the second interview, he was more engaged, and smiled and 

laughed, however, he was still reserved.  Even in the Pixel Arts sessions, he was generally quiet.  

Five of the youth displayed an “expected/predictable/normal” level of intensity at the first 

interview.  As stated earlier, this was a group of youth who actively selected to participate in 

this program, and most chose to do so because they enjoy technology and video games in 

particular.  On the first pass at the PMMs, five of the youth wrote the word “fun”. Similar words 

used were, “awesome”, “complex”, “cool”, and “interesting”.   

Harry_potter (1): Using the technology is fun- what you can do with it. Like aps on a 

phone, or looking at websites, or even making your own websites.   

 

 Makayla (1): It is fun because you can find interesting entertainment. 

 Child_of_Man (1): I put awesome because it is enjoyable. It can be helpful. Really 

technology has come a long way. 

Some of the youth expressed a “strong” emotional intensity during the first PMM and 

interview.   Some examples of this level of comments include “allows/gives people happiness”, 

and the quote mentioned previously that technology “brings imagination to life”.  In this 

category, I also include two of the female participants who expressed more negative comments 

about technology on their PMMs.  One stated a balance view of technology in one comment, 
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“technology can lead to bad AND (emphasis by youth) good things!” Her expansion of this 

during the interview stated: 

 Bunny (1): You can use technology for good things, but you can also use it for bad 

things. It is not like, “oh, technology is a bad thing and you shouldn’t use it” or that 

“technology is awesome and you should always use it”. There are pros and cons. 

 

Also on her PMM was the phrase, “people can use it for dangerous or bad things”.  When asked 

about this phrase, she conveyed a story told to her class by a teacher  

 

 Jen: You wrote, “people can use it for dangerous and bad things”, can you tell me more 

about that? 

 Bunny (1): My teacher told us about a girl who was talking to a guy, like on Facebook 

and such and they exchanged phone numbers, and it could have gotten dangerous. 

 

Another young woman in the study had 7 of her 12 words/phrases (58%) from the initial PMM 

as more negative in tone.  She included: “non killing”; “no weapons”; has to ask an age”; 

“comfortable”; “safe”; “non bulling”; and “appropriate”.  While some of the statements 

themselves are not necessarily negative, the follow-up interview implied that they were. 

 Horse_girl (1): Technology should be safe, like, nobody gets their feelings hurt 

 Horse_girl (1): It doesn’t show inappropriate spots and you don’t see inappropriate 

words, so you won’t freak out.   
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As with Bunny, one of the stories she told during the interview showed the influence of an 

important adult in shaping these concerns.  When talking about why technology is “fun”, she 

said that people should play games that are “safe, non-killing”,  

 

 Horse_girl: Yeah, my mom says it’s not safe to play killing games because if I do, if you 

do, you’ll be playing them a lot of times and you might actually really start killing people 

yourself. 

 

And then continued on and told a story about an uncle who was over at their house playing a 

game where he was beheading people and when she walked into another room and just saw 

her brother’s head around the corner of the couch, she “freaked out” for a minute, and 

“thought he was dead”.   

 The last youth coded as having a “strong” emotional intensity at the first interview 

displayed a high level of excitement when talking about technology. None of the words he 

wrote were particularly intense. He had phrases like “interesting”, “useful and fun”, and “will 

be everywhere one day”.  Yet, in the interview he spoke very positively and animatedly about 

technology.  When explaining why he thought technology was “interesting”, he mentioned the 

“wonderful outcomes” of how “programming puts it together to make a game or such”.  In 

describing how technology is “useful” he mentioned that it is helpful in “simple tasks like 

keeping food cool, keeping lists, it is an easier way to do things”.  In other comments, he stated 

that “technology got us to where we are”, mentioning that,  
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 Lupin (1): Technology is more than just computers and wires and stuff. Like we sent the 

first person to the moon using technology. 

 

 In the second interview, most youth expressed a “strong” level of emotional intensity 

(scored at 3) with two even exhibiting a “deep personal” level (scored at 4).  Some examples of 

this greater intensity are two youth who independently gave the same quote when asked at the 

Pixel Arts game design program during the second interview,  

 Jen: Do you have anything else you want to tell me about technology, what you think or 

believe about it? 

 Child_of_Man (2): It is awesome 

 Makayla (2): It is awesome 

Both made this statement in excited voices, with big smiles and wide open eyes.  Another 

youth, when asked how he felt about the Pixel Arts program in general, said 

 Luke (2): I loved it because sometimes I’ve had these video game ideas just to make and 

have fun and, yeah, because I was able to make this game 

 

Again, this statement was made with a big smile, animated voice, and wide eyes.   
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 One of the youth who I coded as exhibiting a “deep personal” level, was a result of the 

changes to his PMM.  In the first version of the PMM, he focused on video games. His words 

were: “video games”; “addicting”; “fun”; “action”; “hooks you in”, and “building”.  While two of 

those words might seem negative, in the interview, he did not seem to view “addicting” or 

“hooks you in” as bad things, rather it was related to a game being designed such that, 

 Dark_wolf (1): It is like the graphics, how good the storyline is. Can you follow the 

characters? Can you play it more than once and still enjoy it? 

His additions to the PMM in the second pass were very different in nature. This time, he listed 

only two additional comments: “creative ideas” and “show your talent”.   When describing his 

thoughts about these additions, he came across as passionate about these ideas, as his voice 

expressed seriousness different than the rest of our conversation. 

 Jen: “Creative ideas”, tell me some more about that. 

 Dark_wolf (2): Well, most people, in school, when they are, like, bored, they will start 

doodling or drawing. (With technology) they can see they might be an artist, like, turn it 

into something else, they might want to do with their future. And creative ideas you just 

get it out there and share it. 

 

 Dark_wolf (2): I put show your talent because if you have something new, you can, like, 

get your ideas out there and show your talents and get opinions, different things about 

your talent, idea… 
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The last two youth coded as having a greater emotional intensity during the second 

interview were the two young women described above as expressing some negative concerns 

about technology.  In both of their second versions of the PMM and in their interviews, neither 

expressed any negativity.  Horse_girl added two additional thoughts, “fun job” and “fun 

character” and all her comments about participating in the Pixel Arts program were also 

positive, with words like “fun” and “enjoyed” coming up repeatedly.  The other young woman, 

Bunny, did not actually add anything to her PMM, when offered the chance. However, in the 

post-interview, she expressed a “deep personal” level of intensity. When asked the question 

about the amount of freedom in the program she stated,  

 Bunny (2):  I liked it. Personally, I’m the kind of person, a creative person, my 

imagination can go wild and I can create a kind of game where you go around and close 

all the doors in a house or go on a mission to save a unicorn.   

Bunny also missed the last Pixel Arts session, and without being asked if she would want to 

continue for the next trimester, brought it up at the post-interview.  

 

 Bunny (2): I just wanted to add that I really, really wanted, want to continue next 

session, because, I was, like, I was gone at some points  and I didn’t really get all the 

information and I WANT to be in the next session. But if there is no room, then that’s ok. 
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As described in the weekly sessions, many youth missed last session; six of the youth in 

the study were not present. Bunny is the only one who asked about continuing for the next 

trimester.  In an interview setting, she expressed a desire to share what she was learning in 

Pixel Arts with others.   Her expressed desire to share with other people is evidence of a deep, 

personal connection to the material and to the experience.   

Six of the ten youth demonstrated movement along a continuum of increasing 

emotional intensity.  One youth was coded at level one for the first interview, as he had a flat 

affect and displayed no real emotion, positive or negative at this interview.  Five of the youth 

demonstrated an “expected/predictable” level of emotion at the firs interview and another 

four showed “strong” emotion.  Two of the youth who had “strong” emotions talked about a 

number of negative qualities of technology, or its’ use” in their first interview.  For the second 

interview, the youth who showed “no” (level 1) emotion the first time, smiled and laughed 

some, displaying an “expected/predictable” (level 2) amount of emotion this time. Another 

three of the youth who were at level 2 for the first interview showed “strong” (level 3) during 

the second interview.  Words like “awesome” and “love” were used by these youth.  Two of the 

youth were coded as displaying “deep personal” (level 4) emotion during the second interview.  

One of these was coded at level 2 originally, with a predictable level of emotion expressed. 

However, during the second interview, he spoke passionately about technology as a way for 

youth to express their creativity or talent.  The other youth categorized as level 4 in the second 

interview was one of the interviewees who expressed negative sentiment during the first 

interview.  However, during the second interview, she was very excited about her experiences 
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with the program, making sure to let me know that she wanted to continue for the next 

trimester and excitedly describing how the freedom of the program had allowed someone who 

was “creative like me” to “create a world”.   

 

Jen: How did you feel about getting to design your own whole game? Was that 

overwhelming? 

 Bunny (2): No, I liked it. Personally, I’m the kind of person, a creative person, my 

imagination can go wild and I can create a kind of game where you go around and close 

all the doors in a house or go on a mission to save a unicorn.   

 

Findings Related to Identity Exploration 

 Pronoun usage 

Utilizing previous work by Worsley and Blikstein (2012, 2013) in which they studied the 

role Maker experiences played in identity development, what I am calling identity-in-the-

making, I analyzed PMM data to determine the use of different kinds of pronouns(first person, 

second person, and third person) by youth during interviews regarding the maps they had 

constructed.   

 Table 8 below presents the pronoun use for all ten participants in both interviews, pre- 

and post-.  Each pronoun will be discussed separately, as the usage of the different pronouns 

has different implications for identity exploration.  Statistical analysis shows that there was a 
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significant (p < 0.05) for the change in both first and third person pronoun use between the two 

interviews (see Table 7). 

Table 7.  Comparison of Pronoun Usage Between Interviews 

 1st Interview 2nd Interview    

Identity Measures

  

Mean SE Mean SE t-value p-value Effect 

size r 

First Person 

Pronouns 

16.4 4.26 57.2 6.40 7.89 <0.001 0.76 

Second Person 

Pronouns 

27.2 5.89 19.1 6.63 1.69 0.126 0.20 

Third Person 

Pronouns 

56.6 4.39 24.0 3.08 6.57 <0.001 0.81 

Note: Cell entries represent mean percentages of specific pronoun use compared to total pronoun use 
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Interview 1 Interview 2 

Pseudonym First Person Second Person Third Person All First Person Second Person Third Person All 

 #                     %        #                 %      #                %   #        #           %        #                 %               #                  %   # 

Child_of_Man 20 36% 5 9% 30 55% 55 15 71% 0 0% 6 29% 21 

Bunny 14 37% 5 13% 19 50% 38 15 79% 2 11% 2 11% 19 

Dark_wolf 1 5% 11 55% 8 40% 20 5 36% 5 36% 4 29% 14 

Mr_Pickles 0 0% 11 58% 8 42% 19 2 18% 7 64% 2 18% 11 

Silver 7 21% 5 15% 22 65% 34 25 54% 16 35% 5 11% 46 

Harry_potter 2 11% 6 33% 10 56% 18 9 82% 0 0% 2 18% 11 

Lupin 7 23% 5 17% 18 60% 30 10 63% 3 19% 3 19% 16 

Horse_girl 8 21% 6 16% 24 63% 38 14 61% 1 4% 8 35% 23 

Makayla 0 0% 1 13% 7 88% 8 6 67% 0 0% 3 33% 9 

Luke 3 10% 13 43% 14 47% 30 17 41% 9 22% 15 37% 41 

               
Total 62 21% 68 23% 160 55% 290 118 56% 43 20% 50 24% 211 

Personal Pronoun Use: All Pronouns 
Table 8
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First person pronoun use 

 As seen in Figure 16, all of the youth had an increase in the use of first person pronouns 

during the second PMM interview.  While there is a range of this increase, from a low of 18% 

(Mr_Pickles) to a high of 71% (Harry_potter), all showed an increase.  Two of the youth, 

Makayla and Mr_Pickles had no examples of first person pronouns in their initial interview, yet 

all youth identified more with technology during the second interview, using the word “I” 

frequently to describe their experiences with the program, the tools, and the activities.  The 

overall average for the group increase was 41% more use of first person pronouns.  From Table 

7, this increase was statistically significant, with a p-value of <0.001.   

From previous work in the field, language can be analyzed to indicate identity work.  

Table 9 shows the first person pronoun usage change. 
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 First Person Change  

Pseudonym Interview 1 Interview 2 Increase 

Child_of_Man 
36% 71% 

+35% 

Bunny 
37% 79% 

+42% 

Dark_wolf 
5% 36% 

+31% 

Mr_Pickles 
0% 18% 

+18% 

Silver 
21% 54% 

+33% 

Harry_potter 
11% 82% 

+71% 

Lupin 
23% 63% 

+40% 

Horse_girl 
21% 61% 

+40% 

Makayla 
0% 67% 

+67% 

Luke 
10% 41% 

+31% 

First Person Pronoun Use Percent of Change 
Table 9 

 

Use of words such as “I”, “we”, and “me” can indicate that the individual has a stronger 

relationship with the objects or ideas in a learning environment (Heath, 2012; Worsley & 

Blikstein, 2011, 2012) 
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 Following are examples of youth use of the first person pronoun in ways that imply 

identity transformation.  The youth talk about new skills and things they had created or 

accomplished during the Pixel Arts game experience. 

Dark_wolf (2): Now I know what I can use to make a game or more of a drawing and I 

will have a better understanding and grasp of the concept and I can, um, go from what 

I’ve learned and go on to discover more things. 

 

Jen: Learning new things, tell me some more about that 

 Silver (2): Like when you start the game you have this main idea like, before starting, “I 

want to make this” and then you find out they have so much more to teach you and 

then you get this idea, “I want to learn that also” and you learn new things you didn’t 

even know before. Like making characters in Pixlr, I didn’t even know what Pixlr was at 

first.   

Jen: So, what was it like to make your own game? 

 Silver (2): It was kind of exciting because I thought I can get this done much more quickly 

than I originally thought.  Because, I never really believed I could make a game that was 

like, internet famous. 

 

 Jen: You wrote “fun jobs”, what did you learn about fun jobs with technology? 
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 Horse_girl (2): People can have design jobs and have a fun time making characters and 

work with others and then, like, design their own game that they like. They can make 

characters move. 

 Jen: Did you try that? 

 Horse_girl: Yeah, I tried to make a cat dance. (laughs) Seriously, I tried like every step, 

“watch me dance” (wiggles in chair).  

 

 Makayla (2): I learned how hard it was to make a game. I thought it would be easy. I 

learned about stuff I can do I never knew I could do before. 

 

Luke (2): One thing I like is that I actually drawed and made things move. 

 

 Jen: How did you feel about having so much freedom with a project? Did you like it? 

Was it overwhelming? 

 Luke (2): I loved it because sometimes I’ve had these video game ideas just to make and 

have fun and, yeah, because I was able to make this game 

 

Second person pronoun 

 The change in use of second person pronouns was less consistent.  Most youth used 

second person pronouns less often during their second interview, but a few used them more.  

Figure 10 shows that the changes were less dramatic than with first person pronoun usage.  The 
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decreases ranged from 2% (Bunny) to 30% (Harry_potter), and the increases ranged from 2% 

(Lupin) to 20% (Silver).  During the second interview, three youth did not use second person 

pronouns at all, Child_of_Man, Harry_potter, and Makayla.  Table 7 also shows that the 

changes in second person pronoun use between the first and second interview were not 

statistically significant with a p-value of 0.126.   

 

 

Second Person Change 

 Pseudonym Interview 1 Interview 2 change 

Child_of_Man 9% 0% -9% 

Bunny 13% 11% -2% 

Dark_wolf 55% 36% -19% 

Mr_Pickles 58% 64% +6% 

Silver 15% 35% +20% 

Harry_potter 33% 0% -30% 

Lupin 17% 19% +2% 

Horse_girl 16% 4% -12% 

Makayla 13% 0% -13% 

Luke 43% 22% -21% 

Second Person Pronoun Usage Percent of Change 

Table 10 
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 In their study with high school aged youth, Worsley and Blikstein (2012) found second 

person pronoun usage to imply a greater level of expertise.  The examples they share have the 

youth seeming to use “you” in a way that is reflective of academic discourse, where one is 

passing on knowledge to someone else in an instructive manner (“you” do this first).  However, 

the examples I found seem to imply more of a conversational tone of peer sharing, not passing 

on expertise.  Table 10 shows the ratio of change between the two interviews. 

Jen: You put interesting on here, what were you thinking of when that popped into your 

mind? 

Harry_potter (1): Well, I find technology interesting. I mean, come on, think about it, 

there are so many different kinds of technology you can use, and, like, the insides of 

technology, like, if you pull open a computer and see the insides you’ll see a lot of 

different things that not a lot of people understand or know. I find that very interesting. 

 

Jen: You have fun on here. 

Harry_potter (1): Using the technology is fun- what you can do with it. Like aps on a 

phone, or looking at websites, or even making your own websites.   

 

 Jen: You have on here that “technology should be fun”, tell me about that. 

 Horse_girl (1): Like play games that are safe and stuff, like non-killing 

 Jen: I see you have “non-killing” on here too, you much think about that. 
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 Horse_girl: Yeah, my mom says it’s not safe to play killing games because if I do, if you 

do, you’ll be playing them a lot of times and you might actually really start killing people 

yourself. 

 

Third person pronouns 

 The data from the interviews shows a significant decrease, p-value of <0.001 (see Table 

7) in the use of third person pronouns.   All of the youth in the study had a decrease in the use 

of third person pronouns during the second interview, as shown in Figure 16.  The range of 

difference between the youth was not as great as with first person pronoun use, and the overall 

average was also lower.  This time, the range was from a low of 10% (Luke) to a high of 55% 

(Makayla).  The average for the group was a 33% decrease.  There were no instances of youth 

not using third person pronouns in either the first or second interview.  As youth gained a 

greater personal identity with technology, there were less examples of them referring to 

technology as “it” (see Table 11).   
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Third Person Change 

Pseudonym Interview 1 Interview 2 change 

Child_of_Man 55% 29% -26% 

Bunny 50% 11% -41% 

Dark_wolf 40% 29% -11% 

Mr_Pickles 42% 18% -24% 

Silver 65% 11% -54% 

Harry_potter 56% 18% -38% 

Lupin 60% 19% -41% 

Horse_girl 63% 35% -28% 

Makayla 88% 33% -55% 

Luke 47% 37% -10% 

Third Person Pronoun Usage Percent of Change 
Table 11 

 
 Third person pronouns can be indicative of a sense of disconnection from the artifacts 

created or ideas (Heath, 2012, Worsley & Blikstein, 2011, 2012).  In the interviews I conducted, 

this did seem to reflect the use of “it” by the youth.  The word “it” was often used to describe 

technology as something external or other, not really part of the identity or personal 

experience of the youth. 

 Child_of_Man (1): Sometimes technology is hard to figure out.  Like when I opened my 

first laptop, I had no idea how to use it. 
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 Jen: What does it mean to you that “technology is interesting”? 

 Lupin (1): There’s a lot about it that is intriguing, like the way it works, like all this 

programming and stuff put together makes this amazing outcome for some video game 

or something. Like if you look at Club Penguin there is so much data and the outcome is 

this wonderful, widely played game. 

 

Jen: you wrote “complex”, what does complex mean to you about technology? 

 Lupin (1): It’s just very intricate. You have to be very careful with it. There’s a lot of 

engineering and design put into it. 

 

 In short, these data were compared for each individual youth, and for the whole group 

as an aggregate.  Each youth used a greater proportion of first person pronouns in talking about 

technology and their experiences with it, during the second PMM interview.  The least amount 

of increase was 15% (Mr_Pickles) and the greatest was 71% (Harry_potter). The whole group 

also showed an increase.  The average for the group was an increase of 36% (from 20%  to 56%) 

in the use of first person pronouns between the first and second interviews.  There was also a 

significant drop in the use of third person pronouns.  From Table 8, the p-value is noted to be 

<0.001, a statistically significant change in usage. Here the range was a decrease of 10% (Luke) 

to 55% (Makayla), with the overall average of 33% (from 57% to 24%).  
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 Interview and Personal Meaning Map data 

Mastery 

 In his work with PMMs Falk (2003) includes a last dimension where the researcher can 

consider how individuals might move from a more novice level of understanding in a field, to a 

more expert level. While this dimension is more holistic and subjective, I coded 9 of the youth 

(90%) as showing progression from novice to more expert levels of mastery with technology.  

The one youth who I did not code as having shifted was the one who missed most of the 

sessions.  Harry_potter  broke the arm of his dominant hand early in the trimester and missed 

sessions when it was “sore”. He also seemed frustrated by not being able to type on the 

computers easily and would end up just watching others the few times he attended.    

In this study, two of the youth showed a distinctive shift from negative language about 

technology, often from outside influence (teacher, parent) to more positive descriptions.  As 

this shift was from “what one has been told” to “what one knows from experience”, this shift 

fits in this category.  Others discussed more specific ideas as they added to their PMMs or 

during the second interview.  Some had comments that were more personal the second time 

“me and technology get along just fine when it works” or evolved from listing object to 

including careers with technology.  One youth progressed from focusing on video games to 

talking about how technology can let people “show your talent”.  Another expressed more 

confidence in his skills “it might be a little less complex to me (now)”. One more youth 

expressed a similar sentiment 

Luke (2): One thing I like is that I actually drawed and made things move. 
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Two talked about their own learning, “I learned about stuff I can do I never knew I could do”,  

“learn new things” and “learn things you didn’t even know about”.  The last example of greater 

mastery comes from a youth who also talked about gaining skills from the experience.  

However, this comment is demonstrative of moving from a consumer to a producer of 

technology,  

Jen: Do you think any differently about technology now? 

 Luke (2): Well, if you get into technology, it is completely different than just talking to 

people on it. 

 Jen: So, is getting “into technology” doing something with technology? Making 

something? 

 Luke: yeah 

 

When considering this concept, the researcher attends to the interviewees’ movement 

from a novice to more expert level of understanding.  From the interviews, nine of the youth 

demonstrated movement along this progression.  The one youth who did not seem to progress 

was one who only attended a few of the sessions, and was an observer rather than an active 

participant on the days he was there, due to breaking his wrist at the beginning of the 

trimester.  The other youth showed greater mastery in a variety of ways.  Some were able to list 

specific tasks or roles in game design, some talked about their own learning and new skills 

gained, or displayed a more personal relationship with technology during the second interview.  

One even voiced his experience as becoming a more active creator of technology, rather than a 

more passive consumer, as he had been before the program.  From participating in Pixel Arts, 
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he saw himself as someone who could do things with technology, not just use it for 

communication. 

 

Findings Related to Understanding and Awareness of Technology and Technology Careers 

 As discussed above, PMMs are traditionally analyzed along four dimensions: extent, 

breadth, depth, and emotional intensity, with a holistic category of mastery.  These dimensions 

were considered in the analysis of the PMMs created by the youth in this study in terms of their 

understanding and awareness of technology and technology careers.  Statistical analyses 

comparing means were conducted using paired t-tests.   

Table 5.  Personal Meaning Map Dimensions 

 1st Interview 2nd Interview    

Dimensions  Mean SE Mean SE t-value p-value Effect 
size r 

Extent 7.8 1.35 10.0 1.87 8.57 0.014 0.56 

Breadth 2.4 0.27 3.8 0.36 8.57 <0.001 0.57 

Depth  2.4 0.16 3.0 0.15 3.67 0.005 0.52 

Emotional Intensity  2.3 0.21 3.0 0.21 3.28 0.01 0.46 

Note: The dimensions of  extent and breadth are  numerical counts while depth and emotional intensity are measured 
on a four point scale, with 1 lower in that dimension and 4 higher.  
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Extent 

 This is the dimension that generally analyzes a change in knowledge or feelings by 

looking at the number of terms used by the participants in the first PMM as compared to the 

number of terms on the PMM after some kind of intervention.  Table 12 shows the number of 

words or phrases used by youth in both the pre- and post-PMMs as a raw number for 

quantitative analysis.  As this dimension is analyzed by a simple count, no inter-rater reliability 

was needed (personal communication with fellow PMM researcher). 

 

                Extent 

Pseudonym Interview 1 Interview 2 

Child_of_Man 9 11 

Bunny 7 7 

Dark_wolf 6 8 

Mr_Pickles 4 7 

Silver 5 10 

Harry_potter 6 6 

Lupin 6 7 

Horse_girl 12 14 

Makayla 5 5 

Luke 18 25 

  Note: numbers are count for number of words or phrases 

Personal Meaning Map Dimension: Extent 
Table 12 
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While some of the youth did not add any words or phrases to their PMM at their second 

pass, overall, there was a significant change in the number of words on these artifacts, with a p-

value of 0.01 (see Table 3).  Interestingly, none of the youth chose to remove any of the words 

from their first PMM experience.  The 70% of the youth who actively changed their PMMs all 

made additions. 

Breadth 

Table 5.  Personal Meaning Map Dimensions 

 1st Interview 2nd Interview    

Dimensions  Mean SE Mean SE t-value p-value Effect 
size r 

Extent 7.8 1.35 10.0 1.87 8.57 0.014 0.56 

Breadth 2.4 0.27 3.8 0.36 8.57 <0.001 0.57 

Depth  2.4 0.16 3.0 0.15 3.67 0.005 0.52 

Emotional Intensity  2.3 0.21 3.0 0.21 3.28 0.01 0.46 

Note: The dimensions of  extent and breadth are  numerical counts while depth and emotional intensity are measured 
on a four point scale, with 1 lower in that dimension and 4 higher.  

 

 In breadth, the researcher attends to the range of conceptual understanding.  In their 

work with PMMs Adelman et al. (2000) and Falk (2003) used quantitative analysis to track 

changes in the number of conceptual categories used in the interviews.  Here, I focused on 

different categories youth used to describe technology such as naming technological objects or 
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careers in technology.  Inter-rater reliability was determined from the PMMs using both the 

youth comments and the researcher notes.  The reliability had a score of 90%. 

 

 

  Note: Numbers are a numerical count of categories used in PMM 

Personal Meaning Map Dimension: Breadth 
Table 13 

 
 From the Personal Meaning Maps, all youth showed an increase in breadth, as displayed 

in Table 13.  Furthermore, this increase was significant, with a p- value of < 0.001 (see Table 5). 

All had an increase in the categories of words they used to describe technology.  In their first 

PMMs, most youth predominantly used words that named specific types of technology or 

adjectives that described technology.  The range of objects included items from “toasters” to 

  Breadth   

Pseudonym Pre-PMM  Post-PMM  

Child_of_Man 2 4 

Bunny 2 3 

Dark_wolf 2 3 

Mr_Pickles 2 3 

Silver 3 5 

Harry_potter 1 2 

Lupin 3 4 

Horse_girl 2 4 

Makayla 3 4 

Luke 4 6 
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“phones” to “laser guns”.  Adjectives were used to describe the items in general, such as 

“smooth”, or “awesome”, but could also refer to their effects on users such as “fun” or 

“addicting”.  Six of the youth listed objects and 8 included adjectives.  The next most common 

category was uses of technology.  Some examples of this category are: “communication”, “can 

be used in school, educational”, and “I use it to do work and play games”.  One of these youth 

made some additional interesting comments about uses of technology. 

 Jen: You wrote “Brings imagination to life”, can you tell me some more about that? 

 Silver (1): Like if you are playing a first person game you can sort of start imagining 

yourself in the game…I imagine people would imagine in their spare time, in the game, 

like they are in the game themselves.  

 Jen: You also have “allows/gives people happiness”, what does that mean to you? 

 Silver (1): It gives happiness in the experience, like working together with friends. You 

can experience new things. And, it works your brain when you play games. 

 

Two of the youth in the study wrote comments that referred to more scientific ideas 

behind technology.  One wrote “runs on electricity” and another listed words like “electricity”, 

“magnets”, “static”, and “battery”.   

In one of the PMMs a youth brought up the issue of access to technology. She wrote, 

“not everyone has access to it”.  Upon questioning, she expanded her thoughts on this. 
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Jen: You said, “not everyone has access”, what were you thinking about when you wrote 

that? 

 Bunny (1): Some homes don’t have internet, they don’t have computers, they don’t 

have TV’s. Not everyone has a phone. Some people don’t have enough money for that. 

 

There was also a miscellaneous category, where youth mentioned thoughts that seemed more 

cultural in nature.  Examples of this were found in two PMMs. In one, the youth had two 

relevant comments: “needed to advance society” and “I imagine technology will be everywhere 

one day”.  The other youth had two shorter comments, and the cultural aspects became 

evident during the interview, “powerful” and “modern day”.  

 

 Jen: You have “powerful” on here, what does that mean to you about technology? 

 Luke (1): Well, like, with technology, everyone uses it. And also, electricity gives it more 

energy. 

 Jen: “Modern day”. Can you tell me more about that? 

 Luke (1): We use a lot of technology today. Most things are technology. There are new 

things like clocks and speakers that are all technology. 

 

 In analyzing the change between the first and second PMMs and their interviews there 

was more diversity in the categories of words used.  While all youth had words in more 

categories, there was little consistency in the types of categories now included. One youth who 

had previously only listed adjectives now included words that described his own interactions 
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with technology, “I have stopped using consoles as much, and am using handheld and 

computers more”.  Two of the youth listed jobs that people might get with technology, inspired 

by their experiences in the program, “animator”, “character designer”, or “fun job”.  Three 

youth specifically mentioned their own learning or new skills gained, “program”, “compose 

music and sound effects”, “it might be a little less complex to me now”, and “learned about 

stuff I can do that I never knew I could do”.  Another who had previously listed objects and 

adjectives now had a belief “I believe that technology can expand and improve from how it is 

right now” and his own feelings about technology, “me and technology get along just fine when 

it works.”  A few interesting findings were one youth who listed specific ways she has noticed 

technology more since starting the program.  

 Jen: You have Microsoft on here, tell me about that. 

Silver (2): Microsoft is technically a company that makes most games and I didn’t know 

about the Microsoft company until my friend’s dad works there, and I had heard about 

game creating computers, and all that, and it shows up everywhere, like in commercials, 

“Microsoft made this. Microsoft made that.” 

Jen: So, that is something you hadn’t noticed before? 

Silver: Yeah. 

She also now listed “tech department” on the PMM this time. When asked about it, she 

explained that she had noticed the “tech department” sign for the district (which is located on 

the middle school campus) and that she had not really thought about it before.  Another youth 

had some interesting additions that seem related to uses of technology, but on a very personal 

level. 
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Jen: “Creative ideas”, tell me some more about that. 

 Dark_wolf (2): Well, most people, in school, when they are, like, bored, they will start 

doodling or drawing. (With technology) they can see they might be an artist, like, turn it 

into something else, they might want to do with their future. And creative ideas you just 

get it out there and share it. 

 

Dark_wolf also used the phrase, “show your talent”, on his second PMM. When asked 

about it, he explained, 

 Dark_wolf (2): I put show your talent because if you have something new, you can, like, 

get your ideas out there and show your talents and get opinions, different things about 

your talent, idea… 

 

The other unique additions were from a student who listed words that had two distinct, 

different meanings for technology that also showed learning from other settings, such as his 

science class at the school. 

Jen: You have metal on here, what does that mean to you? 

 Luke (2): Like when you have technology, you use metal to put it together and 

sometimes, metal can carry, I mean conducts energy, electricity. 

 Jen: You have dams on here, tell me more about dams. 
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 Luke (2): Well, dams are technology and they can make us energy. Like, I didn’t want to 

list it all, but like windmills and hydro… 

 Jen: oh, like alternative energy? 

 Luke: Yeah 

 

 Jen: Here you wrote catapult, have you ever made a catapult? 

 Luke (2): No 

 Jen: I know sometimes at museums and such, people make them 

 Luke: Sometimes, I use, like, a spork 

 Jen: So, you do make your own 

 Both: (laugh) 

 Jen: Why is catapult on here? 

 Luke: Well, it is like they can store up energy, I think it is like potential energy which you 

can release and it turns into kinetic energy 

 Jen: Look at you, using all this vocabulary 

 Luke: (laughs) I just learned it last trimester. And, then catapult is a type of technology. 

Like technology is like anything you make. 
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This quote is also an example of youth moving ideas across settings and contextualizing what 

they know. 

For breadth, the consideration is the individual’s range of conceptual understanding of a 

topic.  To determine change in this area, the PMMs were coded to count the number of 

conceptual categories the youth used to describe technology and their relationship with it.  If 

the intended meaning of a word was unclear, this was clarified during the interview about the 

artifact.  Common categories used by the youth included naming specific technological objects, 

adjectives to describe technology or technological objects, uses of technology, cultural/societal 

issues around technology, or scientific language about how technology works or is made.  In 

this dimension, all youth had a greater number of categories present in their second PMM.  

Again, clarifying questions were asked during the interview to ensure accurate understanding of 

the youth’s intended meaning of words written on the artifact.   

This dimension of the PMM is also one that yielded evidence for a change in youths’ 

understanding of technology and technology careers, one of my specific research foci.  Some of 

the new categories included by youth when they revisited their PMMs included technology 

tools, specific roles for game design, technology careers, or future work related to technology.  

50% of the youth made additions to the PMMs related to these categories, while another 20% 

discussed them in their interviews.  While some youth wrote more general phrases on their 

PMMs, “fun jobs”, others listed specific jobs, “animator”, “character designer”.  Others talked 

about how technology could “turn into something they’ll do in the future” as they explore their 

“creative ideas”.   
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 Jen: You said, “not everyone has access”, what were you thinking about when you wrote 

that? 

 Bunny (1): Some homes don’t have internet, they don’t have computers, they don’t 

have TV’s. Not everyone has a phone. Some people don’t have enough money for that. 

 

Overall, youth expressed greater knowledge about technology.  One youth even 

revisited a word on his second PMM and demonstrates his evolution thus: 

Jen: you wrote “complex”, what does complex mean to you about technology? 

 Lupin (1): It’s just very intricate. You have to be very careful with it. There’s a lot of 

engineering and design put into it. 

 

 Jen(2): You wrote “now it is less complex (to you)” 

 Lupin (2): Because now I understand how to make a game.  Because, before, I was like 

“woo hoo I’ll make a game”, but now I understand and have the tools to do it.  

 

When he originally used this word, he was talking about the intricacies of technology, while in 

the second PMM and interview, it had to do with the complexity of a task he could master. 

 A greater understanding about technology careers is also evident.  Either on their 

second PMMs or during those interviews, 50% named specific roles or skills related to 

technology careers, while an additional 20%  referred to their own changes in their use of 

technology or ability to use the tools to make games.   
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Depth 

Table 5.  Personal Meaning Map Dimensions 

 1st Interview 2nd Interview    

Dimensions  Mean SE Mean SE t-value p-value Effect 
size r 

Extent 7.8 1.35 10.0 1.87 8.57 0.014 0.56 

Breadth 2.4 0.27 3.8 0.36 8.57 <0.001 0.57 

Depth  2.4 0.16 3.0 0.15 3.67 0.005 0.52 

Emotional Intensity  2.3 0.21 3.0 0.21 3.28 0.01 0.46 

Note: The dimensions of  extent and breadth are  numerical counts while  depth and emotional intensity are 
measured on a four point scale, with 1 lower in that dimension and 4 higher.  

 

 When considering depth, a range from minimal to highly detailed was developed and 

used by Adelman et al. (2000) and Falk (2003).   The two intermediary levels are: more 

expanded with general/limited knowledge; and expanded yet more specific.  Therefore, the 

pre- and post- interviews were scored for depth and then compared.   For this dimension, inter-

rater reliability was determined from the PMMs, both the youth comments and the researcher 

notes from the interviews and had a score of 85%. 
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Note: Depth is measured on a four-point scale, with 1= minimal and 4= highly detailed 

Personal Meaning Map Dimension: Depth 
Table 14 

 

There was not as dramatic change in the depth dimension as some of the others. As shown in 

Table 14, However, the difference was still statistically significant with a p-value of 0.005 (see 

Table 5). I did not find any of the youth to demonstrate a “minimal” level of complexity in the 

first PMM and interview, so there was less movement available, all started at least at the 

second level. This was a group who self-selected to enroll in an after school program centered 

on technology, and all attend a school that had integrated technology with its one to one tablet 

curriculum, so this may not be surprising.   I also only considered one of them to be at the level 

  Depth   

Pseudonym Pre Post 

Child_of_Man 2 3 

Bunny 3 3 

Dark_wolf 2 3 

Mr_Pickles 2 3 

Silver 2 3 

Harry_potter 3 3 

Lupin 3 3 

Horse_girl 2 3 

Makayla 2 2 

Luke 3 4 
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of “highly detailed” at the second interview. Therefore, most movement, if any, was between 

“expanded with general knowledge” to “expanded, yet more specific”.  I did see evidence of 

more specificity in 6 of the youth.  Examples of this more specific depth include the young 

woman, Silver,  who in her second PMM, mentioned how she had noticed “Microsoft” in game 

advertisements and the “tech department” on campus and a shift from just listing objects and 

adjectives to comments about how technology will “expand and improve”.  Her comments are 

also an example of a greater awareness of technology in the world around her than she 

previous possessed.  Another youth who had listed four types of technology on the first version 

of his PMM: “cars”; “phones”; “TV”, and “toaster”, added ideas like “websites” and specific 

technology jobs during his second pass at the PMM.  Dark_wolf was another youth who’s first 

PMM had more simple ideas in the first session, such as “fun” and “action” and in the second 

included “creative ideas” and “show your talent”.  Both of these comments related to personal 

expression and had a future focus, rather than just as a tool for entertainment. 

  

 Dark_wolf (2): Well, most people, in school, when they are, like, bored, they will start 

doodling or drawing. (With technology) they can see they might be an artist, like, turn it 

into something else, they might want to do with their future… 

 

The only one of the four young women in the study who I coded as having a greater 

depth with the PMM, Horse_girl, went from listing adjectives about games or social media 

“fun” or “safe” to discussing specific jobs or roles individuals could take with game design.  

While the only additions to Horse_girl’s PMM at the last session were also related to new 
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media, as were the words from her first PMM,  this time they were both positive (fun job and 

funny characters) and one implied a recognition of careers related to games, rather than just 

adjectives or other descriptions of games.   

The only youth I coded as displaying highly detailed level of knowledge in the second 

PMM interview was Luke.  In his first PMM, Luke listed more words than anyone else, with 18 

words or phrases.  I struggled with how to code this artifact. Luke displayed an understanding 

about the science of technology at a greater level than any other youth in the study, and I 

wanted to reflect that, however I was unsure if he really exemplified a level of “highly detailed” 

depth.    In the end, I decided to code him  as such in the second interview. While compared to 

an expert, he would not rate as high, relative to his peer group, and even for the general 

population, he does express a detailed thinking and understanding of some of the concepts 

behind technology.  He included words like “magnet” and talked about how they can be used to 

produce electricity and also that if you put a magnet by a television screen it will create a 

rainbow on the screen.  There was also the word “blue” on the PMM. When asked about this 

word,  

Luke (1): It is because, like electricity, there is blue electricity, either yellow or blue. And 

I like the color blue more 

He also had an interesting reason for the word “light” 

 Luke (1): Technology makes me think of light because it is bright and you can do lots of 

things with it. And, it makes you smarter, like bright, because you can do research and 

learn things. 
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He is also the youth who included other specific words like: “static”; “battery”; “charge”, and 

“energy” in his first PMM.  In his second interview, he expressed an even greater level of 

complexity in describing technology.  Some of the words seemed more simple, like “cord”, but 

his description was more detailed, 

 Luke (2): Well, cord, it takes energy from one place to another. It brings energy to you, 

like all the way across a room. 

In a similar vein, he included the words “outlet” and “charger” and contrasted them in his 

descriptions, where in an “outlet” the “energy goes to it from one side and comes the other” 

and in the “charger”, 

 Luke (2): Charger, because you use it to like, charge something, it is kind of the same 

thing as outlet, but instead of going into the other side, it goes into the device and 

charges it up and it saves up and goes away once you use it 

He also is the youth who used the terminology “potential energy” and “kinetic energy” when 

talking about catapults.  While he acknowledged learning this in class, five of the other youth in 

the study were also in the 7/8 science class, which all have the same curriculum.  Luke is the 

only one who expressed this level of depth and complexity in his understanding of technology.   

 For depth, the researcher also considers change in knowledge.  In analyzing the 

vocabulary used by the youth when they created their PMMs, I tracked the evolution from 

general vocabulary to more specific terminology about technology.  During the second pass at 

the PMMs, three of the youth chose to not add any more to their artifacts.  However, in the 
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second interviews, all three did talk about specific tools and skills they had learned about and 

mastered during the Pixel Arts program.. One mentioned learning how to animate the Sprites in 

Scratch, the most specific skill mentioned in any of the interviews.  Another talked about 

learning to do “things I never thought I could do”, implying a significant change in her skill level 

from the program.  The last who did not add to the PMM mentioned the variety of skills 

covered in the program individually, and then talked about using them to “put a game 

together”, the cumulative, synergistic outcome of the nine weeks.  The other seven youth did 

add to their PMMs during the last session.  All of these did demonstrate evidence of change in 

the extent of their knowledge about technology.   

      For the dimension of depth, I also considered a change from general to more specific 

vocabulary (Adelman et al., 2000; Falk, 2003).  All seven of the youth who added words to their 

PMM during the last session demonstrated an increase in extent.  Some youth, who included 

words that listed technological objects or descriptors in their first PMM included phrases about 

their relationship to technology and beliefs about it in the second version.  Others named 

specific technology jobs or skills when they added to their PMM.  Even the three who did not 

list more words on the PMM, during the second interview were able to verbalize their learning 

from the program, listing specific software programs and tasks completed during the previous 

nine weeks. 

Six of the ten youth (60%) displayed a greater level of complexity during their second 

interviews.  Some examples of more specificity include naming particular technology 

companies, different roles or tasks necessary to game design, or more technical scientific 
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knowledge like the difference between potential and energy.  Three of the four youth who 

were coded with no change were already at the level of “expanded yet more specific” (level 3) 

at the first interview and did not display a greater depth at the second interview.   

 

Findings Related to Pixel Arts as a Figured World 

 From interviews and observations of the weekly Pixel Arts sessions, there is evidence 

that this 9-week new media computer game design program was experienced by the youth as a 

Figured World.  Both Socio-Cultural and Physical context factors played a role in this. 

Peer culture/Social capital 

During interviews or casual conversations about the Pixel Arts game design program, 

the majority of the youth specifically stated their enjoyment in working with peers in this 

process.  By the end of the nine weeks, most were working in groups, even if they had started 

out working alone.  And those in the study who did work alone expressed a desire to work with 

others, if given the opportunity.  The youth who partnered up from the beginning did so with 

existing friendship groups.  Some, such as Lupin, Child_of_Man, and Mr_Pickles worked with 

peers they had considered friends since elementary school.  Horse_girl, new to the school this 

year, started out working with her cousin (who stopped participating in the program after a few 

weeks).  Another youth new to the school this year, Silver, worked with Bunny, who she had 

befriended during the fall.  Makayla and Dark_wolf worked together and have been friends 

through middle school and they were joined by Harry_potter, when he was present, who is also 

part of their larger social circle.  Lastly, Luke worked alone for the entire program.  While he has 
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attended schools in this district, none of his close friends were in the program and he chose to 

work alone.  Initially he claimed that this was his preference, but at the second interview, he 

clearly stated that he would have rather worked as part of a group.   

 From observations of the whole group each week, there was an easy rapport between 

the youth participants, the high school mentors, and the adult facilitators.  The youth 

appreciated learning new skills and felt empowered to create the games they envisioned.   

  

Horse_girl (2): It was fun.  I got to meet new people I didn’t even know went to (this) 

middle school and I got to meet them.  I enjoy working with others and getting to know 

them and understand them.   

  

 Jen: What was your least favorite thing about Pixel Arts? 

 Luke (2): I guess just working alone 

 

Jen: You have on here “two-player game” 

Horse_girl: I really like playing with others that I know on a game. 

 

 Jen: What was your least favorite part? 

 Horse_girl (2): I had to work alone for a couple of weeks and didn’t make a lot of 

progress after my cousin left. 
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Non-hierarchical interactions with adults 

 Another relevant factor for the socio-cultural dynamics of this setting is the non-

hierarchical role played by adults.  In the Pixel Arts program the adults do have expertise to 

share, but it is done more in the style of “just in time” teaching and as “guides on the side” 

rather than a “sage on the stage”.  Information is shared in small, digestible bits in mini-lectures 

and then youth are encouraged, through daily challenges, to explore the new tools and skills.  

Only between ten and fifteen minutes of each 80 minute session was spent with adults in an 

active leadership role.  The greater majority of the time had the adult facilitators and high 

school mentors roaming through the space, checking in with youth and offering support as 

needed. This support could be regarding technical skills in regards to game creation or more 

social, related to working successfully as a team.  

 The adults also modeled this, as they easily transition between who is doing the talking 

when there are presentations to be made, and while there are clear areas of expertise, their 

respect for each other and sharing of any power is evident.  When the high school mentors 

showed up each week, they were quickly caught up and moved seamlessly into interacting with 

the youth.  Even the explicit way that the adults mentor the high school aged students to take 

on responsibility models an egalitarian, cooperative system. It is also an explicit way that Pixel 

Arts is trying to increase the game design community in this region, sharing the technical and 

social skills of game designers.  Furthermore, the youth participants were actively encouraged 

to ask for help and to offer help with each other, in a way that all shared their skills and 

knowledge.  This message was internalized by the youth as the majority enacted a willingness 

to seek assistance for either adults or peers in each session.   
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Jen: What did you think? I mean with the whole Sprites thing? 

Harry_potter (2): I kind of knew about it already. 

Jen: You’ve used Scratch before? 

Harry_potter: I’ve not. I knew about it and it was interesting to see professionals, or sort 

of professionals, doing it because I’ve never seen it fully done. 

 

Jen: What did you like about Pixel Arts? 

Horse_girl (2): It was fun! I got to meet more students… I got to meet you and 

everybody else that helped out the students! 

 

Interestingly, in some ways it seemed that the adult and high school mentors were so 

integrated in the program, that most youth never even specifically mentioned them.  In the 

weekly portfolios, one question was “who did you work with today?” and on some occasions, I 

heard one of the facilitators remind the youth to list any adults or high school near peers that  

they worked with too, but I never observed any of the youth asking for names during this part 

of the session.  From my observations, it would have been a long list, as most mentors checked 

in with almost every group, repeatedly during the sessions.  Yet the youths’ lack of 

acknowledgement of this can be interpreted as another way that the youth saw all of the 

resources available to them, human and physical, as part of their background surroundings in 

this Pixel Arts game design program.   
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Authentic spaces and tools 

As guests, bringing an outside program into this middle school, Pixel Arts did not have 

complete control over the physical setting.  However, from their earliest meeting with the SUN 

School staff, they clearly communicated that they did not want a conventional classroom 

setting, where all of the youth were facing the “front” of a space, and separated into individual 

spaces.  It was important to them, and their program, that youth could arrange the space in 

ways that allowed them to work collaboratively on their game designs.  They wanted the youth 

to experience this as an authentic game design setting. 

 The school moved into a brand new building this past summer, and attention to design 

for learning was considered.  Both the computer lab at the school, where students take 

computer classes during the day, and the media center used by Pixel Arts were configured such 

that youth are oriented towards each other and chairs are movable, to allow youth to easily 

work together.  

 Another important factor in the physical context is the tools, particularly that the tools 

were authentic to the game design experience.  One obvious tool is the desktop computers 

available to the youth in the media center. However, it also includes the software tools the 

Pixel Arts game design program introduced to the youth, as these tools allowed the youth to 

gain more mastery in an area of their own person interest.  This made the tools highly relevant 

to the youth, increased their agency, and made this game design experience authentic.  The 

youth were learning “real” tools to make a “real” game.  Programs introduced to the youth over 

the nine weeks of the session include: Scratch for game design, Pixlr for drawing/graphic 

design, BeepBox for music/soundtracks, and Bfxr.net for sound effects.  Beyond this, there was 
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explicit instruction on how to use resources such as Google to get further information about the 

tools and how to use them more effectively.  In Week 4, a game that had been created at a 

recent “game jam” was shared with the youth where other local hobbyist and professional 

game designers had used many of the tools shared in Pixel Arts.  As the youth saw the game 

and heard the soundtrack, they saw how the tools they interacted with in their after school 

setting could be used by a team of adult game designers to create a playable game.   

 

 Bunny (2):  I like that we got to create our own kind of game and it wasn’t just like “you 

are creating this kind of game, now go.” 

 

Child_of_Man (2): Me and technology get along just fine when it works. I get frustrated 

when it doesn’t work and I tried fixing it like for the last 50 times, maybe less, 

sometimes more.   

 

Silver (1): I was excited to meet new people and experience new things I didn’t know. 

Like I was used to this game I usually play, “Roadblocks” and you can make games, but 

they give you the materials other people made and it kind of gives you a head start and 

you just make the land out of models you were given and I never experienced the actual 

fact of making my own games. 

 

Horse_girl (2): I was able to learn much more than in my elective, Explore Google.  Like, 

there is a website called Pixlr that you can make characters yourself of what you want 
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and one called Scratch where you can make a character or get one you already made 

and make it move and stuff.   

 

Jen: Do you think any differently about technology now? 

 Luke (2): Well, if you get into technology, it is completely different than just talking to 

people on it. 

 Jen: So, is getting “into technology” doing something with technology? Making 

something? 

 Luke: yeah 

 

Dark_wolf (2): I put show your talent because if you have something new, you can, like, 

get your ideas out there and show your talents and get opinions, different things about 

your talent, idea… 

 

In their interviews, the majority of the youth were able to clearly articulate what they 

enjoyed about this learning experience, particularly around the culture created by the Pixel Arts 

team that nurtured their creativity and fostered collaboration.  Most named particular skills 

they had gained and some even listed the software programs they had used by name.  They 

experienced this as an authentic, relevant activity that allowed them to broaden and deepen 

their interests and develop new skills related to those interests. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Discussion and Conclusions 

 The purpose of this mixed-methods study was to investigate whether a new media 

Maker experience  provided opportunities for STEM interest development and identity 

exploration, as well as enhanced understanding of technology and awareness of technology 

careers among early adolescents living in an under-resourced community.  The Contextual 

Model of Learning was the overall frame of analysis for the study.  Specific  theoretical  

frameworks, including interest development, identity exploration, genres of participation, a 

place-centered lens as well as figured worlds, offered opportunities for an in-depth analysis of 

the Personal, Physical and Socio-Cultural Contexts of the program.  

This research study addresses a lack of published research about possible contributions 

that new media Maker experiences can make to youths’ interest development, identity 

exploration, and understanding of technology and awareness of technology careers, particularly 

for youth underrepresented in STEM.  The study also analyzes and identifies the situated nature 

of such free-choice learning experiences.    
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Research Questions 

The overall research question was: 

Is there evidence that a 9-week Make program for youth in an under-resourced 

community provided a place/space in which youth could develop their STEM interest, 

particularly in technology; explore their identity, both personal and that related to STEM 

generally and technology specifically; and their understanding of technology and technology 

careers? 

The Maker experience studied was a nine-week new media, game design program offered as an 

after school experience at a middle school in the Pacific Northwest.  Since my overall question 

focused on delving into youth interest development, identity exploration and understanding of 

technology and technology careers, much of the study concentrated on the Personal context of 

the youth participating.  Were youth able to try on new roles with each other, as well as with 

near peer and adult mentors, and with technology?  However, I also explored the Physical and 

Socio-Cultural contexts. In the case of the Physical context, I noted and described the nature of 

the places/spaces in which youth were engaged, particularly efforts to create an authentic 

setting in which youth could engage in the practices of game design utilizing authentic tools and 

activities.  The theoretical framework of figured worlds provided an opportunity to analyze the 

socio-cultural context in depth, seeing how youth positioned themselves vis-à-vis one another, 

adult and near-peer mentors and with technology itself.   
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Interest Development 

Did a 9-week, web-based game design program offer youth opportunities to: 

1)      Develop or further develop/maintain interest in STEM generally, and technology, 

in particular? Is so, how and in what ways did participating in the program 

contribute to youths’ interest in STEM generally, and technology, in particular? 

If you recall, there were two sources of data to consider in answering this specific 

question: results from a quantitative questionnaire administered before the program began 

and after it ended and qualitative data from Personal Meaning Mapping. Quantitative findings 

from this study indicated that there were no significant differences when comparing the 

standardized means of the pre-program questionnaire with that of the post-questionnaire 

completed after the 9-week program was over.  While evidence for a change in youths’ STEM 

interest pathway was not strongly supported by the data collected from this interest survey, 

there were other indicators that interest had developed.  For example, there was evidence of a 

general increase in interest in STEM topics, though the increase was not statistically significant.  

There are three possible explanations for these findings. First, while there is not strong 

evidence of an increase in STEM interest, there is no evidence of a decrease either, so it can be 

argued that STEM interest was at least maintained by participation in this program.   

As this particular Pixel Arts program is an intervention that is part of the larger 

SYNERGIES study, I used the interest survey administered annually as part of that study.  While 

SYNERGIES is a longitudinal, multi-year study, this intervention was just 9-weeks in length, 

which may be another reason to explain why this survey did not detect statistically significant 
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changes in interest.  The time between the pre- and post-tests was short, from seven to nine 

weeks.  A third factor to consider is that as this was a group of youth who self-selected to 

participate in an after-school technology oriented activity, their interest in STEM was already 

relatively high thus there could have been a ceiling effect.   

However, the question I asked was: Did a 9-week web based game design program offer 

youth opportunities to develop or maintain interest in STEM generally, and technology, in 

particular.   

There were some interesting findings about individual youth such as Bunny.  On the 

survey, Bunny is a youth who scored low in most STEM interest clusters yet displayed much 

change regarding her identity in this experience.  This is indicative that STEM interest is 

complex and youth who might be doing identity work around certain STEM fields in particular 

settings could still express disinterest in STEM as a whole.  As Tan,  et al. (2013) found, youth 

can have different identities and levels of interest in STEM in different contexts, and Bunny is an 

example of this.  Four broad science topics emerged from SYNERGIES survey analysis,  

clustering into fairly school-oriented topics: human biology, Earth/space science, 

technology/engineering, and mathematics.  Despite Bunny’s low scores in these areas, she was 

an engaged and active participant in the Pixel Arts program. She spoke animatedly about her 

experiences during her interview, requested to return for another trimester of programming, 

and expressed a desire to share what she was learning with others.  She is also a youth who 

participates in another after school program related to science- the 4H Science Club. While the 
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survey implied a lack of interest in STEM, her actions and words in relationship to STEM 

displayed a deeper interest in these areas than perhaps when the program began.  

Further, evidence for youth interest development can also be found in the interviews 

and PMMs the youth created, particularly in the increase of breadth and emotional intensity 

clear from these artifacts. Evidence from the Personal Meaning Maps demonstrates that the 

youth did broaden and deepen their interest in technology.  In the second iteration of PMM 

and the subsequent interviews, youth were more aware of technology careers and tools. They 

included more categories and more words to describe it and showed more understanding of 

technology.  The youth learned new tools and practices with which to heighten and sustain 

their interests.  Increases in emotional intensity, a marker of interest development (Hidi & 

Renninger, 2006), is another source of data to support this claim. 

Emotional intensity 

Of the youth who demonstrated an increase in emotional intensity, half of the youth 

expressed a strong emotional change.  One youth who exhibited no emotion at his first PMM 

interview was found to display expected emotion at his second PMM interview.  Another youth 

who started with strong emotions exhibited deep personal emotions when we spoke the 

second time. The greatest observed change was one youth who went from expected emotion 

to deep personal emotions.  Words used by youth in their second PMMs and interviews 

included “awesome”, “I loved it”, ”enjoy”, and “I learned things I never knew I could do.”  An 

interesting finding  was two youth who both described negative views of technology in their 

first interviews; in both of their second interviews, these youth only added positive words or 

phrases like, “fun jobs” or “funny characters” and described positive experiences in the class.  
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One even expressed a desire to participate in the next session of the program to learn more so 

that she could share what she was learning all with others.    

Socio-Cultural Context of the Space 

The social-cultural milieu of the Pixel Arts Game Education program encouraged the 

interest and identity transformation work of the youth in this program.  Youth who came to the 

experience with established friendship groups worked with those peers during the program.  As 

new youth joined the experience, they were quickly integrated into working groups with whom 

they already had friends.  However, youth who came to Pixel Arts without any of their friends 

(Luke) or whose partners left the program (Horse_girl) did not join other groups.  All of the 

youth expressed their enjoyment in working with others and meeting new people and those 

who worked alone stated that they would have preferred to have worked with partners.  It did 

make a difference if youth came to the activity with friends.  They chose to work with those 

friends and in the act, strengthened those relationships.  Youth did meet new people and 

develop new friendships during the nine weeks, but no new groups formed that were not 

comprised of previous friend groups.  Skills for working in a group were modeled and explicitly 

taught to the youth.  Youth were actively encouraged to ask each other for help and to share 

skills with one another.   

The youth in this program were able to maintain their established friendships as they 

worked together in groups on joint projects.  Interactions within the groups were observed to 

be positive and constructive.  Youth also met new peers, who shared their interests.  Many 

youth stated that they enjoyed getting to meet new people and work with others in this setting.  

Silver even mentioned interacting with these new acquaintances outside of the Pixel Arts 
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experience.  From observations, the youth enjoyed working together in a collaborative manner 

and exhibited playful interactions, and freely seeking and assisting one another.   

Youth who came to the program with previous experience and skill shared those with 

the others around them and the roles of novice and expert were available to all youth in the 

various activities of the Pixel Arts program.  Within the game design experience, there were 

multiple roles available: programming, graphic arts, music, sound effects, and putting it all 

together.  All youth were able to find ways to contribute to the end product, an interactive 

game. 

The adults and mentors did intentionally play a non-conventional teaching role in this 

setting.  From the first session, the adults emphasized the collaborative nature of this kind of 

work, facilitating in a non-hierarchical fashion.  Ground rules for behavior were co-created with 

the youth.  The adults used small chunks of time to convey information to the youth with long 

periods of youth exploration of the tools and activities.  After exploration, the adults sometimes 

offered a few more “tips” or short cuts that youth might not have discovered yet, but that 

would help them be more efficient with the tools in a “just in time” teaching style.   

Because these adults shared responsibility for running the weekly sessions and 

introducing the topics and skills, they modeled distributed leadership.   Youth were given 

challenges to “ask a friend/peer how they did something you don’t know” or to “show a friend 

or peer something new.”  Youth were also encouraged to brainstorm within their teams to 

solve problems before seeking outside help. In this way, the conventional model of adults being 

the “fount of wisdom” was replaced by a practice where all members of the community have 

something to share and to teach.  The facilitators also modeled how to find information 
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independently from other sources, such as Google, to enable youth to find information and 

build skills on their own.  The adults operated on a premise of “less us, more them”, giving 

youth voice and agency in this setting. 

Early activities with art and writing, during the very first session, modeled distributed 

creativity, where the resulting “product” was more creative because of the input of a variety of 

individuals.  Youth were encouraged to work in teams, but allowed to work individually, if they 

preferred.  Explicit skill building for team work was provided.  The adults modeled group check-

ins with the larger group and then encouraged the small groups to do this weekly, sometimes 

more than once in a session.  Some of the challenges offered to the participants at different 

sessions included: “share a problem with your team and brainstorm how to solve the problem.”  

Groups and individuals were also encouraged to show their games to others at various stages of 

the process, and they were also encouraged to “check out” the games of others and offer 

specific feedback.  There was a culture of sharing expertise, between the adults, mentors, and 

youth.  Beyond this, there was a regular practice of peer to peer knowledge and skill sharing.   

 

Identity Exploration 

Did a 9-week, web-based game design program offer youth opportunities to: A) Explore 

their identities as STEM learners in general, and technology users/game designers, in 

particular? B) How and in what ways did participating in this program contribute to 

youths’ identities as STEM learners in general, and technology users/game 

designers, in particular? 
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Participation in the Pixel Arts Game Education program did influence the identity work 

of the youth in this study population.  Tracking changes in use of personal pronoun as a marker 

of identity transformation showed that there was a significant increase of personal 

identification with technology and the game design process.  These youth were positioning 

themselves in new ways regarding technology and STEM.  From their PMMs, there was also a 

significant increase in depth, breadth, emotional intensity, and mastery.  In this program, youth 

were given the opportunity to design a computer game in whatever genre they chose, and 

based on whatever elements were of interest to them, from horses to first person shooters.  

The youth all stated that they enjoyed this freedom and were excited to “create worlds” they 

had imagined.  They were also empowered to act as experts, sharing knowledge freely with 

their peers during the weekly sessions.  Observations also found many opportunities for youth 

to try on different roles in the setting.   

In this setting, youth easily moved between the roles of learner and teacher.  From 

observations of the weekly sessions, the youth regularly asked for and offered help to each 

other around programming questions and other technical skills.    Youth were actively 

encouraged by the high school mentors and adult facilitator to ask each other for help and to 

share skills they had mastered in their game design activities.  While some youth came to this 

activity with more game experience than others, the culture of the setting encouraged all youth 

to try new things and work together.  For example, Lupin, who had some experience with game 

design, was often put in the role of an expert by his group, as they tended to defer to him, 

asking “What should I do now” and other questions.  However, Lupin seemed completely 

comfortable asking for assistance from the other youth in the program, as well as the high 
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school mentors and adult facilitators.  His desire to master the tools afforded in this program 

was more important than maintaining a perceived role as expert.  As none of the youth had 

used the particular game design programs shared by Pixel Arts, all were learning new things and 

could share any skills they gained with others around them.  Also, as there were four different 

design programs introduced (Scratch, Pixlr, BeepBox, and Bfxr.net); youth were often at 

different points of experience and mastery with them, as they tended to gravitate towards 

game elements they were more inherently interested in.  This was another way that more 

youth had the flexibility to take on the role of “expert” or “teacher” in this setting.  They also 

regularly wanted to share their accomplishments with others, as the room often resounded 

with cries of “Look what I did!” or “Listen to this song I made!” 

As this was a 9-week experience, there is no assurance about what changes will affect 

the youth long term.  However, youth tried on roles, an important part of identity development 

at this age, and there was evidence that the youth grew as producers, rather than just 

consumers of the media with which they were interacting.  Child_of_Man stated that he used 

to think there was no way to make a game, but now he knew he could make one if he worked 

hard enough, and that he could look for more game design websites.  Bunny mentioned 

enjoying “getting to create a world”.  Dark_Wolf gained an understanding and could “go from 

what (he) had learned and build on it”.  For Lupin, technology was now less complex than it had 

been.  As Makayla noted, “I learned to do things I never thought I could do.”  Luke “learned new 

things… drew things and made things come to life and move.” By and large, the youth took 

opportunities to learn, explore, and gain agency and mastery of this setting, taking on the roles 

of producers of content with the tools of technology. 
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Genres of participation 

 Identity is a fluid concept, maybe more so during adolescence than at any other time in 

life.  While Hidi and Renninger’s four phases of interest development offer insight into the 

trajectories individuals may progress along, their work does not offer examples of what the 

accompanying identity development might look like.  Therefore, I am using the actions of the 

youth, their genres of participation as described by Ito et al. (2013), as an expression of the 

youths’ identities, and thus a marker of identity transformation.  

 There is evidence that many of the youth progressed along a continuum during their 

experiences in Pixel Arts.  As this is also a social age, one consideration is whether participation 

is friendship-driven or interest-driven.  Friendship-driven participation may lead to interest-

driven participation over time. However, during this process a new social group often may 

arise, based on the similar interests of the youth participating in the activity- in the physical or 

virtual realm.  Within interest-driven participation, there is a trajectory from hanging out to 

messing around, to geeking out, that youth may progress along, as their interest and 

participation deepens (Ito et al., 2013).  Because youth often display different levels of 

participation depending on the context they are currently situated in, the emphasis of this 

analysis is on the mode of participation of the youth instead of categorizing the individuals 

(Horst et al., 2013; Ito et al., 2013).   

 The different genres of participation are summarized and examples of youth behaviors 

observed in the Pixel Arts program that are related to each phase will be discussed below.   
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Behavior, as well as identity can shift across time and setting. As individuals engage in a 

new media activity with a focus on their peers and maintaining social relationships, their level 

of participation is generalized as “hanging out”.  The on-line or networked experiences are used 

by the youth to complement the physical realm of social life, enabling youth to communicate 

across distances in space and time.  The focus is on building and maintaining friendships.  

Another interpretation is that this is a setting where individuals “learn to be”, as they do the 

work of social identity creation (Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011). 

Many of the youth exhibited behaviors related to “hanging out” at different points, 

particularly during the beginning of the program.  Most youth came to the program with at 

least a few members of a previous social group and they chose to sit together and work on 

projects together.  Early adolescence tends to be a highly social age, and there was a lot of 

social energy in the group, with lots of talking and playful behavior.  This led to the practice of 

the facilitators asking for “screens off” to help focus attention on the speaker during Week 4, 

when attention was needed for information or skill sharing.  As new members joined the 

program later in the trimester, they quickly joined existing groups.  Examples of this were 

during Week 5 when David joined the existing quartet of boys: Child_of_Man, Mr_Pickles, 

Todd, and Jack and Katie joined the pair of girls: Silver and Bunny, and then Sherry, who had 

been working alone, also joined this group.  

Some of the youth never seemed to move beyond this phase.  The social affordances 

always seemed to be the main attraction.  The two youth in my study who displayed these 

behaviors were Silver and Harry_potter. Silver is a youth who presented as knowledgeable 

about technology and comfortable with it in her initial interview and first PMM interview.  At 
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home she has three different game consoles, as well as a “Windows touch screen laptop,” 

iPhone, and her school iPad.  Pixel Arts is also the only SUN program she signed up for all year.  

Her first PMM mentioned how technology “brings imagination to life,” allows/gives people 

happiness” and she talked about “game puns” (a way to bring game culture to other settings 

and connect with peers about particular games, like a sub-culture “private joke”).  During the 

sessions, she initially worked with Bunny, and later Katie and Sherry joined the group.  

However, from observations, it seems that after the first few sessions, Silver spent most of the 

time on her iPad, socializing, or using the software programs to draw random images that did 

not contribute to the group’s game.  In her second PMM, phrases she added included “meet 

new people” and “working together” and during the interview specifically mentioned that one 

of the things she had enjoyed most about Pixel Arts was “meeting new people.”  In expanding 

on her additional PMM comments, she talked about meeting others with similar interests and 

that she had interacted with some of these new peers outside of Pixel Arts and that a benefit of 

working together was “more time to connect with friends.”   

Harry_potter only attended a few sessions and when he was present, primarily 

participated as an observer.  He was limited physically due to his broken wrist, or possibly used 

this limitation as a reason to socialize more than engage with the tools.  From his initial 

interview, Harry_potter named more game consoles than any other youth, as well as a long list 

of computer games he played.  He stated a desire to “create a game you can actually play.”  In 

the first PMM interview, he came across as confident about his own skills with technology, 

using phrases like “Well, come on, think about it” and a tone of voice that implied things he said 

“should be” obvious.  He even seemed almost conceited, referring to the “masses with their 
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iPhones” and if most people looked inside technology “that not a lot of people understand or 

know what is going on.”  Harry_potter mentioned making websites, and when asked if he had 

ever made one, he replied “nah, I mean, I have had the chance to do it, I sort of have, with a 

friend and everything” and talked about playing games for at least an hour a day, and up to all 

day on weekends.  Yet at Pixel Arts, he never sat down and programmed anything.  In my 

observations, he was usually found standing behind a group giving feedback or socializing.   

Since these two youth never seemed to progress beyond the social qualities of the 

setting to engage with the activity for its own sake, I believe that they were participating at the 

level of “hanging out”.  This is not a negative judgment of their experience.  Silver, in particular, 

spoke about enjoying the experience at her second interview.  It is just that these two were 

more engaged with the social agency work facilitated by this experience than the personal 

agency of developing their interests and identity around technology or game creation.   

Both Silver and Harry_potter typified situational interest (triggered or maintained).  

They did have an interest in technology and game design, however engaged with the activity 

primarily as a social experience.  While at Pixel Arts, they participated in exploring some of the 

tools offered by the program, however, spent much more time talking with peers and did not 

progress in designing an actual game. 

As an individual becomes more deeply involved with an activity, they might progress to 

the level of “messing around”.  For new media activities, this might manifest as independently 

using the internet to gather more information on particular topics or skill or engaging in trial 

and error behaviors to determine how things work within a specific medium.  The goals of the 

individual are focused on finding and using resources  related to their interests.  “Messing 
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around” is a form of self-directed learning.  The youth are seeking and practicing skills on their 

own (Ito et al., 2013).  The individual in this phase is moving beyond the more social nature of 

the context as they focus on the content and the skills the setting offers.  From the social 

agency work taking place at the “hanging out” genre, there is a shift to developing more 

personal agency while “messing around” as tools/media are mastered.  This is the nexus of 

knowing and making (Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011). 

Overall, this project was designed to encourage a progression to “messing around”.  The 

adult facilitators shared programming skills in small chunks and then encouraged the youth to 

engage in exploration.  Furthermore, starting in Week 6, they modeled how to look up 

information on Google, giving specific examples such as “How do I jump in Scratch?”  Part of 

the motivation for this was to emphasize the collaborative nature of the gaming community, 

where programmers will share screen shots of code for others to use/learn from.  Yet, it was 

also to demonstrate that asking specific questions would yield more useful results, and help the 

youth build the necessary skills to create the games they wanted to make.  This was done to 

facilitate independent learning by the youth.  

Participants were also encouraged to ask each other for help and share a skill they had 

gained.  Challenges presented to the group in Week 7 included “Ask a friend/peer how they did 

something you don’t know” and “Show a friend or peer something new”.  There was also a 

group challenge this day to mod (modify) a game one of the facilitators had previously 

uploaded into Scratch, as a way to experiment with the skills gained so far in the program. 

The youth targeted in this study, as well as the larger group of youth, exhibited 

behaviors indicating that they were “messing around” at least part of the time, during most of 
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the sessions.  When new skills or tools were presented almost all youth would spend time on 

that particular website exploring the capabilities it offered.  For example, when BeepBox was 

introduced in Week 4 as a tool to create music for games, headphones were passed out and the 

room was the quietest it had ever been as all 19 youth present that day tried it out.  Youth were 

regularly heard asking each other questions like “How did you do that?” to a peer who had 

created an interesting animation or character.  Or they might ask general questions to whoever 

might be listening around them, such as “How do I save this?”  And peers responded!  When 

Mark overheard Mr_Pickles talking about not being able to open a file, without being 

specifically asked, he walked over and offered assistance.  The youth would also ask the high 

school mentors and adult facilitators how to accomplish tasks, particularly around saving files 

and importing or uploading files between the different programs.   

During the sessions, youth were also regularly observed using their iPads to look up 

ideas from other games they enjoyed as inspiration for everything from music to characters to 

settings.  Each new tool presented by the adult facilitators was embraced by the youth as it was 

introduced and for the rest of the session, that would be the focus.  In Week 3 this was Scratch, 

in Week 4 it was BeepBox, and in Week 5, Bfxr.net was introduced as a site to find preset sound 

effects for games.  Often the youth would break into applause after seeing the new tool and for 

a few succeeding moments the questions would all be related to “How do I get to that 

website?” 

Youth identified as particularly embodying “messing around” are Child_of_Man, 

Dark_wolf, Mr_Pickles, Horse_girl, and Makayla.  I will discuss Child_of_Man and Mr_Pickles as 

a pair, because they worked as a team throughout the experience.  Child_of_Man and 
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Mr_Pickles came to Pixel Arts with an established friendship, engaging in on-line games 

together, even when sitting at the same table in the cafeteria during the meal provided by the 

SUN program after the daily activities.  Initially they were part of a trio with Todd. During Week 

2, Jack joined the program and this group. Then in week 5, David started attending Pixel Arts 

and joined the group.  In the previous few sessions, the group was observed to be very social, 

and with the addition of a fifth member, this increased.  However, about thirty minutes into this 

session, Child_of_Man and Mr_Pickles split off and decided to work just as a team of two.  

When asked about this, Child_of_Man said that it was “hard to work with so many people.”  

Child_of_Man and Mr_Pickles moved to another part of the room to work at computers side by 

side and remained focused on their game for the subsequent sessions, making good progress 

on their goals.  Their intentional choice to leave the larger group and focus on their game 

demonstrated a desire to take greater advantage of the tools and skills afforded by the setting 

than its social context.   

In his second PMM interview, Dark_wolf talked about how he had learned “what I can 

use to make a game” and how he would be able to “build on it”.  Another example of 

Dark_wolf’s focus on the act of creating a game is that while he would often spend the first part 

of a session socializing with the people around him, he would then spend the majority of the 

time working on his game, even when his partner was not present.   The tools and skills 

available during the sessions had a greater pull on him than the opportunity to socialize with 

peers.  While he did enjoy the social aspect, he was able to move beyond it to focus on his 

game design. 
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Horse_girl is a youth who expressed sentiments similar to some of Silver’s.  In 

interviews, Horse_girl stated that part of what she enjoyed about Pixel Arts was meeting new 

people, the peers and the adults.  When her cousin stopped attending Pixel Arts, Horse_girl 

would occasionally work with other youth, but spent most of her time exploring the tools 

offered by the program.  In her second PMM interview, she stated that she had “learned more 

things (here) than in her elective class on Google Drive” (offered as an elective as part of her 

regular school day curriculum).  She was able to specifically talk about learning how to create 

characters, backgrounds, sound, and animating characters.  At this interview, she animatedly 

described making a cat character “do every type of dance.”  In sessions she was observed 

giggling and bopping her head around in excitement about creating images such as a “flappy 

bird” in Week 4.   

The final youth who exhibited “messing around” behaviors was Makayla.  While 

Makayla missed the last few sessions due to a transportation issue, she specifically talked about 

her “learning” in the second PMM interview.  She said she, “learned about stuff I can do [that] I 

never knew I could do.”  During the sessions she attended, Makayla was very focused on her 

game.  She spent much of her time the first few weeks in the brainstorming process and 

drawing out screen shots.  Even when others around her were talking, Makayla was usually at 

work on her computer, creating characters and settings.  At the final interview, when I asked 

her if she wanted to say anything else about the experience, her eyes lit up and she smiled and 

said “It is awesome.” 

These five youth all exemplified a level of individual interest in game design. While they 

enjoyed the social aspects of the setting, and engaged with their peers regularly, they also 
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spent much of their time and attention on the content and skills Pixel Arts offered.  All five of 

these youth were willing to seek support and assistance from facilitators and peers to learn 

more.  Social resources were often used to further their game design work. Hidi and Renninger 

(2006) explain this level as when the learner finds engaging with the interest to be a positive 

experience, seeks it out, generating their own related questions and challenges.  These five 

youth expressed positive emotions about their experience with Pixel Arts and were observed to 

enjoy their efforts during the weekly sessions.  They chose challenges, creating games that 

were at the edge of their learning and zone of proximal development and sought help to bring 

their goals to fruition.  Csikszentmihalyi’s work on flow (1997) is implied here too, as these 

youth worked at the nexus of ability and challenge.   

The final genre of participation is “geeking out”.  “Geek” is a word used in common 

vernacular to describe someone who has a greater level of intensity in their engagement and 

commitment to a specific topic or tool.  This is what it means as a genre of participation also- 

this engagement and commitment often lead the individual to gain specialized knowledge in 

their realm and with more frequent participation with it, than others (Horst et al., 2013).   

When one is participating at this level, they are also often embedded in a community of people 

with similar interests and intensity around the tool or topic.  As engagement increases, 

individuals often have to seek peers beyond their immediate, physical community to find a like-

minded group.  This need is often met through an on-line environment where location and age 

are less relevant than when creating peer networks, and the group is often more diverse as a 

result (Horst et al., 2013; Ito et al., 2013; Kafai & Fields, 2013).  In this phase, individuals 

combine the social and technical resources, skills, and connections built during the phases of 
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“hanging out” and “messing around” (Thomas & Seely Brown, 2011).  The learning that is 

observable now is more intense, autonomous, and interest-driven (Ito et al.; Thomas & Seely 

Brown, 2011). 

At the level of “geeking out”, there is an implication of engaging beyond the everyday 

affordances of the experience.  Three of the youth in the study engaged at this level; Bunny, 

Lupin, and Luke.  In her second PMM interview, Bunny expressed a high level of enjoyment for 

the program and was the only one to specifically ask about participating again in the next 

trimester. In describing the program, she mentioned the specific skills she had learned, 

including the names of programs used, like Scratch.  Furthermore, she talked about the more 

holistic quality of “putting the game together.”  She also expressed a desire to share what she 

was learning with others.   While Bunny was in a group with Silver (and others) who were 

engaged in the social aspects of the experience, Bunny was almost always very focused and 

working on the elements of the game she was creating, even if she was the only one in her 

group working. She also chose to attend the next trimester’s session of Pixel Arts, even though 

none of her friends chose to continue.  In her behaviors and comments, she presented as 

intense, autonomous, and interest-driven.   

Lupin was a youth who came into the program with more experience than the other 

youth in the study. He had taken an on-line class on modding (modifying elements) in 

Minecraft.  He came to Pixel Arts with an established friendship group and worked in this 

quartet for the whole program.  In Week 4 he asked for help from the facilitators to import 

images he had created at home for his team’s game. In Week 6, he talked about plans to invite 

someone over for a sleepover on the upcoming weekend, so he could work on characters all 
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night (his parents enforce a bedtime when he does not have friends over).  Within his own 

group of four, the other members often deferred to him, considering him the “expert” and 

treating him as their “leader”.  At times, they would ask him, “What do you want me to work 

on, Lupin?” However, Lupin was comfortable asking for assistance of peers as well as the high 

school and adult mentors.  Despite the close social ties of his group, Lupin was consistently 

focused on programming, usually working on characters for the game.  Lupin is another youth 

who chose to continue with Pixel Arts for the next trimester, despite the fact that none of the 

other members of his group chose to do so.  Like Bunny, he behaved as someone who was 

intense, autonomous, and interest-driven.   

Luke is the only other youth who worked on his game design outside of the Pixel Arts 

session.  He was excited to show his father what he had been working on, so accessed some of 

the websites from home to demonstrate the programs and let his father see the characters he 

had created.  From an early comment he made about wanting to create a game he could play 

with his family, Luke presented as goal driven.  Of the ten youth in this study, Luke was the least 

socially oriented during the Pixel Arts sessions, although observing him in other settings at the 

school, he is part of an active social group.  While in his second interview, Luke did express 

some regret at not having anyone to work with, during the initial sessions, when the facilitators 

were more actively engaged in helping youth find groups to work with, Luke expressed a desire 

to work alone.  Possibly by default, Luke was one of the most focused participants during the 

weekly sessions, actively engaged in working on his game design and asking for help from peers 

or facilitators as needed to solve problems.  As discussed earlier, Luke expressed both breadth 

and depth in his diverse understanding of technology.   
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 In their actions, all three of these youth displayed a well-developed interest in game 

design.  Each of them was highly engaged during the weekly sessions, even when their friends 

and group mates were not.  They used the resources available to keep progressing as game 

designers and displayed a deeper commitment to their projects than their peers, by working on 

them outside of the Pixel Arts sessions and explicitly seeking out additional opportunities to 

engage in game design.   

 

 Pronoun usage 

Influenced by the work of Worsley  and Blikstein  with adolescent Makers (2012, 2013,) I 

also did a quantitative analysis of the number of personal pronouns used by youth in each of 

their PMMs as an indicator of identity development.  They argue that a greater use of first 

person pronouns (“I”, “me”, or “we”) is indicative of a stronger personal relationship with the 

object or activity being discussed.  My analysis of these personal pronouns was based on their 

use in the two PMM interviews.  All of the youth showed an increase in the use of first person 

pronouns during the second PMM interview.  Two of the youth had not used these pronouns at 

all during their first interview, and the average increase was 41% more use of first person 

pronoun from the first to the second interview.  This increase was statistically significant.  There 

was a corresponding statistically significant decrease in the use of third person pronouns by the 

youth.  Third person pronoun use can imply a sense of disconnect from the objects or activities 

and the average decrease for the group was 33% between the two different interviews. 
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The Figured World of Pixel Arts 

As a group, the youth, near peer mentors, and adult facilitators created a setting where 

the activities were imbued with collective meaning (Urrieta, 2007), a figured world where they 

could explore their interest, identity, and understanding. This setting allowed youth to exercise 

agency, use authentic tools, meet new people, strengthen friendships, step into new roles, and 

enjoy a collaborative, non-hierarchical learning experience.  This setting facilitated the work of 

making/Making one’s identity around technology. 

Youth in these settings also had many opportunities to experience agency.  From the 

beginning, the participants were encouraged to come up with their own ideas for a game 

design and all of its elements: setting, characters, music, etc…  During the first session, the 

youth helped create the ground rules for the program in a brainstorming style activity.  They 

were allowed to work individually or in groups.  During the sessions, they were introduced to 

skills that would help group work be more effective and enjoyable, such as how to ask for help 

or offer constructive feedback. Then, within game design groups, individual youth could choose 

which elements of the game to focus on and which tools to use.  Even materials that the youth 

might want during the sessions, such as paper and pencils, were laid out in a common area that 

the youth could access at any time, without asking permission.   

The youth were also able to position themselves in new ways in relationship to each 

other as peers and with the adults in the room, as well as position themselves in a new way in 

regards to technology, by taking on these new roles.  As a group, the youth embodied members 

of a variety of populations underrepresented in STEM.  There was a diversity of gender, 

race/ethnicity, socio-economic status, and language learning.  Some of the youth came to this 
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program without much access to technology in their home lives and most had little previous 

experience with game design. However, this was a setting that offered time and expertise with 

hardware and software used by hobbyists and professional game designers.  Furthermore, all of 

the software used in the program is freely available so the youth could continue to use these 

programs after the trimester ended, if they chose to continue their interests and pursuits in 

game design.  Barriers of knowledge, skill, and access were all removed, giving these youth 

access to resources to continue their development (Price, 2012; Rubin, 2007, Urrieta, 2007). 

Youth were able to set their own goals around their game design and were given advice 

about how to set reasonable goals and consider scope, given the constraints of the program.  

When new tools were introduced to the group, it was done in small increments and then the 

youth were invited to immediately start exploring those new tools and use them to create their 

games.  Adults and high school mentors were available to provide assistance for both technical 

and social skill building.  Youth could also ask for help from peers and offer up their own 

expertise to others.    In interviews, youth expressed appreciation for the freedom this 

experience offered them.  Not a single youth stated any concern or sense of being 

overwhelmed by the autonomy they experienced in the Pixel Arts program. 

Youth in this program were able to improvise and innovate(Rush & Fecho, 2008, Urrieta, 

2007) as they ‘figured’ who they are in relation to technology through daily practices and lived 

activity’ (Holland & Lave, 2001) of the Pixel Arts game design camp.  The youth were active in 

constructing their own identities, often with creativity, using new resources.  These resources 

could help them push against the culture of STEM studies and careers, which presently attracts 
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a small subset of people, usually white, middle/upper class males, in which they might find 

themselves.   

These youth were able to deepen their identity with technology. Their greater use of 

first person pronouns, their changing genres of participation, and their active co-creation of this 

space all support the claim that identity development happened in this setting, this figured 

world of the Pixel Arts game design after school program.  In making computer games, the 

youth were also re-making themselves, as individuals who had a greater personal connection to 

technology. 

Knowledge Building 

Did a 9-week, web-based game design program offer youth opportunities to: Build 

understanding about technology and technology careers? How and in what ways did 

participating in this program contribute to youths’ understanding and awareness of 

technology and technology careers? 

 

Personal Meaning Maps 

Much of the evidence to answer this question came from the dimensions explored 

through the Personal Meaning Maps and their accompanying interviews.  In exploring ideas 

about STEM interest and science identity, I thought that the PMM would be an effective way to 

note how learners themselves think about changes in attitudes or conceptual understanding 

with respect to technology.  Furthermore, as Making itself is premised upon 

constructivism/constructionism, using a tool to assess the experience that is based on a similar 
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understanding of learning seemed appropriate.  Each individual begins the activity with a 

unique history of previous knowledge, attitudes, behaviors, and experiences, so each starts 

from a different place along a learning spectrum.  The PMM, with its’ emphasis on individual 

change, recognizes this and allows each participant’s degree of change to be assessed. It honors 

the unique change that each individual might experience after participation in an activity.  PMM 

analysis allowed me to identify changes in any individual, whether or not they came to the 

experience with previous gaming or programming experience.  It leveled the playing field and 

did not bias findings in regards to prior knowledge or life experience. 

 One of these dimensions, extent, considers the number of terms individuals use in each 

version of their PMM, as a way to measure the extent of their knowledge and feelings (Falk, et 

al., 1998).  In my study, 70% of the youth had a greater number of words or phrases on their 

second PMM, as compared to their first one.  None of the youth chose to remove any words or 

phrases when given the opportunity to do so.  The overall increase was statistically significant.   

 In their PMMs, the youth used a variety of categories, indicating breadth of 

understanding, including naming particular objects they interacted with (tablets, toasters, 

phones) or descriptive words (awesome, complex, addicting).  This category can also be 

analyzed across the whole group, and the increase in the number of categories used by the 

youth on their second PMMs was statistically significant.  This group of youth did display an 

increase in their breadth of understanding in regards to technology.   

There was also a notable increase in the youth’s understanding of technology careers 

between the two PMMs.  During the pre-PMM activity, only one youth mentioned jobs, and it 
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was in a generic way, “a lot of jobs use it”.  On the post-PMMs, 60% of the youth mentioned 

technology jobs or skills.  These were more specific, “animator”, “character designer”, or 

referred to technology companies, “Microsoft”.   

Most of the youth moved from displaying a general level of knowledge to a greater 

depth or degree of understanding during the second PMM and its interview.  One example is 

Dark_wolf. On his first PMM, he listed a single genre of technology, “video games” and 

adjectives to describe it, such as “fun”, “hooks you in”, “action”.  However on his second PMM, 

he included phrases like “creative ideas” and “show your talent”.  The focus shifted from being 

a consumer of technology to using it to express oneself.  Another example comes from Silver, 

who’s first PMM included phrases like “entertainment uses” and “allows/gives happiness”.  On 

her second PMM, she added “working together”, “learn new things”, and “meet new people”.  

This displays a greater depth, from entertainment to learning and expanding one’s social circle.   

The youth in this study did exhibit greater Mastery in regards to technology. Many 

youth talked about new skills and tools they had explored in the Pixel Arts program.  Youth 

talked about being “more careful with my drawing, not rushing it”, “learning new things you 

didn’t even know existed”, and now having “the tools to do it (make a game)”.  The two youth 

who initially expressed negative concerns about technology both were influenced by adults in 

their lives, a parent or teacher.  In their comments during their second PMM interview, they 

were the source of their ideas and opinions.  Another sign of greater mastery of the topic is the 

youth who were now able to discuss particular technology careers and tools used in game 
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production.  One youth was able to clearly articulate that he now could use technology to 

create things, not just use it to communicate with family and friends. 

As a whole, the PMM artifacts and interviews provide strong evidence in supporting the 

claim that the youth in this 9-week new media Maker program were able to explore their 

understanding of technology and technology careers as well as further their STEM interest 

development and their STEM identity exploration. 

 

Place-Centered Lens 

One of the main influences of a physical setting is the role it plays in what and how 

learning happens (Falk & Dierking, 2002).  In this way it can impact knowledge and 

understanding of a topic. The setting for this new media game design program was a place, due 

to the layout and the way the adults had the youth set up in it that fostered collaboration, peer 

mentoring, and distributed creativity. It was a place where youth could deepen and broaden 

their understanding of technology and technology careers.   Youth were encouraged to work in 

groups, and the placement of the computers in a side by side arrangement enabled this.  The 

wheels on the chairs allowed youth to rearrange themselves at will, easily and without 

distracting the larger group.   

The spacing between the tables also fostered sharing, as youth could walk around and 

check in with other groups. Adults and mentors could also easily navigate the space to help in 

unobtrusive ways.  This helped create a space that celebrated each person’s achievements and 

openness to sharing ideas and skills.  The side by side placement of the computers on a long 
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table made it easy to look over and offer help or seek it, from a neighboring peer, in a free-

flowing manner that did not necessitate anyone stopping what they were doing to help 

another.  Even if one did not need assistance, in looking casually around, one might notice a 

variation or new skill that another had mastered that could inspire a new direction for any 

individual.   

The lack of a clearly defined “front” of the room also kept the space learner-centered.  

Furthermore, this helped the place feel more like an authentic game design space.  Throughout 

the experience, the facilitators emphasized the collaborative nature of professional game 

design, in their own behaviors and explicit messages to the youth.  Many well-known high tech 

companies, such as Facebook, Google, and Apple, also are designed to have large, open, 

collaborative work spaces that intentionally encourage casual interactions and opportunities for 

sharing ideas.  So the space co-created for the after school program felt authentic. 

The Pixel Arts game education program is intentionally structured to create spaces 

where those who are learning game design can try new things, work with others, and pursue 

their own goals.  In this collaborative, supportive setting, exploration, experimentation, and 

iteration are encouraged as the youth do the work to create a game.  The adult facilitators even 

model a game that has “bugs” (mistakes) in one session and engage in brainstorming with the 

larger group to find “fixes”.  This serves the dual purpose of modeling persistence and asking 

for help.  It lets more individuals in a community play the role of expert.  Creativity is also 

fostered as the youth are able to generate their own ideas for game genre and elements, as 

well as setting their own scale for a project and goals around a final “product”.   
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From the National Research Council’s 2009 report on “Learning Science in Informal 

Settings”, the tools, materials, and activities of a place impact the learning that takes place 

there.  The youth in this program were given access to authentic tools, instructed in using them 

in authentic ways, and empowered to use them for their own goals.  These participants now 

have more resources they can leverage as they pursue their interests and the agency to do so in 

other settings.  

I believe it is the combination of the physical and socio-cultural aspects of a program like 

Pixel Arts game education that allowed youth to transform their identities and position 

themselves in new ways regarding technology and STEM.  They were also able to build 

understanding of technology and technology careers.  Like other authentic sites for experiential 

learning, gardens (Fusco, 2001; Rahm, 2002) and laboratories (Bulte et al., 2006), this new 

media game design space afforded exploration and development of STEM interest, identity, and 

understanding.   The physical context, from the room’s layout to the freely available, accessible 

authentic tools encouraged a culture of play and work with the others with whom they shared 

that space. 

 

Physical Context of the space 

From their first meeting with the school, Pixel Arts clearly stated their preference for a 

physical space that would allow for collaboration.  The physical space for this program was 

designed to encourage collaborative activity and peer interactions. This was facilitated by the 

arrangement of the tables in groups and movable chairs.  The room was also laid out so that 
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there was not an orientation towards a “front of the room”, helping create a non-hierarchical 

atmosphere.   

 The space was still not ideal.  Youth could work easily side by side, but groupings of 

more than three could be difficult to negotiate.  However, the design did encourage 

collaboration and deemphasized the role of the adults, with the lack of an orientation towards 

a “front” of the room.  When the adults desired the attention of the youth, they would ask 

them to turn off their monitors and face the whiteboard area.  Thus, the youth could not 

effectively listen to directions and work on their projects at the same time.  This helped 

maintain a culture of short introductions to new tools, or shortcuts offered to make their 

programming more efficient, and then the youth would turn back to their computers to 

practice these new skills.  The setting did not facilitate a culture of lecturing “experts” and 

receptive “learners”.  Rather, information was shared by “guides on the side” and then 

immediately implemented by the youth in a “just in time” teaching style.   

 Despite these limitations, the setting did encourage collaborative work, opportunities 

for distributed creativity, and peer to peer sharing.  Having wall space to post and share 

drawings of screen shots, characters, and other elements was another resource in creating this 

learning environment.  Most of the results could be attributed to the behavior setting that the 

space offered and the adult facilitators actively encouraged in their words and actions.  And, 

the youth did experience this.    

The physical elements of this setting also include the authentic tools that were shared 

with the youth.  An introduction was offered to youth on how to use a tool and then 

exploration was encouraged.  Also, these resources were always free software programs 
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available on-line to the youth.  Youth were able to create their own accounts on these websites 

to save their work and thus could access them from any setting that afforded on-line access, 

even outside of the Pixel Arts sessions. 

At the first few sessions, the youth were introduced to the idea of game design using 

easily available resources: paper, cards, and pencils- the computers were not even turned on 

during those first sessions.  Using their creativity, working individually or in small groups, the 

youth were able to start coming up with elements for their games.  Then, over the next few 

weeks, the Pixel Arts game education program facilitators introduced the youth to four 

different on-line resources for game design.  All of these resources are freely available to 

anyone with internet connection and accounts on them are created such that work is saved on 

the site’s server allowing it to be accessed from anywhere.  These tools were: Scratch, Pixlr, 

BeepBox, and Bfxr.net.   With these tools, ones that are used by hobbyist and professional 

game designers, the youth had an authentic experience with game design.  All of these tools are 

also created to have a “low floor and a high ceiling”, wherein it is easy to start using them and 

they have the capability to let the user create higher level elements with practice and greater 

expertise.  After learning how to access these resources, the youth can make games in any 

settings and continue to pursue their interest in game design.   

Pixel Arts created a space where youth could create, try again, and share and work 

together.  It was a space that encouraged the youth to try different roles and identities as 

learners and teachers, asking for help and offering expertise.  
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Implications for Learning Sites 

The qualities of a Maker experience encompass qualities common in Free-Choice 

learning settings; they are interest driven, experiential, often collaborative, and process, not 

product, oriented. These are spaces where individuals share their questions, expertise, 

mistakes, and successes, creating a community of like-minded, supportive peers of all ages and 

backgrounds. It is an experience that is available to all learners, of all ages, no matter what kind 

of school or home education environment in which they find themselves.  Maker activities can 

happen at home, in informal education settings such as museums or libraries, as part of the 

school day or extended school day, or in community settings.  Activities range from game 

design and e-textiles to creating cardboard arcades- and anything in between.  Materials can 

include purchased kits or repurposed objects.  With the abundance of information on the 

internet, as well as resources already present in every community, such as books in the library 

or a neighbor around the corner, anyone can learn how to do most anything; no project is out 

of the reach of a learner.  Since the tools and resources of a Maker experience can be found for 

little or no cost, the access issue becomes less of a concern.  However, not everyone does 

currently access these resources.  The qualities Make embodies that encourage identity work 

and growth along individual interest trajectories can be implemented in a wide-variety of 

learning settings.  Make experiences can be made available for all learners. 

The Pixel Arts game design program was offered at a conventional public middle school, 

as part of an after school program, in a space already present at the school.  There is evidence 

that this 9- week program contributed to youths’ STEM interest development, STEM identity 

exploration, and understanding of technology and technology careers.   Thus, the implication is 
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that Free-Choice Learning principles can be present in all types of settings.  With subtle changes 

to the space and social relationships, a different learning experience was possible for the 

participants in this experience.  These youth had the opportunity to explore their own interests, 

learn from their peers, and collaboratively create games as well as a learning environment.   

The Make movement is different from many youth programs because when done well 

(as observed in  this study) it includes attributes which are not present in all youth efforts: 

intentional use of a (1) non-hierarchical facilitation style, (2) authentic tools and practices, (3) 

collaboration, (4) interest-driven activity and (5) choice.  These were critical to supporting youth 

agency, interest development and identity exploration around technology.  These are strategies 

and principles that could be used in other alternative education settings.   

While there is some concern that the Make/Maker movement is elitist, the movement 

in and of itself is not elitist.   Because of where these spaces are often located and the 

resources that are perceived as necessary for high end tools, more middle class and upper class 

individuals and families are aware of them and what you can do in them.  However, my findings 

demonstrate that youth from marginalized communities benefitted greatly from the 

opportunity to engage in one kind of Maker experience.  As educators and researchers 

concerned with STEM interest development, identity work, and deepening of understanding, 

we need to try harder to ensure that youth in under-resourced communities like this one have 

those opportunities.  Currently, school and community librarians are among those most 

passionate about providing spaces for youth to access Make experiences and tools. 

 This Make experience addresses a number of strands from the NRC (2009) report that 

describe goals and practices of science learning settings.  My study shows that a particular 
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program can be planned and organized to afford youth opportunities that promote learning as 

those found in informal environments.   

 

 Strand 1: Experience excitement, interest, and motivation to learn about phenomena in 

the natural and physical world.  

 Youth in the Pixel Arts Game Education program experienced all three of these qualities.  

Youth described the program as “awesome”, mentioned wanting to learn everything to share it 

with others, and 50% chose to sign up for the program for a second term (despite fierce 

competition from a new offering at the school, guitar).  From my observations of the program, 

youth were playful, enjoyed themselves, and would express excitement and pride in what they 

were creating.  Every week, youth could be heard exclaiming, “come see this”, or “listen to this 

song I made”, or just bouncing in their seats.  The youth worked on their projects until the last 

moment of each session and talked animatedly in the hall after leaving the space.  They also 

self-selected to attend an after school program on a day that the school did not provide 

transportation home, and some would wait outside for up to an hour after the program ended 

for their ride to arrive.  This was a program that was relevant to interests of youth, offered 

autonomy to choose projects and goals, and encouraged interaction with peers and near peers, 

as well as mentors serving in a non-hierarchical role.  From the generation of “class rules” as 

the first session, youth helped co-create a space to be creative, interactive, supportive, and safe 

to try new things. 
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 Strand 3: Manipulate, test, explore, predict, question, observe, and make sense of the 

natural and physical world. 

 Whenever new skills or tools were shared with the participants, in short mini-lessons, 

the youth were encouraged to immediately start exploring these tools or skills, and they 

unanimously did so.  As the example described in Chapter 4,  when the software, BeepBox, was 

introduced, the rest of that session was almost silent as all of the youth engaged with it, 

headphones on, trying to make songs for their games.  Directions given to the youth were often 

minimal, so the participants would spend much of their time manipulating, testing, and 

exploring the programs they were using, observing what the results of their actions (such as 

programming commands) were, and adjusting as necessary to get the result or outcomes they 

desired.  The youth demonstrated a high level of comfort in asking questions, of each other, the 

mentors and facilitators, and on-line resources, such as Google.  The non-hierarchical, 

cooperative culture of this game design world encouraged asking and giving help, exploration, 

and persistence through much iteration.   

 

 Strand 5: Participate in scientific activities and learning practices with others, using 

scientific language and tools. 

 The youth all participated in the activity of creating on-line video games.  They used 

“real” tools, websites that professional and hobbyist game designers use as well.  The Pixel Arts 

team also encouraged the youth to create their games in teams, as most professional gamers 

work, and gave them social skills to support this part of the work. This included choosing a 

scope for a game, each member of the team setting goals, how to run group check-ins, and 
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group brainstorming sessions to problem solve solutions to game glitches.  From the first 

session, youth were encouraged to work together and help each other.  Specific terms for the 

different elements of a game, actions within games, and game culture were used regularly by 

the adults, high school mentors, and youth participants.   Examples include: characters, looping, 

x and y coordinates, and cause and effect.  The game design program offered youth a relevant, 

interest-driven, real-world experience with technology. 

 

 Strand 6: Think about themselves as science learners and develop an identity as 

someone who knows about, uses, and sometimes contributes to science. 

 My analysis of the youths’ Personal Meaning Maps found that the youth did develop a 

greater personal identity with technology after participating in this 9-week after school game 

design program.  There was a statistically significant shift in the use of personal pronouns, with 

youth predominantly using first person pronouns to describe technology and their relationship 

with it, during the second interview.  Many mentioned specific roles they had taken on during 

the course of the program and new skills they had gained in relation to game design.  During 

the weekly sessions, youth regularly shared their skills and knowledge with each other, offering 

help even without being specifically asked.  When the youth saw (or heard) a need, they 

responded, taking a break from their own work to help another.  In group brainstorming 

activities, youth offered suggestions and comments that contributed to the whole group’s 

learning.  The youth were encouraged to try, to ask for help, and to offer help in a setting that 

explicitly valued working together, regardless of whether or not every individual was part of a 

game design team.  Youth who chose to design a game alone, such as Mark, were often seen 
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offering help to others, or asking a neighboring participant how to do something.  Youth freely 

gave assistance beyond the boundaries of their own teams.   

  

Recommendations for Future Research 

 I do have suggestions for future research in this area, in a few different realms. First of 

all, because the youth self-selected to participate in a game design program, they presumably 

had interest in a Maker type experience. Would the results I found in this study be consistent 

with a more general group of students? An important study would be to analyze the effects of a 

Maker learning experience on a larger population of youth in a more conventional setting.  If 

the youth were allowed to design whatever type of game they chose, would most students still 

positively engage with the activity and identify more strongly with technology as a result?   

 It is also a different experience to run an after school program than a conventional 

classroom experience, with a longer block of time and a higher teacher-student ratio than most 

classroom teachers experience.  How would the outcome be different in a more conventional 

classroom setting with the constraints and affordances of that context?  On one hand, there are 

issues of a bell schedule and isolated academic subject matter, yet it would also be a way to 

offer this experience to a greater diversity of students, who might not choose it on their own, 

or be able to stay for an after school program.  MakerSpaces can also differ, offered as parts of 

school or community libraries, separate class experiences, carts of materials that are rolled to 

different classrooms in a school, or local, grassroots or for-profit community spaces.  What 

would the experience for youth be in these different settings? 
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 To better differentiate the role of Making from general Free Choice Learning 

experiences, a Maker experience could be compared to a more conventional after school 

experience, such as the 4H Science Club.  The study could be constructed using the Science Club 

as a control group.  PMMs could be administered to both groups at the start and end of a 

trimester (the natural groupings of the sessions with the SUN School program at this middle 

school setting) using a common word.  Interviews could include questions to ascertain what 

was particularly salient for each experience, from the perspective of the youth. 

I would also be curious to see if other types of Making would increase STEM identity.  If 

the activity was construction oriented, such as with Caine’s Arcade, would the participants 

engage more with engineering? Engineering, along with technology, seem to be the areas 

within the STEM acronym that are most amenable to Make experiences.  The proliferation of 

tools now available, which are becoming less expensive and more user friendly all the time (3D 

printers, laser cutters, etc…), and a culture of repurposing materials lend themselves well to 

building in the physical or virtual worlds.   What kind of experiences would most positively 

impact engagement with math?  What could we do for biology or chemistry? 

There are also some interesting studies about important differences in various 

languages that may impact a study that focuses on specific attributes such as pronouns.  For 

example, Spanish is a language more centered on the object than the subject. To contrast, in 

English and German, the speaker might say “he knocked the cup of water off the table” while in 

Spanish, the sentence would say “the cup of water fell off the table” (Fausey, 2010).  Some of 

the youth in this study who used the least number of first person pronouns during the first 
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interview spoke English as their second language, so this may have played a role in some of 

these differences.   

Lastly, while this study did follow youth for nine weeks, what effects, if any, will be long-

lasting?  Will the greater/deeper identity with technology these youth formed continue when 

they are no longer participating?  If they were interviewed again in six months or a year, would 

the effects of this Make experience remain?  Will these youth continue to interact with 

technology as creators rather than consumers in other settings? Will they implement the skills 

and knowledge gained from their Pixel Arts experience in other spaces in their lives?   

 

Conclusions 

 The Pixel Arts game education program did provide a space where youth could do 

identity work around their relationship with technology and STEM.  They were able to “re-

figure” or “re-make” themselves.  By co-creating a space that was non-hierarchical and 

collaborative, a third space or figured world that encouraged agency and strengthened social 

capital was manifested.  This setting allowed youth to position themselves in new relationships 

with their peers and technology as they tried on different roles afforded to them, as well as 

mastered new authentic skills and tools relevant to their interests.  They broadened and 

deepened their understanding of technology and technology careers.  A sweet spot in the 

center of the Contextual Model of Learning was found.  
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Contextual Model of Learning, Revisited 
Figure14 

 

In this new media game design program there was a physical space that was designed to 

support a socio-cultural experience of collaboration and non-hierarchical learning.  Youth were 

given access to tools, both hardware and software, to create projects based on their own 

interests.  They gained skills in teamwork and collaboration.  These tools were authentic, the 

same tools “real” game designers use to create “real” games.  The participants were given time 

and support to work towards achieving their own goals with game design and team work.  This 

experience was also relevant to the youth who all came in with a high level of interest in 

gaming.  Youth were able to step into different roles regarding leadership and expertise, as well 

as literal roles within a game design team.  This 9-week experience was a rich, interactive 
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experience that embodied all three contexts of the contextual model of learning, where the 

whole was greater than the parts.   

 

The Contextual Model of Learning in a Maker Setting 
Figure 15 

 
While technology becomes ever more pervasive in our lives, both in our professional 

and leisure time, the population of individuals who feel confident and competent to pursue 

studies and careers in technology remains limited.  Gender, race, ethnicity, and socio-economic 

status can be a limiting factor. However, gaming, and game design in particular, can address 

this inequity.  While more people than ever have access to the tools of technology, we need to 

broaden and diversify the number of individuals who have the ability able to manipulate those 

tools in productive, not just consumptive ways.  Gaming is an activity that can increase 

individuals’ comfort and competence with technology and the practices of modding and 

customizing within existing games is cited by many men in technology fields as a “trigger” for 
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their recreational and professional pursuits with technology.  How much more powerful is the 

action of creating a game? As Makayla stated in her second interview “I learned about stuff I 

could do that I didn’t know I could do”.   

For the youth in this 9-week program, learning to create computer games was an 

empowering act, giving them skills and tools to make games, an important part of peer culture, 

and re-Make themselves, as youth who identified more strongly with technology.  The youth in 

this study came to the Pixel Arts program with an existing interest in technology, in computer 

games in particular, that they wanted to pursue further. In their initial interview, most voiced a 

desire to learn how to create a game, and they made the effort to sign up for the limited spaces 

available in this after school activity.  Their participation in game design, in a setting that 

offered them the opportunity to pursue their interests using authentic tools and practices, was 

an experience in which their interest deepened and broadened as did their understanding of 

technology and technology careers.   Experiences like this can prevent the newest form of 

technology illiteracy, where youth have tools, but lack the knowledge or ability to use them 

fully to create new content and express themselves.   

Learning settings can look and be different, even when housed in conventional school 

settings.  And in these spaces, youth can continue their identity journey and move towards and 

possibly beyond a greater identification with STEM.  They can also gain understanding of STEM 

topics and careers. 

This 9-week, new media Maker experience offered youth a space to broaden and 

deepen their interests, explore their identities, and construct new understandings about 

technology and technology careers, and their relationship to it. The Pixel Arts new media Maker 
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experience, a space that provided authentic tools and practices for game design was a place for 

making more than just games- it was a space for identity in the Making. 
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Appendix A: SYNERGIES Interest Survey Excerpt 

About Me 

 

I am a  ☐ Girl    ☐ Boy 

   

My age today is:   

   

 

Which of the following best describes you? (MARK ONE OR MORE ANSWERS) 

 

☐ White 

☐ African American or Black 

☐ Asian or Asian American 

☐ American Indian or Alaska Native 

☐ Hispanic or Latino 

☐ Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 

☐ Other: ___________________________________ 

 

 

Is English your first language? ☐ Yes    ☐ No 
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How much do you like finding out about the following things either in or out of school? 

 Like a lot Like a 
little 

Neither 
like nor 
dislike 

Dislike a 
little 

Dislike a 
lot 

How stars and planets form ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Mixing materials together to see what 
happens 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Why clouds, rain, and weather happens ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How the human body works and grows ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How traits are passed from parents to 
children 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How to do Sudoku or other math 
problems 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How earthquakes, volcanoes, and 
hurricanes happen 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How to measure the size or area of things ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How diseases like cancer work ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How to play Minecraft or similar games ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

What it’s like on other planets and 
exploring space 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How buildings and bridges are made ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

What to eat and how to exercise to keep 
healthy and fit 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How gas and diesel engines work ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How computers or cell phones work ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How to grow food and flowers ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How to use maps or GPS to find a place ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How to design new games or toys ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How to keep my community green ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How to make different shapes and 
patterns out of stuff 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

How to solve puzzles ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
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Say how much you agree with each of the statements below: 
 Agree a 

lot 
Agree a 

little 
Neither 
agree or 
disagree 

Disagree a 
little 

Disagree a 
lot 

Science will be useful in my future. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

I find science difficult. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

I would like to study more science in the 
future. 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

I enjoy learning science. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

I would like to have a job that uses science. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

I like science. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Science is harder for me than for other kids my 
age. 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Science is boring. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

I am just not good at science. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

I see how science relates to my life. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

I learn things quickly in science. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

My parents/guardians are interested in 
science. 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

My parents would be happy if I became a 
scientist someday 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

I find science to be really interesting. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Science is helpful in understanding today’s 
world. 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

My parents/guardians want me to be 
interested in science. 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

I expect to become a scientist some day. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Science is useful in helping to solve the 
problems of everyday life. 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

My friends think science is cool. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

My science teacher makes me interested. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

I am pretty good at science ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
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Appendix B: Personal Meaning Map Template 

 

 

  

Technology 
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Appendix C: Personal Meaning Map, Breadth Categories 

 

Gadgets, technological objects 

Descriptors, positive or negative 

Beliefs about technology 

Relationship with technology 

Jobs/roles 

Computer games 

Affordances 

Access to technology 

Producing/consuming technology 

Uses of technology 

Science of technology 

Technology and culture/sociology 

Future of technology 
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